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PRIFACE

This volume consists of a Sumary, Preface, nine papers, dh~cussions following each presentation
and a General Discussion with closing remarka.
Thle AGARD/NATO Aerospace medical Panel Specialists' ,
Meeting was held in Copenhagen, Denmark, 5-9 April 1976.
The aim of the meeting was to facilitate an exchange of information concerning visual aide and
eye protective devices used by the aviator. Authors, ohbervers, and Panel members from 12 NATO
nation@ attended the meeting. Ten papers were selected for the program; nine were presented. A
tremendous amount of discussion ensued, both following each paper and in the "wrap up" ceneral
Discussion. Interest in all of the topics was at a high level. Since this was the final session
of the meeting, it was quite gratifying for the Session Organizer to see such an enthusiastic and
well attended final discussion period. The discussions were the highlight of this meeting. Numerous questions were asked and problems identified. The ensuing discussions were quite helpful in
clarifying points, issues, and technical matters.
The last complete presentation of the topic of VISUAL AIDS AND VISUAL PROBLEMS at an AGARD
meeting was in 1961. Xny reader wishing to compare that Session with the present one should read
"VISUAL PRO1,L-R4S IN AVIATION MEDICINE," •dited by Dr. Armand Mercier (A Pergamon Press Book, 1962).
A number of the topics of that 1961 m.--ring were discussed again at this present meeting. The
reader can gauge for himself If any progress has been made.
The topics that have been discussed at this Session are about equally divided between devices
to protect the eye and vision of the aviator and those which are intended to enhance and extend his
visual capabilities.

THOMAS J. TREDICI, Colonel, USAF, MC
SESSION ORGANI.ER AND EDITOR
P THE AVIATOR
VISUAL AIDS AND EYE PROTECTION --
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EYE PRM1CTIOMN,

PW1'ECTIV% OUVICES AND VISUAL AIDS
by

Dr D 11Brennan
Head. Applied Vision Section
Neurosciences Division

PIAP Institute of Aviation Medicine
Farnborough, Hampshire
United Kingdom

This paper discusses the major ccular hazards 9rwijuntsred in military aviation and describes some
protective measures which may be adopted. The-..zagrds considered are solar glare, bird strike, wind
blast, miniature detonating cord, lasers fad nuclear flash. The role of image intensifiers in aviation
is also discussed.
INTRODUrLTON

Excluding agents of chemical warfare the most important ocular hazards encountered in military
aviation fall into three categories. Solar glare, trauma and high energy light. Protective devices against
thiese hazards mest be compatible with existing aircrew equipment assemblies and not inhibit the safe and
effiient performance of aircrew tasks. These requirements apply also to visual aids.
Solar Glare
Protection against the discomfort amd the reduction in visual acuity caused by glare from direct,
reflected or scattered sunlight, is essential. In transport aircraft where slow donning and doffing is
not a problem such protection may be provided by sunglasses.
In high performance aircraft where protective
helmets are worn photo stress is usually avoided by means of a tinted visor which is integral with the
flying helmet. The visor should be capable of adjustment by the wearer to provide protection against
external glare sources whilst permitting a view of his instrumentation below. In the fully lowered position
the visor should be capable of preventing the ingress ot all unfiltered light.
The filter for use in the aviation environment should have a luminous transmiztance of between 10-15%;
a transmittance significantly higher being only of cosmetic value. The densities of the filter(s) before
each eye should be closely matched to avoid false projection (Pulfrich Effect).
The tint must be neutral
"toavoid adverse effects on colour discrimination particularly the recognition of red warning signals. As
discomfort from glare is eliminated it is important to ensure that infra red wavelengths outside the
visible band (MOO-1400 nm) are also attenuated to avoid any possibility of retinal burns.
Short ultra
violet wavelengths may also be hazardous and thera should be a complete attenuation of the solar erythemal
band (290-320 rim).
As with all transparencies interposed between aircrew and the external scene care must be taken to
ensure that the field of view is as wide as possible, and that the optical properties and the physical
parameters conform to dpecification.
Birdstrike
Protection of the face against birdstrike. Fig. 1. The hazard of birdstrike is always present during
flight (both day and night) at low level. Approximately 85% of birdstrike in the UK occur at altitudes
below 500 ft agl whilst only 7% occur at altitudes above 1,000 ft agl. The incidence of birdstrike in
low level flight is such that a hit in the co.dpit area is a relatively common emergency (with respect to
the various emergency functions to be provided by headgear).
Whenever possible the strength of cockpit
transparencies should be such that they will not shatter when a bJ.rd is hit. The strength necessary to
meet this requirement when an aircraft flying at high speed hits a heavy bird may however be prohibitive.
If practical, secondary protection to the aircrew should be given by a tough screen mounted within the
cockpit. Again however this requirement may be incompatible with other functions, e.g. external vision,
escape. Furthermore there are many aircraft in service at present in which protection of this type is
not provided and yet they are being operated at high speed and low level. When a bird impact occurs onto
a cockpit transparency both pieces of the bird and splinters (some of them large) of the transparency fly
towards the head and shoulders of the aircrew member. The pieces of aircraft canopy in particular are
propelled towards the face of the occupant. The most vulnerable organ is the eye and temporary or even
permanent blindness may follow a birdstrike in the cockpit area. In the absence of other forms of
pl-tectinn (strong transparencies or internal cockpit screens) a helmet mounted visor made of a strong
transparent material such as polycarbonate (3 mm thick) is essential for aircrew operating at high speed
at low altitudes. The visor should protect all the uncovered areo of the face as well at 1.Tie
eyes. Thus,
the lower edge of the polycarbonate visor should abut closely (Less than 5 mm gap) against he oronasal
mask. As there is virtually no hazard of birdstrike above 2,000 ft asl the crew member should be able to
remove the polycarbonate visor from in front of his eyes when flying above this height, since any l3yer in
front of the eyes produces a small but significant impairment of vision. Whilst it is desirable that the
user should be able to lock the polycarbonate visor in the down position for blast protection, there is no
requirement to be able to position it in any position other than fully up or fully down. Although it
would simplify and lighten the headgear if the strong polycarbonate visor could also act as the antiglare
visor there are many flight conditions in which birdstrike protection is required without the antiglare
function e.g. low level flight at dusk and night. A dual visor system is therefore essential where
birdstrike and glare protection are required. Fig. 2.
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Blast Protection
The head is exposed to very high aerodynamic forces on ejection at high speed. Theme aerodynamic
forces impart very high angular accelerations to the head and impact of the head against the seat at high
velocity. In addition the blast may damage the tissues of the face, in particular the eyes, by causing
Furthermore the blast may displace the headgear which may well
gross displacement and rupture of tissues.
then be lost altogether. Protection against the effects of blast on ejection includes the retention of
the headgear and the prevention of damage to the uncovered portions of the face and neck. Retention of
headgear is necessary in order to provide impact protection to the head during the subsequent stages of
the ejection sequence and the delivery of oxygen to the ejectee after escape at altitudes above 25,000 ft.
The UK approach to the blast problem is to rely on the protection given by the rigid flying helmet
which is provided with a strong chin strap and oxygen mask suspension system. The eyes are protected by

the polycarbonate visor which must be locked down on ejection.
against blast up to 600-650 knots.

This system provides adequate protection

Miniature Detonating Cord

Some aircraft, notably the Harrier, are fitted with Miniature Detonating Cord (MDC)
consists of an explosive Charge contained within a lead tuat which is

This device

applied to tle unteArside of the

canopy. On ejection MDC shatters the canopy into relatively small fragments prior to the aircrew leaving
the cockpit. The device has proved to be of great value in minimising personal and equipment damage on

a through canopy ejection.

There have been a number of occasions on which lead spatter from MDC has caused superficial damage to
the face and eyes. The most severe damage has been corneal penetration to a depth of .3mm by small
particles of lead. Fig. 3. In this example the pilot had his visor elevated and deliberately kept his
eyes open. It is considered unlikely in the extreme that any ocular damage will result if the visor is
lowered and the eyes are closed. In order to prevent lead spatter tracking down the inner surface of the
visor various guards have been developed both solid and of foam plastic, these devices may have the adverse
effect of increasing visor misting.
Lasers
Lasers are devices which produce beams of monochromatic light which are usually of small diameter,
intense and highly collimated. The energy density within the beam only decreases slowly with increasing
distance from the laser. The eye has the ability to focus the collimated beams of some lasers and to
Thus, lasers can damage eyes at
concentrate the energy into small image sizes on the retina. Fig. 4.
considerable distance from the source.
Neodymium, gallium arsenide and ruby lasers which emit at 1060 nm, 900 nm and 694.3 rimrespectively
are the most important lasers encountered in military aviation. The applications of these lasers include
ranging and target illumination.
Laser protection is best provided by the adoption of safe working distances. STANAG 3606 gives
It must, however, be
guidance as to the method of calculating the Nominal Ocular Hazard Distance (NORD).
realised that the calculated NOHD does not make an allowance for atmospheric conditions giving rise to
'hot spots' or for intra beam viewing using optical instruments with a magnifying effect. The necessity
for pilot protection from his own laser is debatable. The liklihood of a specular reflector in the range
area orientated normal to the beam must be small, the probability has been calculated as less than 10-6.
Should such a reflector be present, its reflectivity at the laser wavelength is not likely to be high. It
is considered that pilot protection is not necessary provided the target and surrounding area do not
contain specular reflectors e.g. windscreens.
Where protection is considered necessary this may be provided by goggles or visors with the requisite
optical density at the laser wavelength. Care must be taken to ensure that the luminous transmittance,
effect of the tint on colour recognition and optical properties of any protective device are adequate for
the task.
Nuclear Flash
The fireball resulting from a nuclear explosion is capable of producing direct and indirect flash
blindness and indeed may cause a retinal burn. By day the small pupillary diameter and the optical blink
reflex should prevent retinal burns at distances at which survival is possible. Similarly indirect flash
blindness from scattered light within the atmosphere and the globe itself does not pose a problem. Direct
flash blindness from the image of the fireball on the retina is difficult to avoid, but again at survival
distances the irradiated area will be small. Even in the worst case of the fireball being imaged on the
macula, para macula vision should allow all vital flight procedures to continue. At night with a dilated
pupil the situation is much worse. Retinal burns are possible and more importantly from the operational
stand poilnt, indirect flash blinduness wuy deprive t0- aviator Vf ill useful vision for unaccept-bly Iona
time periods. In short, plotection against nuclear flash is not required by day but is vital at night.
(Vos et al, 1964).
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A number of protecti-" measures have been proposed.
Tf an exterior view in not required or only
required infrequently it would be possitle to cover all transparencies with opaque blinds. It has been
advocated that filters with a fixed 1-2% luminous tratasmittance be worn but theae are not necessary by day
and are of limited value at night.
Another suggestion has been an eye patch which may be removed wheo
one eye tia been affected, but this is essentia.ly a two shot device.
Whliat is required is a visor which

could be worn at all times when nuclear flash is a possibility. This vikor should have a very high luminous
transmittance when 'open' and a very low transmittance when activated by t nuclear flesh, clearing rapidly
when the flash is removed. The visor should, preferably, be made of polycarbonate or other high impact
resistance material so that it may replace the one intended for bird strike protection in the dual visor
syste.m. Photochromic compounds are being developed which go some way to reetlcg these criteria. These
are activated by the ultra-violet component of the nuclear flesh and deri.en rapidly to provide
optical densities of approximately 2. They clear rapidly following thO flash but vay produce an afterglow.
The spectral absorption may not cover the total desired range of 400-1400 nm but cat' be centred where
desixed and sideband filters added. These compounds have been doped in acrylic where their useful life is
limited due to oxidation, successful doping of polycarbonatos has not yet been achieved. The most promising
host material to date is epoxy resin where the shelf life is unlimited. Epoxy resin may be laminated with
polycarbonates to produce the necessary impact resistance.
An alternative United States approach is to use an electro optic shutter of Lead Lanthanum Zirconate
Titanata in a ceramic wafer (PLZT).
This device reacts within a few microseconds to produce optical
densities in excess of 3. Although t..ese characteristics appear ideal PLZT has two disadvantages, The
ooen state luminous tranismittance is low, about 22%, and it would be difficult and expensive to form into
a curved visor.
The diEficulties that would be caused in

night flight by the low open state luminous transmittance are

currently under investigation. Dark adapted subjects are required to distinguish targets against backgrounds
illuminated to provide luminances of .0032, .032 and .32 candelas per square metre. These luminances
correspond roughly to upper scotopic, low mesopic and low photopic levels of luminance. The threshold ability
of the subjects to distinguish the target from the background is determined both with and without an
interposed nevtral density filter of 22% luminous transmittance.
The liminal brightness increment (Al) is
measured and the increase when wearing the filter calculated. The preliminary results are presented below.

background
luminance

Al + 1
cd/m-2

1
cd/in2

(<:ntrol
22% filter

3.28
3.29

3.19
3.17

3.10
3.84

control
22% filter

3.24
3.38

3.08
3.06

5.47
10.39

4.92%

0.0032 cd/m 2 control
22% filter

3.71
3.92

3.31
3.28

11.80
10.36

7.56%
7

0.32 cd/m-2

0.032 cd/m-

ii

2

AI/
1%

Rean increase in
AI/1% with filter
0.74%

the complete laboratory investigations support the early promise and if

aircrew opinion continues to

be favourable a flight trial will be considered.
Image Intensifiers
The application of image intensifying goggles in aviation is currently being evaluated.
These devices incorporate one or two image intensifying tubes with the requisite optical system for
binocular viewing. A beam splitter is of necessity incorporated !ito the optics of the single tube goggles.
Most goggles provide the conventional controls to compensate for inc'r pupillary distance and individual
spherical refractive error. The optics provide optimum focus at infinity but viewing of maps and instruments
is possible (ither by manual focussing or by means of a bifocal segment although the limited depth of
field paruirularly when combined with a small reading segment makes map reading difficult. The field of
view of differpnt goggles varies but an average figure would be 400. The desired magnification is unity.
The goggles are designed to operate in the passive mode but an inbuilt diode is usually provided which emits
in the near infra red to provide supplementary illumination at close range.
The goggles are designed to operate in star]ignt (10-3 lux) but. in practice it is cunsidered that their
greatest value is in quar 'r to half moonlight conditions. In full moonlight or brighter the naked eye is
able to perform as well or better. The resolution provided by the goggles can vary both between manufacturers
and between samples from the same manufacturer.
It is considered that of the goggles evaluated none would
provide wire recognition at a safe distance. The view, obtained through the goggles, of a Ftlandard vision
test chart is shown in Fig. 5.
The image presented is generally green and appears close to the peak of the photopic response of the eye.
Should the gogles have to be removed the eyes would require time to dark adapt. Colour coding on Maps is
of little value and ideally specially printed maps are required.
Cockpit and aircraft lights must be
virtually extinguished to avoid flare and provision made to enable warning lights and instruments to be seen.
The main disadvantage of the goggles evaluated is their weight, this being approximately 1 Kg. The goggles
require to be mounted at the front of the ai.rcrew protective helmet and the displacement this produces in
the centre of gravity of the head/helmet system causes considerable discomfort and precludes wearing the
goggles for prolonged periods.

CI
In

conclusion, image intenmifiars are x valuable transit aid for night flight in good

seteorological conditions but development is

1.

Vos,

required.

Some reflections on the danger o. and
Frederikue, J.W., Walraven, P.L. and Boogaard, J.
Institute for Perception RVO-TH0
the protection against nuclear flash blindness And retinal burn.
Report No. lZF 1964-25.
J.j.
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Figure 6
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DISCUSSION
IZVALEURAUD:

Concerning the hypothesis of the destruction of the iacula by the fireball, you say that
it is possible to fly with paramacular vision? IT this only a hypothesis, or have you
done any experimentation yourselves?

3RENUA;i
HISUM:

Ve have not worked with this problem ourselves but consider the views of Vo.

to be correct.

In connection with this, I might point out that during the early to aid-sixties, there
were some tests conducted by people at the USAF School of Aerospace Nedicine--Richey
and his coworkers--in which they indicated that practically all of the flying activities
could be conducted with parafoveal vision. Perhaps some of the very fine instrument
reading functions would be lost but most of the activities necessary to bring an aircraft
back could be conducted with parafoveal vision.

CLICR:

In reference to laser attenuation, we are concerned about the 8sms thing.
I agree that
reflection from a man's own laser is probably minimal, but more and "ore we se& numerous
uces for lasers--target spotting and range detection from both ground-to-air and ground-toground and all co•..instions of the various lasors that you mentioned.
Do you have any
specific plans for attenuating these at the pilot's
eye? That is the first
question, and
the second one:
I noticed you did not use a cover on your dual visor (I guses you coull
go on to a five-viaor system).
Do you have some sort of cover?

BRENNAN:

Yes, we have a soft fabric cover which Is taken off on entry into the aircraft.
As for
protection against lasers, we would only consider protection if a man was being ranged
upon,
An example that comas to mind is the laser-guided Sun.
Obviously, if the man Is
acting as a target for a laser-guided gun, be will wear protection.
But at the moment.
we are not advocating protection for people who are using only their own lasers, although
I
aust admit that it is an emotive issue and no matter what one says to certain people,
they would still
wear laser protective visors because they say they are not going to run
any risk at all,
hoviver small.

TItEDICI:

May I ask one question? On your dual visor, the chap in the slide was not wearing any
spectacle correction.
Do you have any problem Integrati-ag corrective spectacles with
the dual visor since they would take ,ipmore space?

BIRENNIAN:

Nu, there is

TR.EDICI;

So the visor is

SBRENNAN:

That is correct.
The only trouble that we are having with our dual visor system is in the
quality of the polycarbonate.
We find it very difficult to get optical grade polycarbonate.
We are forced to use commercial grade polycarbonate, which has a very high rejection rate.
Ultimatelyowe ill
probably go to an injection molding process as the only way of getting

IRELAND:

Have you developed the fabrication capability for PLZT in the UK?
are the units that can be made in your industrial process?

adequate space for all
mounted a little

flying spectacles.

further out?

the hihoptical quality which we demand.

BRENNAN:

eNonot to my knowledge.

And if

so, how large

This was brought to mind by the Sandia people.

WILEY;

Do you think that the optical density between 1 and 2 for your phntnchromics is
protection for nuclear flash protection?

BRDINAN;

As you know, the optical density required depends upon your weapon characteristics and the
type of aircraft, and the role in which you are using it.
I will leave it at that.
I
will say that we think that an optical density if approaching 2--whether it Is sufficient
or not, I do not know.

WILEY:

What is

BiRNNAN:

It follows the time course o' the ultraviolet.
But, we have in the audience Mr Resmond,
from the Atomic Weapons Research Establiniment at Wilderwaster, and he perhaps can
answer this question better than I can.

RESNOND:

The reaction time for all

BRENNAN:

So it follows the time course of the ultraviolet--the more ultraviolet you have,
greater the density.

HARRIS:

A question on the reaction times. You say it is 10-8 of a second.
It begins reacting
then--at what time does it reach this opticil density of 2? In other words, are you
down to an optical density of 1 or 2 In 10of the second?

IBSlOND:

The time at which you would reach a given optical density is the function of the amount
of ultraviolet which is put on to the photochromic.
The 10-8 of the second is the basic
time constant of the reaction of the photochromic, but, in fact, since you are always
limited by the rate at which you are supplying the UV, in a particular case of providing
adequate protection it may turn out that the photochromic has no reason to go to a
density of 2.
This depends upon weapon characteristics and the distance that you are

sufficient

the reaction time of the photochromic?

intent and purposes is

instantmneous--10-

8

of the second.
the

91
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away from the weapon as well as an general ambient conditions.
TRIDIC~t

I have one more question, I noticed that on all your windscreen failures (birdstrikea)"
the windscreena were acrylic, Are any newer windacreens being fabricated with poly-

BRIkmHzA

No,

carbonates?
at Lhe manat wo do have windacreen. which are laminated, but pure polycarbonates,

4o

I

I
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INTEGRATION OF AVIATOR'S EYE PROTECTION AND VISUAL AIDS
Gloria T. Chisum, Ph.D.
Phyllis E. Norway
Crew Systems Department
Naval Air Developient Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania
18974
United States of America
SUMMARY
The basic function of the aviator's helmet and visor assembly is to provide protecRecent technological developments have resulted in additiontion for the head and eyes.
The additional functions range from
al functions being assigned to the helmet and visor.
static aids for distant vision to dynamic displays of information for use in weapon conBasic requiretrnl and guidance, and aircraft management and situational information.
ments for the protective equipment have been established. The expanded functions for
the protective equipment require that modifications be made in the •quipment configura-tion. The modifications must be accomplished without sacrificing the basic functions of
protection. Accomplishment of these two goals requires cooperation between the display
designers and crew equipment specialists.
BACKGROUND
The aviator's helmet assembly provides eye protection, sound attenuation and protection for the wearer's head during in-flight buffeting, seat ejection, bail out, crash
The helmet is designed to distribute
landing, bird strikes or other impact threats.
impact forces over the head and to absorb those forces so that a minimum amount of any
The basic helmet currently in the U.S. Navy fleet use
impact reaches the wearer's head.
The outer shell of this helmet is
for attack and fighter pilots is the APH-6 helmet.
molded from fiber glass and polyester resins, and gives impact and penetration protection.
The edge of the shell is covered with a rubber edge roll which protects the wearer from
the helmet edges. The inner foam liner of the helmet consists of three cellular polystyThe liner
rene sheets which are molded to fit the inside contour of the outer shell.
Sizing liners which are readily inserted and reabsorbs and dissipates isipact forces.
moved, permit the helmet to be fitted to the aircrewman's head to afford protection,
The helmet shell
Nape and chin straps insure helmet retention.
stability and comfort.
and liners are produced in small, medium and large sizes.
The helmet visor assembly provides peotection for the eyes from glare, dust, windStandblast, foreign particles, flash fires and flying debris from windscreen shatters.
The helmet sonic earcup assemioly consists of an
ard visors are clear and neutral gray.
earphone housing and a foam rubber ear Li shion. The earcup assemply attenuates ambient
noises and thus improves reception of auditory signals from the earphones.
The aircrewman also wears an oxygen mask which is
tem attached to the helmet at retaining tracks.

supported by a mask suspension sys-

Minimum requirements for the aircrewman's personal equipment have been established
The helmet shell, liners and visors are the equipand are published as specifications.
The basic
ments which have been most significantly affected by advanced visual aids.
The critical requirerequirements for the helmet s ell and liner are shown in Table I.
The standards which have been set are essenments for the visors are shown in Table II.
tially feasible goals in light of state-of-the-art manufacturing capability and in some
As will be seen sigcases poorest tolerable quality in terms of the user performance.
nificant changes in helmets and visors have been prompted by helmet mounted sight and
display developments.
TABLE

I

Helmet Basic Performance Specifications
Characteristic

Test

Performance

Piercing Resistance

16 oz. pointed plumbob
dropped from 3.048 M
(10 ft.) height

Maximum penetration
3.18 mm (1/8 in.)

Impact

weight
7.39
in a
186.69
cm dropped
from kg

Maximum
400 g; Noacceleration
evidence

standard impact test
apparatus

of "bottoming"

I
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TABLE

II

Visor Critical Performance Specifications
Characteristic

Specification

Visible transmittance
clear visor
neutral gray visor

Not less than 8712% t 4%

Neutrality
neutral gray visor

Less than 12% deviation from neutral

Chromaticity
neutral gray visor

X • Y chrom.aticity coordinates within
standard limits

Diffuse transmittance

Less than 5% of total visible

Ultraviolet transmittance

Less than 5% between 290

Abrasion resistance

No major abrasion when subjected to
standard test

Coating adhesion

No loosening or removal of coating in
standard test

Vertical prismatic deviation

Less than 0.2S diopters difference for
right and left critical areas.
No abrupt
changes in prism

Horizontal prismatic deviation

Less than 0.7S diopters total for right and
left; less than 0.18 diopters difference
between right and left

Spherical power

Less than 0.125 diopters

Cr-tical area distortion

Within standard tolerance limits

Crack propagation

Within specified limits under standard test

Wind blast resistance

Visor shall not rise, loosen, tear away or
break in standard test (blast-520 mph; rise
time -60 msec.)

620 nanometers
S

TNTEGRATION
Efforts have been underway for more than fifteen years to develop helmet mounted
sight and display systems.
The only system which has reached even a limited operation3l
stage is the Visual Target Acquisition System (VTAS) which is produced by Honeywell, Inc.
VTAS is z target sight system in which a reticle and discrete signal lights are presented
to a pilot.
The earliest version of the VTAS helmet made use of a small, retractable beam splitter which came to be called a "granny glass".
The beam splitter co-Id be positioned so
that the signals were presented monocularly to the right eye of the pilot. The second
generation of the helmet portion of the VTAS system utilizes the visor as the beam splitter. The projection and additional optics are mounted on ,he visor and the pilot sees
the reticle and signal lights reflected from the paraboloid portion of the visor beam
splitter.
Other efforts are or have been underway to develop helmet mounted display systems in
which dvnamic and/or selectable information can be displayed to a pilot while he observes
the environment external to the cockpit.
These efforts have included holographic techniques in which holographic lenses are mounted on the visor and cathode ray tubes (CRTs)
or some other technique such as light emitting diodes are used to generate the signals to
be displayed to the pilot; helmet mounted CRTs with mating optics to relay the CRT images
to one eye while the other eye views the outside environment; and helmet mounted CRTs with
fiber optic probes to relay the images to a projection point and monocular or binocular
beam splitters or reflectors.
Most of the helmet mounted sight and display systems require that the line of sight of the pilot be detected and relayed to a computer for use
in either weapon system or display management.
In some cases, the position of the helmet,
or head, is sensed.
In other cases, both head position and eye position are sensed.
In
either case, sow.- type of electronic units are mounted on the helmet as part of the
helmet/eye position sensing scheme.
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Prior to the development of the VTAS system, crew equipment personnel mokiitored,
with interest, developments in helmet mounted sights and displays, but there was little
meaningful interaction between personal equipment specialists and the display designers.
The equipment specialists were keenly aware of deficiencies in the comfort of the aviator's
helmet, and efforts were underway to improve the fit,
stability, balance, weight
and thermal comfort of the helmet and the quality and durability of the visor.
The
advent of VTAS aggravated many of the helmet problems and accelerated efforts to improve
the helmet.
Because VTAS is a sight system, movement of the helmet on the aviator's head introduces sizeable guidance errors into the system.
Movement of the APH-6 helmet is likely
to occur even when the pilot's
head is completely dry.
Movement is even more likely if
there is moisture from perspiration.
Addition of the VTAS projector and sensing electronics to the helmet changed the weight and balance of the helmet which further aggra..
vated the helmet slippage problem.
The response to these very serious problems was to
-find an interim method of providing aviators assigned to VTAS equipped squadrons with
form-fit helmet liners.
This was initially
accomplished by making a mold of each aviator's
head.
The mold was sent to a helmet manufacturer where a liner was made, ccmplete
with padding for his helmet.
The unit was then returned to the aviator.
The process
was an extremely time consuming one, and obviously not very satisfactory.
Other efforts
were underway to find more satisfactory alternatives.
Some of the alternatives tried
were various field foam-in-place methods of making the helmet liners.
Several proved
promising.
One is the Thread-Rite system which the U.S. Air Force adopted, and which
the U.S. Navy is using on an interim basis.
It is a foam-in-place system which uses a
mold positioned on the pilot's
head.
The foam components are mixed, poured into the mold
and allowed to set.
The liner must then be removed from the mold, trimmed, fitted
with
a comfort liner and a leather liner and then mounted into the pilot's
shell.
A newer
system currently in operational evaluation by the U.S. Navy is the V-TEC system which is
an improvement over the Thread-Rite system and uses a helmet outer shell as the mold. When
the foaming process is complete the liner is complete, and must then be removed from the
mold shell, placed in the pilot's
personal shell and the whole process can be completed
within approximately IS minutes.
The weight of the helmet has been reduced and is expected to be reduced even further by use of newer light-weight materials.
Still
another development in the helmet improvement program which has proven significant for the helmet mounted display developments is a new, low profile light weight
foam-in-place helmet assembly which is still
in a developmental stage.
The basic concept
in this development has been that of an integrated approach to the development of headmounted personal protection equipment.
Naval Air Development Center Crew Equipment personnel have addressed the entire spectrum of head-mounted
personal protective equipment
including visors, communications and oxygen as well as the helmet shell.
The VTAS program is being interfaced with the integrated light weight helmet low profile foam-in-place
helmet program through the cooperative efforts of the Crew Equipment engineers, the VTAS

Project engineers and contractors in both areas.
The result is the VTAS III helmet in
which the helmet position sensor units are molded into the shell, thus providing better
weight and balance while maintaining the penetration and impact protection required for
the helmet.
Table III shows comparative values for the various generations of helmets,
before and after VTAS.

TABLE

I I I

Helmet Weights
Helmet

Weight

APH-6/A13-A

2.61

HGU-33P/A13-A

1.86

HGU-3S/P

1.81

$

VTAS I/A13-A

2.7Y

VTAS II(APII-6/AI3-A)

3.4

I

VTAS II(PRU-37/P,

2.68

VT.kS IIIJ(iGU-35/P)

A13-A)

2.13

(kg)
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The visor requires special attention. An aviator should always fly with a protective visor in place.
Even a small accident such as being struck in the eye by cockpit
debris
could be extremely expensive in Interms
of the individual aviator's career and in
addition, such an accident could conceivably
terms of the investment in training.
precipitate a larger accident resulting in loss of a crew and aircraft.
Everything that
Blurring and
a pilot sees, then, while operating an aircraft is seen through the visor.
Inadequate visor performance can
distortions of the visual field are unacceptable.
result from two classes of conditions.
The first is poor optica -.,iality in the visor,
The optical quality of the visor is determined in
the second is visor surface damage.
the manufacturing process.
The basic visor is a section of a sphere and is manufactured
it is relatively Fasy to construct such a visor
by either molding or vacuum forming.
which conforms to the optical specifications for visors shown in Table I1. In order to
increase the durability of the visor, "Abcite" coated polycarbonate material is being
The visors for some of the advanced displays require that special optical characused.
For example, the VTAS visor is parabolic in the
teristics be built into the visor.
reflecting area.
At least one of the proposed helmet mounted display visors is a dual
Such a visor is much more difficult to manuparabolic shape in the reflecting area.
facture to conform with the spherical and prismatic power specification. The irregular
shapes of the visors also raise the problem of mechanical integrity of the visor. The
basic strength and durability of the visor must be maintained intact. The experience
with the development of the VTAS parabolic visor illustrates the way in which Crew Equipment Specialists - ir,this case optical specialists - interface with the display manufacturers in a cooperative effort to achieve the desired endpoint - a visor of good op+tical quality, The result of the efforts of the Honeywell, Inc, personnel who were
responsible for the development of the visor was a parabolic visor which conforms with
all of the optical requirements of the visor specification.
Since the visor must
The transmittance of the visor has always created a dilemma.
During
be used in both day and night operations, a single visor density is inadequate.
daytime operations the tinted visor of 12% ±4% transmittance is used; during night operaSeveral altertions the clear visor which has a transmittance of at least 87% is used.
The
natives are available to accommodate these incompatible transmittance requirements.
least attractive alternative for a pilot is to change the visor assembly on the helmet,
another unattractive alternative is for the aviator to have one helmet for day operations
In either of those cases, a mission which included
and another for night operations.
In order to provide for such
both day and night operations would present a problem.
cases, a dual visor kit which contains both a clear and a tinted visor was prepared and
The dual visor kit enlarges the profile of the
has been in fleet use for some time.
helmet, adds weight and has never been accepted very well in the fighter and attack pilot
community.
More recent developments in eyeglasses have provided some relief, though not
Aviators are now permitted to remain
a completely satisfactory solution to this problem.
on flying status with visual acuity of 20/50 or better and must wear lenses to correct
In order to accommodate more comfortably, those pilots who require
the acuity to 20/20.
The new profile, which is shown in
developed.
correction, a new ey)glass frame is being
Figure 1, can be worn behind the visor. 1 With the new frame, a pilot can use a helmet
Those who require correcfitted with a clear visor and wear sunglasses in the daytime.
tion can wear clear prescription eyeglasses at night and tinted prescription eyeglassvs
during the day.
This solution is a significant improvement in ordinary operations, but it
is less than optimum in use with sight systems such as VTAS and is incompatible with the
The ideal solution would be a variable density visor
optics of other display systems.
which developed adequate density for daytime operations and becomes essentially clear in
Efforts are currently underway to develop techniques for providing such
low light levels.
a visor.
Because of the nature of the materials which can be adapted for the purpose, the
solution will probably be to coat a clear visor with a removable variable density film.

OLD
EYEGLASS
NEW EYEGLASS

COMPARISON OF NEW/OLD EYEGLASS
FI1 URE-I

ClEARANCE

UNDER

VISOR

-
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The oxygen system is another area in which the personnel protective equipment must
Fighter and attack pilots
Interface with the helmet mounted sight and display systems.
A mask is the most usual way of providing
must be provided with oxygen for breathing.
Helmet mounted optical systems must be compatible with the oxygen system.
the oxygen.
The integrated personnel protection program has included improvements in the oxygen sysComplaints about the old oxygen system were directed at the blockage of
tem as well.
vision by the profile of the mask, the restriction of head movement caused by the hose
which hung from the front of the mask and the uncomfortable weight and balance of the
The mask for the new head protection system will have a lower profile, no hose
mask.
on the front and will provide more comfort because of the improved weight and balance
Integration with the display visor will be accomof the total head protection sstem.
plished at the squadron level by trimming the visor to fit the mask contours and position as worn by each pilot. Guides and patterns will be provided for achieving the
proper mating.
The electrical and mechanical connections required for the display systems are
another area of integration and interface in which crew equipment personnel and display
For any 5yntem which requires connection of an aviator to
designers must co)perate.
In
the aircraft therv must also be provision for emergency separation of the two.
addition, the cables which link the pilot and aircraft must not restrict the activity
Fighter
of the pilot to the extent that the ability to perform the mission is impared.
If the display system
and attack pilots require good cockpit mobility and visibility.
requires that voltage be brought to the helmet, the connections used must have good
electrical integrity and insulation, and must be quick disconnect connectors which will
not become a threat to the pilot on ejection.
In addition to the maintenance of the
Safety of use is an important consideration.
integrity of the basic protection afforded by the helmet assembly, and electrical safety,
The threat on ejection is
safety during ejection, catapult and arrest must be assessed.
of damage from wind blast, damage to the head, neck and shoulders caused by imbalance
of the head mounted equipment and damage from flailing solid objects such as connectorsThe usual method of assessing ejection safety is to first test eject anthropomorphic
instrumented manikins outfitted with the equipment being evaluated and then test eject
The threat on catapult and arrest is of phylive subjects, on an ejection test tower.
sical damage to the pilot caused by poor balance and/or mechanical integrity of the helAssessment of these threats is accomplished on a horizontal accelermet mounted system.
ator with first a manikin and then live subjects.
In addition to equipment integration, another important area of concern is use of
Several considerations are pertinent and
the displays, or the man-machine interface.
should be addressed early in the design of any display. They include type of information required, type of reading operations required, and operator display management.
The considerations relevant to the information, optical and visual characteristics, have
been dealt with in detail elsewhere. 2 It will suffice for our purposes here to enumerate
The type of information to be
some of the areas in which design decisions must be made.
displayed may be simple static sighting type information with "lock-on" indication as
for a radar or missile aiming function, it may be dynamic sight type information such as
,qhot-line for a gun sight, dynamic display to present "launch envelope" type information
or more visually complex signals to provide aircraft position and condition information.
The first is accurate
There are in general, two types of display reading operations.
reading in which precise position, location or alpha-numerics are to be discriminated,
the second is monitoring type operations in which relatively gross visual functions are
The design decisions relative to these areas will influence choices of sympe-formed.
bology, color, brightness, visor transmittance, visor coatings, display signal generaThe types of
tors, permissible signal instabilities and system optical requirements.
technical personnel who must be involved in reaching these design decisions are, in
addition to the display engineers, human factors engineers and vision specialists.
The experiences of Crew Systems personnel at the Naval Air Development Center indicate that the earlier in the design process the appropriate personnel start to interact,
the smoother the transitions through the research and devei~pment process are accomplished.
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DISCUSSION
DRtZNNAN;

What luninances do you use in your displays for day and night time use? That is one
question, and the other question is: When wearing sunglasses under your clear polycarbonate visor, how do sircrew manage to don and doff the sunglasses rapidly when
going from rapidly ch..ging illumination, such as from low level through clouds to
the high levels of luminance?

CHISUM:

Well, they don't--that is one problem with using spectacles.

Just one more question.

Where did you get the polycarbonate?

I

One thing that I did not

mention in response to the second part of your question. First, the spectacles also
present something of a bit of a problem with scme of the displays. The optics In the
display must be integrated with the optics in the spectacles. If there is power in the
spectacles, that is a problem. And in order to solve that problem, a variable density
visor would be the ideal visor. There are some efforts underway to develop a variable
density visor, but those efforts are really somewhat inadequate. The brightness of the
display is a problem, At present, with VTAS--VTAS is only a daytime system, and I do not
recall the exact brightness but it seems to me there is some control over the intensities
of the VTAS energies and the maximum, I believe, is Delta I of around a tengh of the
increase in the background. There apparently have been no problems with the VTAS images.
The difficulties will come
providing bright enough display images since now the images
are being picked up from a
Thode ray tube or some other kind of image generating device
and transmitted in some way •o the visor so that there will be tremendous light loss.
The rule of thumg for brightness on the cathode ray tube that has been requested is around
100 ft. lambert rightness at the screen but that number has been used for the helmetmounted cathode ray tube where either a 100% reflecting mirror is used to reflect the
images to the pilot's eye--in some cases, a 90% reflecting beam splitter, a small beam
splitter. In attempting to move the cathode ray tube from the helmet to the aircraft
in order to reduce the weight on the helmet, it means using a fiber optics probe with
10% per ft. transmittance loss through the fiber optics so the brightness will be a problem.
And I suspect that 3ome techniques, such as reflective coatings on the visor, may be used
to take advantage of every bit of light that can be reflected--reflected coatings on the
inside of the visor which match the phosphorous of the cathode ray tube or whatever other
devices may bc used to generate the images.
BRENNAN:

I

-'
-

-

J

Do you inject mold the poly-

carbonate that you use on the visor?

a

CHISUM:

No, they are vacuum formed,

BRENNAN:

From cheap materials?

CRISUM:

Yes. I don't believe that any of them are injection molded.

BRENNAN:

Do you happen to know where they get the cheap material?

CHISUM:

No,

TREDICI:

You can acquire the polycarbonate from the General Electric,

WILEY:

Just a comment.

WILEY:

The VTAS is a daytime system only, but can you use it on a clear visor?
Do you get enough
Delta I on a clear visor, or must it be a tinted visor to see the images?

CHISUM:

The tinted visor uses VTAS.
This Is the first
place that the problem of the visor transmittance was really tackled.
The visor used with VTAS, the tinted visor, is not 1 12%
plus or minus 4% transmitting visor.
The transmittance is a little
higher, but a good
deal of the density of the visor is achieved by the coating inside the visor to enhance
the reflection,

WILEY:

So It

CHISUM:

It

KUCHNER:

I have a question in connection with the new spectacle frames fitting under the helmet with
the dual visors.
How is the compatability of these frame eyeglass?
According to the sketch
you presented, are the ends of the great side of the visor precisely placed between the
external ear and the region of the curve? This, however, may cause heavy discomfort if the
spectacles concerned are worn for longer periods, and, moreover, have you considered reduction of the spectacle frame itself? What about the aperture of the spectacle glasses
and the width of the so-called bridge? There you need the possibility of some shifting
in respect to the corresponding parts of thr nose and the interpupillary distance

CHISUM:

This spectacle frame is

TREDICI:

But the Navy has been working on a new frame.
The Navy is using exactly the same one as
I am wearing and which L will describe in the next 20 minutes in detail.
All they have
done is taken the hinge which In the American Optical frame sits Out laterally and bent

but I will find out.

I believe.

They do conform with the neutrality required for the visors.

GE; its trade name is Lexan.

The Army uses injection molded polycarbonates from the Gentex Corporation.

has not been tried with a clear visor yet?

has been tried with a visor,

I think, as high as about 60% transmittance.

not in operational use.

it 90 degrees so that it tow comes straight back, reducing the total width of the frame
about 5 mm. That is all that ha- been done right now.
It is too complicated to go into
producing a special pair of glasses for one service since those are utillzed throughout

A
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the services--Army,
fix,

Navy,

Air Force, etc,

But that is

what it

is

right now, a temporary

PERDRIEL.

Do you have standa.ds which allow you to measure the optimum radius of curvature
visor?

CHISUt4.

The basic visor is a section of the sphere, and there are standards for the permissible
With the special
power, the prismatic power possible which is acceptable in a visor.
display visor, the curvature is not a sphere.
With VTAS, the visor in the reflecting
portion is a parabolic visor of, I think, possible 2 or 3 in focal length.
I do not
remember exactly.
And the problem of achieving the power required in the reflecting
portion of the visor without adding power to the transmitting property of the visor
was a problem.
The spherical power was not a problem; that was easy to deal with, but
the prismatic power was a problem.
Just because as the visor was formed, as it was
stretched, the center stretched more than the edges, prouucing a higher prismatic
power in the visor than was acceptable; but with a great deal of effort, the techniques
in forming of the visor were achieved so that the visor could be formed without the
introductior, of the additional prismatic power so that now this is not a problem.
We
do have instruments for measuring the optical characteristics of the visor, and that is
not a problem.

THORNE:

Have you had any reaction from aircrew to the introduction of the form-fit helmet? We
have only had the experience of the test pilots who objected on terms of comfort, thermal
comfort, but they may wear their hat on it.

rCHISM:

for the

There are several things that pilots have traditionally complained about with the helmet-The fora. fit helmet has been used in the fleet and
the weight, the balance of the helmet.
the fighter squadrons which havy VTAS.
The pilots liked the form-fit helmet, even though
it is hot--it is very hot.
They wear little
cotton knit pieces under the helmet to try
to cut dawn on the moisture under the helmet a little
bit, but they like' the form-fit
helmet very much.
If we were able to develop a form-fit air-conditirned helmet, I an
sutre they would like that too, but the only complaint has been ahou- the heat--that the
helmet is hot.
That may be a bit of a biased opinion since that is used for the squadrons
using VTAS and the fighter pilots like the VTAS so much that they probe.ly would tolerate
more than some of the pilots who are not using VTAS with the form-fit helmift--it probably
would give more discomfort but it does help to increase the stability of the helmet.
There are still
problems, I am sure, based on some of the comments that I have heard
from Dr Ewing ",.eother day.
I am sure that there are still
under high Cs some deformation of the enL gy absorbing liner and perhaps the stability will not be ideal, but it
does increase tie stability of the helmet.

GRABBARER:

Do you intend to allow contact lenses combined with the helmets?
I could imagine it is
very interesting And very necessary for pilots to use the same visual aids they usually

use.
CHISUM:

I guess there is

I me consideration for the use of contact lenses.

are not in use.

I iuppose that the soft contact lens may receive more acceptance, but

As far as I know they

many people find it difficult in adjusting to contact lenses, so that I do not know
whether they will be using them or not.
Are you planning to talk about this, Dr Tredici?
TREDICI:

We are going to discuss that in the Round Table, and it probably will get boring once the
ophthalmologists begin attacking the contact lens problems; but right now in the military,
the US Armed Forces. contact lenses are only used as a last resort for treating medical
conditions and we have not utilized them as replacements for spectacles.
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SUMMARY
Since the advent of nuclear weaponry, a requirement has existed for eye protection from
weapon effects which may pi.oduce permanent retinal burn and flashblindness.*
(The term
"dazzle" is sometimes used to mean flashblindness; however, this usage is not preferred
because the meaning is unclear.)
Presont protection to prevent retinal burns and flashblindness is limited to two passive devices: Gold-plated goggles for daylight use and
an opaque eye patch worn over one eye during night use.
Even though a nuclear confrontation is unlikely, the U. S. Air Force has a requirement
to protect the aircrew against temporary flashblindness and permanent retinal burn
effects that result from exposure to nuclear detonations.
The search for such a fas operatin.3 shutter device has been elusive and beyond the state of the art. Increase.
aircraft weight, field of view, open state transmissivity, cost, and aircraft modification are additional constraints that have slowed the solution to the problem.
A new transparent ferroelectric ceramic material, lead lanthanum zirconate titanate
(PLZT), has enabled the development of large-aperture electrooptic shutters in goggle
or window-type formats which provide sufficiently rapid decrease in transmitted light
intensity to prevent flashblindness and permanent retinal burn from ultraviolet, visible
and infrared radiation encountered in nuclear explosions.
PLZT is a spin-off development of the lead zirconate titanate class of ceramic materials
utilized in a number of transducer applications by Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

A thermal/flash protective device (TFPD) is one which will protect an observer from
poinanent retinal burns (lesions) and temporary visual impairment, or flashblindness,
which would otherwise result from exposure to the brilliant flash of a nuclear detonation. Flashblindness protection is defined by the U. S. Air Force to be achieved if
the specified viiual function of reading flight instruments is restored within 10
seconds after exposure to the flash. Sufficient thermal/flash protection must be provided by the TFPD device to allow the aircrew to function to the maximum nuclear
environment that the aircraft can tolerate. The USAF has found that devices which
darken to -.luminous density of 3 (0.1i photopic transmissivity) within 150 microseconds of flash onset, and remain in the protective mode throughout the threat duration, meet the TFPD requirement.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Lead zirconate-titanate

(PZT) ceramic materials have been investigated and utilized in

nuclear weapon transducer applications by Sandia Laboratories for approximately 20 years.
As part of the development program for manufacturing high-density PZT ceramic bodies of
acceptable mechanical quality, the hot pressing procedure was widely exploited.
Ceramic
materials prepared by hot pressing are sukjected not only to the usual high firing
temperatures, but also to high pressure. A disc or cylindrical slug is the typical
configuration in 6ich the PZT ceramic bodies are formed. PZT materials used in
weapons transducer applications are usually doped with other elements to provide certain
desirable electronic properties.
While investigating some of these doped materials
prepared by advanced hot pressing methods at Sandia Laboratories, optical translucence
was observed by G. H. Haertling.
Exploring further, he found in 1970 that opticil
transparency could be achieved by substantial additions of the element lanthanum.'
The optical transparency it substantially improved by using chemical coprecipitation
techniques in the batch formulation pr cess and conducting the h3t pressing operation
with the slug in an oxygen atmosphere.The lanthanum-modified PZT materials are
designated by PLZT.
Early measurements of the electrooptic properties of these materials were conducted
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In 1971, J. T. Cutchen and J. 0. Harris began to explore PLZT
mat.-ial characteristics for device applications. The primary emphasis in their work
wau on room-temperature cubic-phase materials, typically X/65/35 with Xk 9.
(Notet In
thic notation, X is the atomic percent of lanthanum substituted for lead in a material
containing 65% lead zirconate (PbZr03) and 35% lead titanate (PbTi0 3 ).)
Early work by
Cutchen and Harris culminated in a USAEC patent (13,?37,211, "Ferroelectric-Type Optical
Filter") covering electrooptic variable-density optical filters, light control devices
and shuttering devices. The work included an evaluation of the device in a gogglo configuration for thermal/flash protection for industrial and military applications.'
Developments in this and relate areas have been reported by Cutchen, Harris, and G. R.
Laguna in later publications.
The exploratory work in PLZT thermal/flash protective
devices (TFPD) was conducted at Sandia Laboratories using USAEC funds.
Subsequently,
the U. S. Army Natick Laboratories and the USAF Aerospace Medical Division (AFSC/AMD)
initiated
reimbursable
programs
with Sandia
Laboratories.
The primary proceduareki
objective of
•program
with
AFSC/AMD was
to produce
a scale-up
in PLZT manufacturing
so the
that
127mm diameter slugs could be successfully fabricated.
From these slugs, 76 x 102mm
rectangular wafers were procured for use in a prototype four-segment 152 x 203mm heat
shield window.
The window was considered for mounting directly behind the windscrean of
selected aircraft.
The work required to accomplish this engineering materials task was
significant, and was 3rimarily accomplished by R. H. Dungan, and G. S. Snow, also of
Sandia Laboratories.1
An operational 152 x 203mm window prototype using four of the
76 x 102mm PLZT segments was demonstrated in July 197.4.
pr"A'&rily by C.

E.

Land.

The devices, accomplishments, and significance of these PLZT programs were evaluated in
1974 by a special AFSC Flashblindness Protection Study Team chaired by the Life Support
SPO of Aeronautical Systems Division. The team also evaluated other systems which were
under development at the time. As a result cf the team recommendations, the Life Support SPO initiated a 24-month reimbursable program with the United States Energy Research
and Development Administration (USERDA) to establish a lead lanthanum zirconate titanate/
thermal flashblindness protective devices (PLZT/TFPD) goggle production capability.
USERDA authorized Sandia Laboratories to proceed on this program in February 1975.
B.

PLZT/TFPD Operation

The functional schematic of the PLZT/TFPD is shown in Fig. 1. The device operates
exactly as the well-known Kerr cell. The electrooptic wafer is sandwiched between two
polarizers, and oriented so that its optic axis is at 450 to the polarizer axes.
In the
closed-state -- or "off" -- condition, there is no voltage difference between the elements
of the interdigital electrode array on the surface of the ceramic wafer. Under these
conditions the wafer is optically isotropic and does not affect the light which passes
through it.
The light is consequently blocked by the polarizer pair, as shown in Fig. 1A.
In the open-state -- or "on" -- condition, a voltage difference is applied to the
electrodes to create birefringence in the wafer. In this case the wafer becomes optically
anisotropic, and retards a component of the polarized light. As a result, the light
leaves the wafer in a state of elliptical polarization, which enables some transmission
by the second polarizer. When the correct voltage is applied, the wafer acts as a broadband half-wave plate, and the light which leaves the wafer is linearly polarized but
rotated by 900.
This is the maximum-transmissivity condition for the assembly, and is
shown in Fig. 1B. The level of transmissivity may be continuously varied between the two
extremes represented in Fig. 1 by controlling the amount of applied voltage, creating an
electrically controlled variable density optical filter. A substraction-color filter can
be generated by using the device with a white-light source at voltages higher than the
broadband half-wave voltage.
For the TFPD application, the device is typically operated in the fully-open state until
a light threat is detected by suitable sensors in the control circuit. When this occurs,
the PLZT wafers are rapidly discharged by a silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR), and the
goggles revert to the closed state. When the threat is removed, the wafers are reenergized and the open state is recovered.
In pract,.ce, the hazardous light threat may
decay very gradually.
In this case, the wafer can be recharged in a gradual fashion to
maintain a continuous safe level of light transmissio', t.arough the lenses.
Since the
linear polarizers are only effective in the visibl
;,..trum, additional absorption filters
are required to block infrared (IR) radiation. Tylý.
IR absorption filters are KG-l and
KG-3 glass. The ultraviolet radiation is blocked by Doth the polarizers and the PLZT
material.
C.

The USAF Program

The purpose of the endeavor is to support a research and development program to develop
prototype PLZT thermal/flash window segment protective devices and to establish
a production capability for PLZT thermal/flash protective goggle devices.
Device
emphasis in R&D is 70% for a helmet-mounted goggle, 20% for a headset (nonhelmet)
version, and 10% for a mosaic window device.
Production emphasis is to be 100% on the
helmet-mounted goggle.
A headset version will be phased into production later.
Two
variants in goggle design are undergoing evaluation.
In one case, a four-lens approach
is being considered (2 large front lenses with 2 side windows, all active).
For the
other, a unit with only two circular front lenses is being considered. The design goal
is that the entire goggle assembly and self-contained electronic controller not exceed
1 pound (454 grams) in weight.
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(a) the closed state and (b) the fully-open state."
Operational goals of the device are:

i5nFis
(s) Operating temperature range

55 ±

(13 ± 25 0 C); (2) Ultimate luminous density in the protection mode at least 1.0 over the
entire operating temperature range; (3) The luminous density of 3 must be achieved
within 150 mizroseconds after flash onset for the upper temperature range of 550 to
110OF (130 to 38 0 C).
The -Iectronic controller for the PL7r/TFPD goggle will be manufactured using hybrid
microcir'uit techniques in ordp- L,.minimize weight and allow packaging within the
goggle f tame.
The unit will 'je powered by a battery pack and/or 28 VDC from the aircraft.
It will be designed to take 'Advantage of the light-control capabilities of PLZT lenses;
L.e., to permit transmissl-'. of any level of light between the fully-closed (maximum
opacity) and fully-open state. Consequently, the electronic controller will possess
the following features:
1. Manual control and override of the maximum possible voltage output
to PLZT element. This feature will allow the maximum permitted
open-state transmissivity.
2. Automatic servo and tracking of the light transmitted through the
lenses. The light throughput will be continuously monitored behind
the lenses.
If the throughput exceeds a pre-set value the servo
system will automatically decrease the voltage at the PLZT element
to restore the pre.set transmissivity level -- and vice versa.

¶

3.

When the behind-the-lens monitor detects an increase in light
intensity which exceeds the pre-set tolerable limit and rises faster
than the servo can control, the protection mode will be triggered.
Under these conditions, the lenses close to maximum opacity

In the protected state the servo will control the re-opening of
the lenses. That is after the lenses have reached maximum opacity
and the external light has begun to diminish, the lenses will be
re-opened in a controlled manner so as to maintain the tranamissivity
at the pre-set level. Under these conditions, the wearer will be
continuously provided an external vision capability.
The
front
polarizing
elements
in thetransmission.
PLZT lens assembly
control lens
both assembly
the
opacity andand
therear
maximum
possible
open-state
An optimized
which uses presently-available sheet polarizers (Polaroid Type HN-32) has an
ultimate luminous density of about 4.3 (0.005% transmission) in the closed state,
and an open-state photopic transmission of about 3.91 (with KG-3 filters).
Obviously,
if transmissivity gains are to be realized in the open state the polarizer capabilities
must be improved.
With ideal polarizers and no other losses in a system, the
maximum open-state transmissivity of a lens would be 50%.
It appears that some
gains can indeed be realized, and one goal of the development effort is to procure
more efficient polarizers from Polaroid Corporation.
The following helmet-mounted goggle prototypes have been or will be delivered:
Group

Delivery Date

I
Ii
III

November 1975
March 1977
June 1977

8
25
30

Passive units - DT&E*
Active units and battery packs - lOT&E**
Active units and battery packs - IOT6E***

September 1977

25

Preproduction units

IV

Quantity

Comments

*fDevelopment Test and Evaluation
**Initial Operation and Test and Evaluation
***Operational Test and Evaluation
Production delivery is scheduled to begin in October 1977 at 165 - 200 units per month
to continue until approximately 6100 goggles are manufactured for the U. S. Air Fcrcn.
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DISCUSSION
the unit cost?

M.cAUThURs

What is

PFOFF:

The projected cost in FY 76 dollars for this four-window model with the power supply is
estimated to be about $1250 per copy. Since we will be in production in FY 78 we have
assumed possibly a IOZ per year inflation rate--we hope it is less than that--but that
would make the FY 78 cost when we go Into production right at $1500 per copy.

BUDmRAN:

Two questiois--what thermal load would the polarizer stand? And the second question, have
you tried any more objective tests of people scoring themselves?

PFOFF:

To the first question--the polarizers if they are glass laminated will take just in excess
of 40 calories per sq. ca. We also tested plastic polarizers and they will go about 9
calories per sq. ca, So, of course, we will be using the glass laminated polarizers which
we have in this device.
I might also mention that it does increase the weight and obviously
that Is a very important consideration. This first prototype weighs about 410 grams--that
includes the KG3 and the glass laminated polarizers, so we do plan an keeping this under one
pound or under 450 grams.

HARRIS:

I will take care of the operational tests. In the 90 some units that we will be getting that
are operational units, Dr Brennan, in those extensive OT&E (Operational Test and Evaluation)
those will be subjective and objective tests--the full range of qualifying type tests, and,
of course, we would make that information available in our exchange program to you when it
becomes available.

TREDICI:

Did you mean laboratory stereopeis visual acuities?

BRENNAN:

I was slightly concerned that people are scoring themselves-I would be more interested in
somebody scoring them.

TREDICI:

Yes, as they perform.

BRENNAN:

That is correct, yes.

HARRIS:

The one advantage of having people to score themselves is that I have found out that most
pilots, if they cannot fly with it, they will fail it or if they don't like it, they will
fail it. That is a risky one also, so we have been very pleased with the acceptability of
the crew members in the operational wings, and in case that point was not made, these were
operational crew members in the operational wing. and these were normal training flights.
We just simply piggy-backed on to their normal flight schedule. There was no flight
scheduled just for our test purposes, strictly the normal routine flying of the operational
wing,

TREDICI:

I have a question, still
on that line. There Is only one aberrant square up there and that
is the 135 tanker pilot who had nearly 5. and all the rest are down to about 2's and 3's.
Was there anything peculiar about that group?

HARRIS:

Yes, the thing that caused that one score to drop to about a 5--that was a first lieutenant
pilot, a 135 on his solo aircraft commander's ride, with a brand new copilot, 2nd Lt, and a
brand new navigator, 2nd Lt, that landed in the fog, in the dark, strictly on instruments.
He rated it a 6 so that pulled it down to that 4.

LIDSTONE:

What is the overall thickness of the elements, of the system?

HARRIS:

The ceramic itself is about .015 of an inch thick or .38 mm. The glass laminated polarizers,
the KG3 glass, is 2 w. thick, and we plan to laminate the first polarizer to the KG3 glass,
if the loading levels are not too high--that is what we will do; otherwise, the glass
laminated polarizers will be approximately .040 thick each. You will have a sheet of glass,
then the polarizer in the ceramics and the polarizer in the glass--there will be only two
pieces of glass.

PERDRIEL:

Will there be any alteration in the color vision and a possible disturbance of the depth
perception In the normal open state of these protective goggles?

C3HAlRISt

If you remember, the first viewaraph which we showed
We have not noticed any problems,
you say the flat spectral response throughout the visible portion. If you look at the
ceramic in the slug form before it is sliced it does have a slight yellow tinge; however,
I have some samples here that I can
when you polish the wafer you cannot see the color.
We also did
show you. We have not had any reports on problems with depth perception.
build one of these to be used in protecting Vidicon tubes, and one Navy group did run some
tests on changes in the number of line pairs per millimeter that they could distinguish
and they saw essentially no change in the center of the ceramics to the outer edge. We
asked about the grid lines farthnr from the pilot or the
alms had some questions initially
viewer, and, of course, that has not been the case iV they are nut in the focal plane.

PFOFF;

further on that one--in reference to the flight test if it did anything
I could go a little
It did not have
to the colors as far as flight instrumentation or anything of that nature.
any effect.
We did notice some slight effects in some of the older B-52 windscreens that
You could get some slight scattering, but
had some slight marring or scratching or chipping.
It is not perfect but it is workable.
'hat could be looked around, and we can work with it.

STONE:

Not being an ophthalmologist, I em very curious about what sort of resonance frequency
your PLZT has? In the radial mode.

HARRIS:

It is compositional
I believe that it is about in the vicinity of 30 to 50 kilocycles.
as to what damping
dependent--it does depend on the lanthanum and as to how we mount it,
I think
you do have.
You noticed on the viewgraph where we had the rapid oscillations.
it is about 35 kilocycles,

STONE:

What about the axial mode resonance of that material?

HARRIS:

I Ac not know,

STONE:

The reason I ask, I think you quoted a figure of 125 aicroamps of current to supply
That is a power output that could be up around
and it is roughly a thousand volts,
1 to 10 milliwatts,
It depends on the wavelength--that is a pretty good power output.

HARRIS:

We have not noticed any problems in that regard.
We should mention with regards to
power that although we are operating in voltages between 500 and 1200 volts, the ceramic
has a higher leakage resistance so the leakage current is extremely small so that we are
dealing with very small currents generally with regards to safety.
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USAF School of Aerospace Msdicine
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SUMMARY
For whatever reasons, one of the most sought-after items of US Air Force issue Is the aviator goggle
HGU-4/P.
Besides this allure, it has an Important fundamental role--that of enhancing end protecting
the vision of US Air Force aviators.
The historical development of this model spectacle frame and lenses
Is interesting in itself, The spectrum of presently available lenses will be reviewed. Studies done at
the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine to Improve the product will be detailed-in particular, the Impact
tests, both drop ball and ballistic, of glass (heat treated and chemical Lon exchange) and plastic (CR-39
and polycarbonate).
The practical tests of plastic versus glass lenses used in the field will be reviewed. The serendipitous observation of noting that all plastic lenses inserted in the aviator frame
warped led to the present issuance of only glees lenses for aviator duties. The culmaiation of this
research has resulted in the presently available product, one that Is felt to be the best that the stateof-the-art can presently produce.

INTRODUCTION
Most of the information necessary to accomplish the flying tesk is gathered by the visual sense.
US Air Force flyers are selected with good visual capabilities.
It Is Important to maintain their vision
at peak efficiency. A thorough eye examination and visual standards screen out most ocular pathology and
visual problems felt to be incompatible with flying (1).
However, the refractive status of the eye may
change as one matures. Presbyopia is inevitable. Acquired infections and unrecognized genetic factors
all take their toll on the visual apparatus.
Ocular trauma and the effects of electromagnetic energy on
the eye are of more Imediete concern. Aviator spectacles are most helpful to manage these latter two
conditions as well as for the correction of refractive errors.
Spectacles and goggles have been used by the aviator to protect against wind, fire, foreign particles, glare, excessive electromagnetic energy, and for the correction of refractive errors and presbyopia.
Crown glass and various plastic materials can protect and enhance vision (2).
Improvements in these
materials, such as heat or chemical treatment of spectacle lenses, thus making them Impact resistant,
and the use of CR-39 and Lexan plastics have advanced the state-of-the-art. The substitution of filters
for clear glass and plastic protects against abiotic electromagnetic energy and glare.

A

Sunlight falling on the earth is composed of 58% infrared energy (700-2100 nanometers (nm)), 402
is in the visible part of the spectrum (400-700 re), and only 2% in the ultraviolet (290-400 M) (3).
At high altitudes, ultraviolet may reach as high as 5% or 61, and in space, ultraviolet comprises 102
of the solar energy spectrum (4).
Contributing directly to the problem of glare is the intensity of solar radiation on earth. On a
clear, cloudless day with the sun at its zenith, the illuminance is 10,000 ft. candles (108,000 lux); at
10,000 ft.(3050 meters) altitude, It is 12,000 ft. candles (129,600 lux), and in space and on the moon
the illuminance is 13,600 ft. candles (146,880 lux) (5).
Fortunately for man, the eaiLb's aLfohphete
attenuates the visible infrared and ultraviolet parts of the spectrum.
At ground level glare is only a
problem on clear days, but for the aviator it is ever present above the clouds. Water vapor absorbs
considerable amounts of the infrared energy. Ultraviolet is largely absorbed by ozone and molecular
oxygen so that practically all the ultraviolet radiation shorter than 295 mn is absorbed by the earth's
atmosphere (4).
Light energy above a certain threshold will adversely affect various ocular tissues.
Ultraviolet
energy between 295 on and 315 nm is absorbed by the cornea and conjunctiva, producing, photokeratitis.I
Recovery from keratoconjunctivitis is usually
Ultraviolet radiation effects are additive for 24 hours.
complete in 24 hours. The tremendous amount of ultraviolet energy present outside the earth's atmosphere
would be a most Important factor in extravehicular and moon operations. With no filter protection (1002
transmission), a threshold dose producing keratoconjunctivitis would be acquired in outer space in three
seconds (4).
The visible and near infrared energy when absorbed in sufficient quantities by the retinal
pigment epithslium will cause a chorioretinal burn. This may occur while looking at the sun during an

;

eclipse or viewing a nuclear detonation. Further, infrared energy is absorbed by the lens. If this
occurs, over a long period of time, a cataract may be produced.
Finally, microwave (radar) energy of
sufficient intensity has produced cataracts in experimental animals (3).
The ideal aviator spectacle then should:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

correct refractive error and presbyopia,
protect against physical energy--wind, fire, and foreign objects,
reduce the light intensity (glare),
transmit all the visible energy but attenuate the ultraviolet and infrared,
tiot distort colors,
not interfere with stereop•is (depth perception),
be compatible with headgear and flying equipment, and
be rugged, inexpensive and need minimum care.
,
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HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
It was rubber-framed
During World War II the Army Air Corps used what was known as the 8-8 goggle.
and held in place by an elastic band,
A series of plastic inserts of various absorptive properties were
used (6).
Sunglasses for glare protection had green lenses with a transmission of 522 in the visible
These lenses were therefore replaced by
spectrue, not sufficiently dense for the purpose intended.
rose-smoke lenses which were an improvement (7).
The rose-smoke lenses reduced the daylight transmission
to 152 and limited erythemal ultraviolet radiation to 1%, with transmission of the infrared limited to
on color vision,
less than 15%.
In 1949, Rose and Schmidt (8) studied the effects of ophthalmic filters
Their work showed that the neutral lenses caused no increase in color errors whereas lenses deviating
The transmission of the neutral
from neutrality caused errors according to the amount of deviation.
(N-15) lens In the near infrared and ultraviolet was well below the threshold of ocular pathology. Pilot
These tests showed
acceptance tests comparing the rose-smoke with the neutral sunglasses were conducted.
a decided preference by the pilots for the neutral lenses.
In 1952. the F-2 and G-1
At first,
frames for the lenses were whatever was commercially available.
The F-2 sunglasses had a plastic frame and 152
sunglasses were standardized: Specification MIL-G-6250B.
The G-2 sunglasses had a metal frame with
transmitting neutral lenses designed primarily for Arctic wear.
(See Figure 1.)
similar lenses designt- for wear in all other regions (6).

Figure 1.

G-2 Aviator Sunglasses

Figure 2.

HGU-4/P Aviator Sunglasses

The lenses were
Certain features of the F-2 and C-2 sunglasses were found to be unsatisfactory.
On long missions the weight of the glass and pressure on the nose
large (59 mm) and heavy (40 Gm).
Other poor features
The cable temples had to be individually and correctly fitted.
caused discomfort.
were the difficulties encountered in removing or donning the frames while wearing a helmet or headset
The G-2 metal frame at times tarnished when in
and the inability to integrate with the oxygen mask.
Optical problems revolved around the overly large sized lens blanks needed to
contact with the skin.
Secondly, there was the variability in density of the sunglass
properly center the finished lenses.
lenses as the power of the prescription increased.
Because of the dissatisfaction with the F-2 and C-2 frames and lenses, a search for an improved
design was initiated. In 1956, a meeting was held at the Aeromedical Laboratory$ at WrightýPatterson
Amonq these
Besides the problems discussed above, other items were addressed.
Air Force Base, Ohio.
were possible relaxation of the ultraviolet transmission requirements, the possible use of plastic
As a result of this conference, a sunlenses or the feasibility of case-hardening the glass lenses.
glass frame designed by the American Optical Company was selected for service testing (6).
The original design was altered and improved as a result of this service testing.

Finally, on

13 November 1957, MIL-G-25948 replaced MIL-G-6250B for Air Force procurement, and the new sunglasses
(See Figure 2.) Except for changes in the lens materials,
were given the nomenclature HGU-4/P (6).
The HGU-4/P solved most of the problems
this design concept has remained unchanged to the present day.
The weight is reduced by nearly 25%; they are
that had made the F-2 and G-2 spectacles unsatisfactory,
much more comfortable to wear; and the spatula temple allows rapid and easy donning and removing, even
The one-tenth 12K gold-filled frames have reduced the number of
while wearing headgear or earphones.
Integration problems with the oxygen mask and visor have been greatly reduced.
dermal reactions noted.
Finally,
Adjustable nosepads and sLraight spatula temples have almost eliminated adjustment problems,
the right and left temples are interchangeagle and the same-size screw is used throughout the frame,
greatly reducing the number of items to be stocked.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
The wisdom of not
The HGU-4/P frame and lenses have remained relatively unchanged since 1958.
tinkering too much with a good design has been proved since there have been relatively few complaints
concerning these spectacles.
In this time span they have even been used in space and moon exploration.
This decision
The original and continuing specification called for unhardened glass lenses to be used.
In 1957, they reported that ballistic ;.issiles
was largely based on the work of Rose and Stewart (9).
of small size (1 mal) traveling at high speed fractured hardened glass lenses more easily than unhardened
In the late 1960's the US Food and Drug Administration and the National Society for the Frevention
glass,

:
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of Blindness balen investigating the feasibility of having all spectacles used in the United States be
made iupact resistant. This clmianated in a 1972 Food and Drug Administration regulation making it mandatory to use only Impact reviocant or plastic let,•es in all spectacles sold and used in the United
States (10).
Anticipating this ruling, the staff of the Ophthalmology Branch at the USAF School of
Aerospace Medicine carried out a replacement and durability study of glass versus plastic lenses.
This
study evaluated the replacement rate of glass and plastic (CR-39) lenses and compared the durability of
glass and plastic lenses In the Air Force environment.
One thousand pairs of spectacles having one glass
and one plastic leon were dispensed to military personnel at four Air Force bases of t-ifferent climates.
Replacement of plastic or glass lenses was made on the basis of subject response during inspection visits.
Comparative durability was assessed on the basis of hazemeter readings and visual inspection.
A significantly higher plastic lens replacement rate was found (3.6 to 1) (11).
Perhaps even more significant
was a serendipitous finding that all of the plastic lenses warped.
These lenses had been inserted In
both metal and plastic frames.
The lensometer did not discern this alteration but the Geneva Lens
Measure did, registering an equal change In both convex and concave surfaces, thus leaving the lens
power unchanged.
This warpaga would, however, have to be considered siprificant in lenses with corrected
curves and might also affect spatial perception, especially in an aviator (12).
To seek improved lens materials for the aviator spectacle, further testing was done.
Ballistic impact testing of scratched and unacratchad ophthalmic lenses was done by Ophthalmology Branch personnel.
This work was reported in the American Journal of Optometry and Physiologic Optics in May 1974 (13).
The impact performance of plano and prescription ophthalmic lenses was determinsed by the ballistic
technique.
The 720 test lenses included nontreated, heat-treated, and chemical-treated glasses as well as
plastic (CR-39) lenses.
Half of the test lenses in each category were abraded on the front surface prior
to impacting with a 4.76 mm (3/16 in.) spherical steel projectile.
The lenses were mounted in a metal
frame and positioned on an anthropomorphic head during testing.
Results showed the plastic lenses to
have the greatest impact resistance while nontreeted glass lenses have the least. Heat-treated and
chemical-treated glass lenses rank second or third and have similar impact performance characteristics.
All four types of lenses were found to lose impact strength after being scratched on the front surface.
(See Figure 3.)
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The result of the above-reported research is

reflected in

the present issuance of heat-treated or

chemical-treated glass lenses only in the US Air Force aviator spectacles.
However, frame modifications
are being considered and the ideal lens continues to be sought. A coated, plastic lens with better
resistance to warpage might be the ideal replacement for the present heat-treated glass lens.
Aviator spectacles HGU-4/F, therefore, are presently available with clear, heat-treated glass lenses
in single vision, bifocal, and trifocal configurations for the correction of refractive errors and presbyopia.
These lenses transmit 922 in the visible spectrum.
(See Figure 4.)
They are also available
with a clear coating of magneasium fluoride (MgF) to reduce multiple images (ghost images).
These lenses
transmit 962 of the visible spectrum.
Corrections up to t5.50 diopters are available.
The sunglasses
are neutral 15Z (1N-15) transmission gray up to t1.50 diopters of hyperopia or -2.75 diopters of myopia.
Beyond this range, up to ±5.50 diopters, clear glass lenses coated with a 15X gray tint
are substituted.
(See Figure 5.)
A recently added option ti the substitution of 312 (N-31) neutral transmitting glass if
the correction is greater than _1.50 or -2.75 diopters but not greater than +4.00 or -5.50 diopters.
The neutral density lenses should not transmit more than 15% of the infrared, 0.2% of the erythemal
ultraviolet, and a minimum of 122 to a maximum of 182 of the visible energy.
The frames are made of
1/10 12K gold-filled over a bat.
of 142 to 162 nickel-silver.
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Transmission Curve of N-15 Lenses
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Figure 4.

Transmission Curve of Clear Lenses

Further, all lenses must withstand the drop ball test for :impact: resistance (14).
A 5/8-inch diameter steel ball is dropped on the lens from a 50-inch distance.
1he lens must withstand the impact
energy and not crack, chip, or fracture to be accepted.
These lenses have been "hardened" by heating
to a temperature of 1180OF and then quenched with a jet of cold air. This strengthens the glass by
compressing its surface.
The never ion exchange method of "hardening" glass is slower, rking many
hours.
The finished lenses are placed on it hot molten salt bath of KNO3 at 660°F to 920°F. The large
monovalent ions of potassium are exchanged for the smaller monovalent ions of sodium.
This exchange of
larger for smaller ions causes an increased surface compression similar to but better controlled than
the heat process (15).
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
The aviator spectacle HGU/4-P remains unchanged after nearly two decades of satisfactory service.
Hiowever, changes in the mission, availability of materials, and new technological developments herald
possible future changes in both the frame and lenses.
The marked increased cost of gold will necessitate an evaluation of other materials that might possibly be used for the frame, such as rhodium,-.
steel, aluminum, plastic, etc.
The plastic polycarbonate (Lexan) should be examined for lens use.
This material was used for the APOLLO space helmet and visors, and is presently used by the US Air Force
in aircraft windscreens (16).
it is several orders of magnitude more resistant to breakage and penetration than any lens material presently available.
Its largest disadvantage is poor scratch-resistance_.•
and the present nonavailability of prescription lenses.
The now photochromic (light valve) lenses,
when further impre •ed, may allow a single lens to serve as both clear lens and sunglass.
The present
photochromic lenses (Sunsensor) do not satisfy those criteria as yet, being either too dark in the clear
state or not dark enough in their darkest state.
(See Figure 6.)
A special trifocal design, exclusively
for the aiiator, is in its final testing stage at the USAF School of Aerospace Miedicine.
Finally, not
mentioned to this point 'Wut ebviously of significaince, irs that further- adv~aitenieut iii coutdcL lella
fitting, materials, and technology could reduce markedly the future need for aviator spectacles of any
kind.
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DISCUSSION
FORCIE:

You mentioned the problem with warping of the plastic lenses, You also mentioned that it did
not cause any alteration of the power but it caused some spatial distortion problems.
Could
you amplify that and tell us how significant this was from a practical point of view?

TREDICI:

Perhaps not too significant,
I must agree it did cause some distortion due to magnification
effect, We do haNe a paper (authored by Cal Kislin) that did show there is the possibility
of extreme variations if you went from the maximum on one end to the minimum on the opposite
axis and added is the variability that was possible between the two lenses. One at the
problems being that when the lenses are placed in the frames there is nothing to tell you
how much you should tightem. the frame. You can keep tightening it until you can have all
kinds of distortion. The plastic frames were a little better. and things are improving
in the newer generations of CR-39 plastics. We will probably alter our regulation on
aupplying glass lenses only, in the very near future.

BRENNAN:

A comment and a question, Perhaps the reason for the popularity of those sunglasses--if your
Air Force is anything like ours--is the fact that they are free! Do you find that a luminous
transmittance of 10 to 15% is sufficient in the high light levels which you quote are existent
in Texas.
I say this because I once read that submarine commanders in the last war working
at very high light levels preferred lurninance transmittances down to as low as 3%,

TREDICI:

It is, I think, a good compromise that we are not willing to change right at this time, but,
I think 5 or 61 would be better up at high altitudes; 15% is not too bad around Texas but
I agree with you.

GLICK:

More of a coinment. You were mentioning going to N-31 or 31% trunsmission to eliminate the
bull's eye and "mexican hat" effect. Don't you mean though that this is a uniform coating
of that percentage rather than a through-and-through tint?

TREDICI:

No, it is a through-and-through tint. We have had coatings of 15% before and their life is
so short that we have given up on these coatings. We had a coating on glass and a dipping
of the plastic to get it down to whatever transmission we wanted although that was kind of
hit and miss. We have given up on the glass coating.
We just went to the 31%; it just
alters the overall percentage and we can accept that.

GLICK:

But the effect is still

TREDICI:

Yes,

but less evident.
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A PROPOS DU VOL ST DE LA CORRECTION DES PRESSBESe
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X~d6ciA OftChat J,P. CHEVALZRAIJD, Proteasour Agr~g6 du Service do Sant& do@Am

es

Wl~eals. Principal Ch. CORDE, Ophtalmologiets Assistant des H~pit~ux des ArmEA..
Centre Principal d'Expertint N~dicale du Personnel Navigant do llAironautIque
5 bin, avenue do Is Part* do Sivres - 75015 PARIS-

INTRODUCTION1

1

Me~ mile no Sant plus aftectio dos* des unit~a op~rationnollem, l** membroa dimPorsonnel Navigant Ag~e do plum do 40 an* continuant A piloter. Ile so trouvent alarm confrouthm
done Ilavioa A un problime, do vision diff~rent do celui qui *at I@ lour aim aol, done lour bureau$
Pour rocuejillir lea informations nicemmairee aimpilotange, fournies emmentiellement
par Ia fonction vimuelle, I* pilots deit rialimor un certain sombre do tacheos Cos tachoa
exigent

use bonne vision A distance pour l'obmarvation do I& plate aimdo l'espac* airlen,
use bonne vision interm6diaire pour 1. lecture does Instruments du tableau do bard
ot Gem instruments situ~s au-demseu de Ia t~t. du pilot*,
- uso bonne vision do pr~a pour l& lecture dee plans do vol, dem carton do navigation,
des procidurom etc..
-

Lou distainces pour lea vision* interaidiairts at do pr~m variant dlaillouro melon Is
typo d'apparoil, colon Ia morphologic doe pilots& at melon laurs habitudee.
Use enqudto a 6t6 Sonia il y a quelquem aznn~ee auprA. dec naviganat civile expertisfim
taient an vol use correction optique entro 40 et 45 ans. Ce pourcentage m'levait A 56,5 %ches
lea au~jots Ag,. Ge 46 & 50 &ano et A 92 %am-doli de 51 ane.
Cott* onqufte nous avalt montri igmioeont qua lem lunettes 6tmient port~os plus prAcocoment an Vol Ge suit.
Enfin, nous avions pu remarquer qulaucun myatdmo do correction utilima par c08 naviSanta no lour Gonnait eatiire satisfaction ;ceci alexpliquait, au moins partiollement, par 1.
fait quo Ia prescription navait pans 6ti 6tudi4e pour 1, travail akrion. Loc lunettes mervaient.
aumse bien mu .0l qu'on vol.
Nous no pouvona rapporttr lam r~sultate d'un* onquite identique chos lee navigants
wilitairom. Les rioultate no mermiont d'ailleure pas conco rdants, puieque Ie plupart doe apparmila
ullitairem Sant diff~rontsaot quo leam crit~ree do malection does pilot.. ls mont i6galteont. Pour
lea pilot.. militaires. il *at tonu coepto, non moulement do l'acuiti sane corrections maim igalaat lea hyparmetropios euperiourea A 2 dioptries).
2

LFZPROBLEPIE DE LlACCOMMODATION
M
- ons o& ondiin normal.., an tonction do son Igo, un aujot Fout faire vanrier
ma disatnce focal*, Ge tagon quo lea objets 6loign~a cosmme lee objeta rapproch~e puissant Stre
vum
notoneemonle don phinom~nee,qui permettont i Iloajl d* )iroduieo aue iruga nette, cose-

titue Io ph~nou~ne do Vmacoemodation, dont 1. m.~canimem ect eaeentiollement cristallinion. 11
eat caracterimA par une modification des rayonm Go courbur* antirieur at posteriour dumcrietallin
at aimed par un ligar deplacomont an avant do Im lontille, chat It mujet dobout. Il o'ajouto iga-.
laemnt un phinomine intracriatallinion, 116 A une modification do l'indice do r~fraction, mane
douto par tamooment Ges fibres A Ia parti. centrale.
Ce phenomino d'mccommodat~l.on, dont he micaniamu
eat dlorigine corticale, dipend do I&
mime on jou du mumcle cilimire. 11 eat accompegn4 do doux autree phinom~ne. qimi mo rev~lont IAdhpendantm ; I* convorgence ot l& contraction pupihimiro avec d~controemnt an dehar.. Co. daux
dorniere phmnnu~nee sont, par contras 1±6. l'unt A h'autro.
2.2. - Lmaccommodation comportoý dem limito., entre loaquellam oil. a'effectue. Cleat tout
d'abord lo ,2n!!u!m rotum (P.R) qmi repr6...to I. point oa doit ae trouver un objet 4loign& pourE
quo son imag
aefrcntto
aur h& retina, man. quo Iloeil accommode. Pour un coi1 omm~trope, cej
point eat mitui aimdel& do 6 miltrom. Lo point I# plum proche vimencore distinctement par mine en
jou do I'occommodation oast Ia Puntun groximum (P.P). En avant do lui, h'imoe. no pout plusa me formar nettement our l& retino.
LA diatance entre PP at PR eat 10 Darcourm d'accoumodatian (a w r - p), tandia quo I&
diff~roaco entre l'osil accommod6 P et llooil au ropos R repriemnto ilammlitude d'accommodation
(A xP - R).
Chat ll'aimtrope joune A = P =14 dioptries, tandim quo chom llhyporm~tropo A aP + R
et choz le myope AzP -R.
2.3. - Lloccommodation aubit des variations phyniologiquea at pathologiquom. Ll~ge set 1e factour principal ontrainant uno diminution. La fatigue gen~rala, tout come la fatigueo viouella, tntorvient de Is m~ine fagon : on reumarque, on -'fot, A partir do Is IS4mo minute dlun travail de pria,
un rocul Gu PP, ce qui roprisonto un ban teat do fatigue. Do m~mo lea h~terophori4. lee amplitudes
do fusion midiocrom porturbent 1'accommodation. Les anomalies Go rhfraction, non corrigea.,

-

Agiffsemnt done It agoo aon&.
Cortaitkes thirapeutiquea localescaougkieraloa modifient Vmkccomaodatiort

*ollYrGe A

I& m~onya6phrine par example cia nodicamentn ut~iisia done lo traltomont doe affections digentivea.
lea
aaoehraion, Ion eonditions abronautiques elloo-olmes peuvent intervonir, tollos l1anoxio,
quoPour quo l'ect* accommodatif gleffectue confortablement pendant une longue p~riodes on
adma
qo
s dit tilserquo lea 213 ou Is 1/2 do son pouvoir d'accomuodation. On pout
adot
I auot
sinai d~finir uno accommodation maximal. ot uianaccommodation ofticace,
3 - LA PRESBYTIEA
-- ;i qu'un aujet eat preabyte loraque oyant ian. vision do loin normal*, corrdg~e ou
non, il &prouve de@ diffioultdn A avoir usk.vision precise at soutonue A ian. distance 4. 33 can-A
timitrom.
En rkalit6, cotte ditinition eat trio oupirique, car Is sol~rce. crintallinienne netA
trio progressive et on no pout quo pricinor iane son* do rupture di~quilibr*.
L'Ago do dibut oat variable ohms I@ sujot emmetrope Iii asositu. babituellesent Vera
45 ane. Certains facteurs diclenchent ou accentment souvent ce phenomin. I une fatigue important.,
un accident, ianchoc paychologinue, iane intervention chirurgicale sous aneathboei general..
Cho% 10 aujot hypermitrope non aortig6, is preabytie apparalt plus t~t, d'autant plus
quo l'hypernetropie eat plum important..
Chas Ie myope, Is preabytie eat idontiqme, m'tia is lecture do pr~x demourant possiblo,
iell
pourrait passer inapsrque ehez ianaujet non corrig6.
4

-

HESURE DE L'ACCO?*IODATIONA
Noun utiliso-nsdeux aethodems t la promiire clinique. simple Maio isprocie., I&

seconde plus fid~le mettant en jou le proxiultro.
4.1 - En faisant lire llicholle d'acuit& do PARINAUD, on recherche le point rapprochi A partir
duquel Is lecture deviant impossible.
4.2.- La Proximdtr!_. realia. par leis aervicen techniquea du Contre d'Etudos et do IPachs..ch'es do
Medecine Air~onsutiqus en 1958 (PkERDRIEL. COLIN et BRICE), eat utili~s pour aesurer 1e pianctua proxisum do convergence at le punctum proximum d Iaccommodation. Cat apparail eat compoB6 eoscritiellement
appui mernton/front perumottant d'amonor lea yeux dona 1. plan du test,
dispositif optique isimple qui permet do reperer le sonnet des cornies et do
placer I. zero do Is r~glo graduio servant A I& easure our un plan normal au centr, do I& cornit,
-d'un
annesau do Landoit noir aur fond blanc, mobile et orientabla.
-d'un

-d'un

La distance, meauree en centimetres, A laquolle la aujet pout encore aituer correctenant l'oriontation do I& brioure do l'anneau, roprisanto le punctum proximum deaccommodation.
CORRECTION DR LA PRESPYTIE
5.1 - On pourrait, on fonction do ll&ge ot do I& valour do l'accommodation, preocrire ian. correction, maim il faut 6galemont tonir compte do is distance do travail et den conditions dons
lequal il a'effectue pour proposer une correction vaisble.

5

-

Ainsi, oi ianpilots doit focaliser 1 75 centimitrea, done llhypothisms aao55
il eant ommitrope, l'sccommodation niceasaire sera done 6galo A

*d'environ

rareo 04

'comdainncnaionr
1.3 diaptries
~ eaO
~~ ~ ~ ~ ,0dot,
yomtood
S'jl
.5 diptiscequi ant par contre trin frequent, l'accommodation nicosSli ea hper~topedo
1.83 dioptrion. En Vol de nuit, ailIs valour do 11hypermitropie augment*
mairo sera do 1.33 + 0,5 w
an
coer
lcooatn
0,60 dioptm-ios oneclairago rouge d'apris PADZIKHOSKI,
done do l'ordro do 2,5 dicptriea. En nuppoaant qua notro pilots, choisi pour example, no puisse
utiiine~r qua ion 213 do noni accommodation pendant una longue perioda. il faudrait qu'il dispose
do pris do 4 dioptrioa pour Stre certain qu'aucun factour anvironnant no 1'euplchers deaccomplir
len toches viauellos qui lui incombent. Si Von retient, comma certain. auteure, llutiliaatiou do
do 1ot.
accommodation, ii lui faudrait alors 5 dioptries.
Is
Lea courbes 6tablies dapria DUANE aituent cea velours entre 42 #t 44 &an..

5.2.- Lee solutions utiliaeae pout corriger le~a presbytes sont nombreuses et tionneat compta dii
typo d'appareil, do Is valour de la vision do loin et de l'Ige.
Loraque 1. parcoura d'accommodation asorivile Mtro inf~riour & quatra dioptriea,
aibro correction sara le plus aouvent prescrite.

is pro-

El. asofoa.' en tenant compte de i'hyperaitropio priexiatantes Si l'scuiti vinuello do
loin eat normale, ii auffirs, tr~s souvent, de is corrigow pour smiliorar d'urae fagon permanents i6
vision iaatermidiaire et In vision do prim.
CartainBsatajeta pr~firont no psn mo~difier lours habitudes et no contentont d'une demilunette 6 monturs Atroite qiii lour perniat l'addition qui aouloago leur a,.coaamodation.
D'autrea aujeta prifirent avoia' recoura A un monocle, utiliia

seulement et A la demand.

-

CS-3
pour Ia vision do pri*.
Si l'acuiti vinuuello do loin eat diminu~o et ci la puissance d'accoumodation *at onpirieiare A 2 dioptries, il taut envisager l'usage do verres bitoonux. La vision de loin et la
vision interm6diaire me Zeor avec It foyer superiour, tandis qu'un petit foyer Iuf~rieur p~rwlttra Ia lec~ture do pris.
Loraquo 1. parcoura d'accommodation deviont inf6rieur A deux dioptries, Ia vision intors~diair* deviendra impossibl.e et il faudra envisager an verro trifocal. Pour rdalinor celui-ei, ii
oet souhaitable do placer ia correction pour la vision intormediaire en haut duiverre et ia correction pour I& vision do pr4a le plus bas possible 0* n~occupant qu'un. petite surface. La surface
intersediaire ls plus grand* possible servira & ia vision de loin.
Pour taus con typos do lunettea. il taut inaister aur un parfait rfiglago. En etfet,
use mauvains inclinaison den verres comse un mauvais contrage peuvent entralner dos ofetts prismatiqiies imp rtants 11flaut 6galement veiller A is distance entr o momet do I& corn&* et face
post6rieure duivorre, tout* augmentation do cette distance auguentant la pui-sanco effective.
Nous avons maintenant A natre disposition des vorres A foyer progressif qui semblent
devoir romplacer lea verres multifocaux loraque le pilots n~a pas besoin d'une correction Intermidisiro pour lire loa cadrans plac~s au-dessus do liii. Lea premiers vorres progressits mis A
notre disposition oaiient kti abandonn~s. La vision an centre du verro itait. on offet, saticd~aberrations & l'origino dtimagos flouss. Il 6tait
faisante main, lateralement, sa'acoompagnait
done impossible dlattorrir avoc ce type do oarrection. En vol, pour 61iminor lee images ficues,
Is pilots 6tait obligfi d'eftectuer dos mouvements de rotation do ia tite qul pouvaient cr~er des
Illusions consoriolies duitypo des phenominos do balancement et de roulis.
Actueliomont, los vorrec progressits presentent uno valour optique pratiquomont 6quivalente done tons lea secteurs du verre, ce qui permot do loa proscrire avoc profit, 11. demeur*
n~cessairo do veiller A Ia bonne rialination do con lunettes, qui doit Stro confies A un opticion
comp~tont et entralin au moatago do con varros.
Ltutilisation do doux pairos do lunettes dmomure oxchue ; pour des pi~lotes qui no
sauraient n'habituer six vorros progr~ossits, noun prescrivons parfois des "lunettes A conturo
basculante". 11 s'agit d'une lunette normal. avec des vorrec bit ocaux, cur laquohlo eat articee
un# monture additionnolle dane laquehle on pout placer des vorros bi on trifocaux. 1l oct domec
possible do Jouor avoc loa puissancos on lea additionnant cii en lea soumtrayant, co qui peisot
do faire fsce A toutes lea conditions do vision imposees par Ie pilotage. La iaiioeuvre peat e'offoctunr ci ropidtment qu'olle no gluo pan 1. travail a~rion. On prescrit 1. pluas ouvent done Is
wonture '.Lxe ia correction do loin piece. dans un petit segment do is partie supirieure duiverre,
I& partie median. at infirivure 6tant utiliseies pour is correction do is vision intormedisire. La
sonture mobile port* ine correction qui peruet lorsqu'ehll oct on sorvice do lire lea instruments
avec is partl* sup6rioure du varre at lea textes irprimes ciilos cartte avec la partio inferiouro.
Los pilotos d~avions do transport, pour lenquels nous avona fsit une tells prescription, on gont satisfaits.
6

CONCLUSIONS
Pour obtenir do bons resuitats dans la correction dos pilotos dovenus presbytes, il
eat bioa sfir necescaire do securer lore den vicitec rivisionneiles la reserve d~accouuodation. On
me heurto Is pius souvent A ~eereticence. ot on pout so demander ci len lunettes cent rielloment
portfios. L'utilisation asses frequente du monocle qui so riviie discrot, &&si acses peu efficace,
parait un excellent exemplee
-

Ii taut ausinai
catisfaisante.

dwittro qusaucune des solutions optiques propos~eo

Wnet reollsomet

11 taut onfin insister sur is n6cecsiti do fair* rialisor pour 1. vol des lnnettes qui
aersiont diff~rentes do celle.s utilision au sol, puisqullosle doivent prendre en consid~ration in
certain nombre do param~tres partiouliore.
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DISCUSSION
GLICK;

Does the variable focus lens also go by the name of Varilux as did the original lens?

CREVALERAUD: Yes, this lens is identified now as the Varilux 11.
53.NUM:

Do you find you have to take into account aviators who are flying with red cockpit lighting
and require an extra accommodative effort?

CREVALERAUD; Yes, since we are aware of the additional plus lens necessary to correct the presbyopia
under red lighting, This extra mount is tested for and given in the correction.
TREDICI:

Do you still

use red cockpit lighting?

CHEVALKRAUD: We use it in combat aircraft,
KUCNER;

lHowcompatible is the spectacle with the head gear and with the protective helmet?

be worn under the
framesthecannot
problem as with
to why
no glasses
significant
There IsThe
CREVALERAUD: visor.
are compatible
andthecanspectacle
be worn with
helmet.
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APTITUDE AU VOL ET LENTILLES DE CONTACT SOUPLES.

M~decin on Chef CHEVALERAUD,
M6deciu Giniral 0. PERDRIELI

Profeseour Agr*6g du Service do Sant* dqn Armies.
Professeur Agr~gA du Service do Sant& dos Armies.

Ecole d'Application dnuService do Sante pour 1'Armfie do l'Air
5 bin, avenue do la Porte do Sivres - 75015 PARIS
France.
" 11 eat ivident quo Is fabrication d'un* armur. do chevalier du Maoyan Age eat bion diffirente
do Is confection d'un costume do Tergal..
Cleat on utilisant coo term.. quo WICHI!ERLE comparait lea lentilles clasaiques avec
lee lentilles souples hydrophiles, lore d'une eonfhrence & BOYAUMONT (Franoe), on avril 1.,164.

I

I
LENTILLES
-LES
RIGIDES ("haI"
5A 1947, voidi done prim do 30 ane, done lour reuarquaable rapport A Io. Sociitk d'Ophtalmologie do Paris, MERCIER et DUGUET avalent rappol& lea avantagom ot lea inconveniente don verron do contact an aironautique. 11 a'agissait aicre do verrea A appui acleral. Ile conoluaient A
Is,compatibilit6 probable do coo proth&aso avoc I. vol en altitude, A.la poemibiliti do lea odaottre dan& lee aloes conditions quo lea vorrea do lunettes classiquem, eous risorvo d'un contrale
iventuel au caisson A dipresmion ot d'nne toliranco parfait. pendant an. Maine dix hour*@.
Naigr4 cot eopoir,on France du mains, lee sombre& du personnel navigant militaire,
porteura do lentillae do contact, sont trim pen nombroux. Encore m'agit ii toujours do onjete
poaoidant une exprieince meronautique, victimee d'accidents ayant entrain6, done Presque tous
lee cao, une aphaqulo unilattrale.

En off tot maigr& lea cam favorablos onregiatria pendant Ia dervure guerre mondiale
avoc ce typo do prothime, on a au trim ropidement quo 50 %A piain don pilotes equipie supportaient
ces prothimes (CR0SS,

1949

-

NEELY,

1953).

Los lentillec pricarn6ennem rigidon ("hard contact lonseall),plua l4"girea at no~ntravant
pas la circulation limbique, ont fait naitr* un nouvol espoir.
Coepndant, do nombroux auteursien expirimentant au caisson A ddproesion, ont aim en
ividence Ia libiration do nombrenoec petitee bull.. gazeusee ayant tendance A me grouper au contre
do Ia camneo, A partir do 3500 mitrem. En France, l'nn d'entre noue, (Pordrial, 1958), a conf irm&
cc phvinomnon dicrit pricidemment avoc dem verrom A appui scliral par DUGUET et DUMHONT. Cett@ manifestation a igaloment iti dicrite par d'autros antenna, en particulier par Kac CULLOCK (1962),
BERTENYI (1962). LUHWESS ot LITZHAN (1964).
Lee bull*& do gat qui apparaiseont, et qui as rivilont Atre do l'asots, agissent do diffenentem fagone s
-metaboliquem
en ginant la respiration cornkenno. ce qui nstraln* un oedime, gininatour
d'une baimme do l'acuit& et d'uno augmentation do Ia senaibilit6 A l'iblotaiaeonent (MILLER, WOLF,
GEER ot VASSALLO),
- mecaniques; en mo groupant an centre do Ia cornn&*, lee bullem crient une sensation
do brouillard diminuant l'acnit6. Ellos cronoont en plus do petitee fasemtte. justapoeies, done
Ilipithilium cornion. Lore du retaur vers le aol, lee bulb.a dieparaimmont ou, au contraire, persistent.
Una instillation do fluorescoine poruot do visualisor lea petite.; fonsettee cuostat~oce
on altitude. Coo limions retiennent le colorant vital, affinmant l'altiration do 11'ipthiliuu carnoon. Le parenchyma, par contra, demeuro 10 plum sonvent normal. Aprim cicatrieation nane siquelle,
l'acuit6 redevient nonusale.
I*erisque do complication permit avoir it& l~argumont 1., plus important pour refuser
1e port doe lentilles corneonnea.
Le danxibme argument 6tait Ie risque do vair un corps 4tranger se glimmer eritre be corneoaet la lentilbe pouvant crier une intolirance imeadiato ou, mu contrairo, uno lision importante
cicatrisant avec des niquollee.
Le troislimke argument itait que,lors dos accileratione, il oxistait, du fait du poids
don lentillee, un risque non nigligeable do leam vain glisame on dehars de l'axe visual.
L'iprouvo au coisson A diprossic~n eot obligntoire avant une dicimion do derogation. Si
elle eat favorablo, le port do lentille peut 6tre autorim4 le eujot abandonnant le pilotinge d'avions
do combat pour colui des avions de liaimon ou do transport.
2

LES LENTILLES SOUPLES HYDROPHILES ("Soft Lenseos"
- L
mime au point an Tchcoslovaquie par WICliTERLE at SIN do lentilbes de contact hydropkd Acm
a ouscit6, en 1960, den eepoire nouveaux ot un 6vinoemnt marquant dane l'ivolution do la lentill',
de contact.
-

2

-

Lea lentillee mouplem mont canatituiea do gela hydrophilca qui sont preoque tous doe

palymtrom on do. capalymbree do l1Heea (2 Hydroxy-Ethyl-Hethamylate).
Los trois propriitia essentiollem do cam lentilleasocnt lee anivantex

I

- ihydrophlilio
*Ile d~pond du 4ogr6 do ritioulation du matikriaut La tonour on eau
vari. do 40 %&70 % (pourcontago duxpolda do i'eau dana is lentille aaturio)I

I&
isoupeass, : oIle persist I* contort, un. adaptation rapids ot Is poaaibilit4 do
nlutilisor lea lontilios quo pendant quolquos hours. chaque jour, at an I. dimir.
- Is permisbilititi
plus I& quantit6 d'oau abmorbie par l'hydrogel eat grand*, plus
ma permiabiliti A Ileau, aux moliculeo aclublo. deana l'au et aux tons eat Linpartanto. Coat,permet dlonviaagor une moilloure phyajologie cornienno.-

On utijiae actuoleuont does lntilesa contonant 40

4eau.
d

3-Los lentillea acuples semi seiiralea, dont I* diawitre set compris antre 13 at 16 me, Sont
actueliement lea plus ixtilisios ot paraiament convenir & Is piupart do& cas.
Lea lontilles souplon corniennos, dont I. dissitro correspond & colul do Is cornio,
*'*at A dire entre 10 et 12 on, Sacnt dutiieastion plus limiti..
Enfin, lea lontilles souples hydrophiles toriquom, d'appayition riconto, no pouvent
Stro utilia ie. quo Dour corrigor uno myopie aupenioure & 3 dioptrion, asaaviio A un astigmatism*
compriseontro 1 ot 4 dioptrioa. Ellen sent actuolloment pou utilisica, wats on panes qu'olles
pourraient, done llavenir, alervir A is correction don aphaqusa.
L'apparition do acm lontillos, beaucoup mioux aupportfies quo lea preciedoto.,
onvisagor lour utilisation. on aeronautique.
3

-

a fait

EXPERIMENTATION
1/ Protocol*

usRta
avons Youlu itudior le coaportoment do co type do lentillos auxcaisaon
dipoason.Noun n'avona pix tooter quo quatro aujeta jounce, non navigants, portant dea lontilles
A 40 % d'hydrophilio. Dana deux can, il stagisaait do lontilloasemois aclirales, done lea deuz
autrea ass do lontiliss cornionnes.

*
*
*

Los sujots do notro expirionco &talent iquipis dopuia plusioura aemaines. L'adaptation
avait iti pnicidie d'un axamen ophtaloologique compronant en particulier V1itude do la sonaibilit&
cornkonne avec Il'sthicion~tro do COCHET ot BONNET, I'fitude du tonus oculairo avec Is tonomitre A
aplanation do Goidmann, i'htude do I& poreiabilit6 des Vaie& lacrymales, Is masure do is micrktion
~lacryinsie avoc I. teat 4a SCHIRMER et, enf in, 116tude do Is vision binoculaire.
La mesure do Is secrition lacrymale avait 41.6 particixliirtmont precise car l~hyposicrition nous paralt Stre Is promi~re contre-indication A lliquipsnsnt on lentilloa aouplea hydro~philes. Qixeiques h6teaaes de l'sir, qu. %itilisent leur lentille A bord d'avione commerciasu, &ouffront sauvont dlirritation conjonctivale chronique iii. A Is shichoroaso do llatmoaphire. Pour
iviten I& chute des lentilles qui so produit parfoia, silos doivont instiller, & intorvaile rigla-

bier, lore does vole do longue durne, des lenses artificiellea (BOISSIN).
teaeo
apcontonoilds d'eaxmon a 4ti 1. :uivaikt ::onti: A 3500 cix 4000 mitro: avoc uno i
nosr
t~seaconionall do10mitre&/secondesn
naaer
'liud
tn
tons
vatun paiior de 15 minutes, puis i& descent. s'offoctuait avoc une vitesaa do 10 mitres/
seconds. Un examen biomicroacopique itait pratiqui dana is caisson avant is also on route dos
pomp.., puts tous les 1000 mitros pendant l~ascension et is descents. Au cours du palter, lea
cornies 6taisnt examinoss toutoa los cinq minutes.

apuis

intllatiionsdo flutreseine

tae:.
ne

rti

21Rioultata
=-es aujota iquipfia no se Sant jamais plaint do sensations diaagriabloa lore do cs
Vol aisule.
SAucun
degagement gasoux n'a 4it constati.
-Apris

1.

retour au aol, i'acuitk 4tait 1ismgem

quo coils mesurie avant l'entrie

dane Is caisson.
-La
aicrition lacrymasb demourait itachangfie, Ia longuour du papier humidifik daua
1e teat do SCHIIRM4ER 6tant idontique.

-Enfin,

Is

cornne

no retenait pas

be colorant, co qul prouvait l'intigrit6 do

Ilipithelium cornion.

4-CONCLUSIONS
Lea concluaions do notr* expiriaentation rejoiguont exactoment cellos do POLISHUK
ot RAZ, qui pricisent de plus I&satabiliti dos lentilios pour den accelenationa do 6 G. et 6galoment cellos do CROSLEY et Coll.
Noun ponsons done quo nous dovons noua orienter vera des lontillos do co type chaque
fain qu'il alaviro nicessairs d~onvisasgr uno correction par contact. Cea cae doivonit doeouror
oxcoptionnea st aso iimitor A do. sujetaeoxpirimentis et victimos dtaccidonts,
Dana b'aviation militaire frangaiao, il no parait pas souhaitablo dlenviaagen

1
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nt on vig~uur Xcluent
la multiplication de co* prothiman. Leo moross deaptituds actutelle9
d'ailleurs lea sujeto amitropes qui devraient avoir recours & don verres correotsura. Le port do
lentilles no so juatifie done pag.
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DISCUSSION
DREYER:

I work very much with contact lenses; this is another activity of our clinic.
I cannot
share with Dr Chevalersud his optimism on the soft lenses because the main complaint
of persons fitted with soft lenses is the very high degree of shifting of the visual
acuity.
This has been the complaint of my patients, who are not aviators, so that I am
not sure that all aviators can pass the visual requirements.
Another thing with the soft
lenses is that they need a very high degree of care.
I should like to hear Dr Chevaleraud's
commenta on that.

CIEVALERAUD:

In my experience with studies done in the altitude chamber there has been no decrease in the
visual acuity while wearing the soft contact lenses,
Dr Dreyer, are you referring to soft
lenses, hydrophilic soft lenses, that contain 409 water, or to certain others that I am
acquainted with that have 60 or even 70Z water? My experience with those containing only
402 water has been that we have not found any changes.

TREDICI:

I see you have 36% humidity in the chamber and in the airplane.
Many times in Texas we do
not have that much humidity at ground level so we are already starting with well below this
level.
In our planes the huutdity is less than half of that once they are at altitude.
It may not be possible to produce enough tears and the visual acuity in a few subjects
And secondly, unfortunately for us, in the states
has been observed to drop several lines.
we can only clean these lenses by again FDA-approved methods, which necessitate hauling a
large amount of paraphernalia around--baby bottle warners, salt solutions. etc.
Right
now we can only boil them, we cannot use any kind of chemicals and so with all
of these
drawbacks we are not using them for aviators as yet. The only question I have is about
the humidity.
I felt
the humidity was less than 36% at altitude, less than the experImental conditions of the chamber, which would then accentuate the problem of lens drying
and changes in acuity,

CHEVALERAUD:

I agree with you except that the basic conditions of humidity are as they are and cannot be
altered

-ii
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VISION WITH THE AN/PVS-5 NIGHT VISION GOGCLE
MAJ Roger W. Wiley and CPT Frank F. Holly
U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Port Rucker, Alabama 36362

This paper presents the results from a series of experiments in
which visual performance using the AN/PVS-5 night vision goggle was
measured.
Visual modulation transfer functions of the man-goggle
system were determined and compared to results obtained with unaided
viewing.
It was found that the man-goggle system performance was
superior to unaided visual performance at average target luminances
equivalent to St and 25 moon illuminances.
At a target luminance
equivalent to a full moon illuminance, unaided visual performance
was superio at higher spatial frequencies, while remaining poorer
at the lower spatial frequencies.
Using a modified Howard-Dolman
apparatus, it was determined that the stereoscopic threshold was
degraded with the man-goggle system. Field measurements of relative
depth discrimination using all available visual cues showed that
performance of the man-goggle system was statistically equivalent to
unaided photopic visual performance at intermediate viewing distances,
but was inferior to unaided viewing at distances of SO0 feet or
greater.
While use of the night vision goggle reduces the ambient
light level necessary for military rotary wing support, use of the
goggle does not allow the operator to perform with photopic visual

I

I
I

efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
Recent military experiences and modern tactical considerations have dictated the
requirement for placing emphasis on sustained operations with future military deployment.
Such sustained operations imply continuous activity by military units during periods
of darkness as well as daylight.
The requirement for operating during periods of
reduced illumination will place new perceptual demands and physiological stress upon
the individual soldier. Since vision is the principal sensory modality with which
man gathers information from the external world about him in order to function
effectively, major military operations historically have been conducted during periods
of good illumination.
The eye and related neura; structures comprise an extremely effective information
processing system. The visual system has a total dynamic range in response to light
stimulation much greater than any other known photodetection system.
In order to
achieve this large dynamic range, several physiological adaptations and compromises
have been accomplished.
The duplicity arrangement of the retina represents one of
the most effective adaptations.
At moderate to high light levels, the cone or photopic
system is operational and processes visual information with remarkable resolution
along several dimensions (color, spatial, temporal).
At lower light levels, down to
the order of several photons, the rod or scotopic system is operational.
In order to
be capable of functioning at low light levels, some severe visual compromise% have
been made.
Fur example, the scotopic system integrates light over relatively large
retinal areas so spatial resolution is considerably reduced. No color information is
processed, and temporal processing is reduced.
The limited information provided by
the scotoptc visual system restricts the capability of the soldier to effectively
perform his military duty.
In recognition of the requirement for sustained military operations, two avenues
have been pursued to reduce the impact of the basic limitations of the scotopic
visual system on military operations during periods of darkness.
The first approach
has been to increase the amount of time devoted to operational training at night.
It
is felt that this will reduce the stress and increase the perceptual proficiency of
individuals during night military operations.
However, the anatomy and physiology of
the human visual system are relatively immutable and certain tasks, such as nap-ofthe-earth (NOE) rotary wing flight, require more visual information than the scotopic
system can provide.
To fulfill this need for low light level visual information,
major technological advances in light amplification and infra-red systems have been
developed in recent years.
The AN/PVS-5 Night Vision Goggle (NVG), developed by the U.S. Army Night Vision
Laboratory, is considered an effective interim solution to allow U.S. Army aviators
to conduct rotary wing operations at night.
While the NVG performs admirably in
light amplification, use of the NVG has presented new problems and questions for
those of us concerned with the human in this man-machine loop.
For the past several
years, personnel at the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory have been conducting
experiments designed to determine the present and potential impact of the NVG on
aviators during rotary wing flight. A previous AGARD Conference report' reviewed
studies conducted by other laboratories on the NVG, and these will not be further
detailed here. However, several reports have more immediate pertinence to the present
conference and should be discussed briefly.

I
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As with any new device, there has been some concern about possible damage to the
eyes while using the NVG.
Several military agencies reported that their personnel
were corplaining of a so-called "brown eye syndrome" after-using the NVG.
This problem was investigated and found to be simply a color afterimage which should be expected after viewing the narrowband output of the P20 phosphor used in the goggle'.
In addition, the persistence of the afterimage lasted only a brief period of time.
However, the P20 phosphor output has caused another problem of some significance.
This is the loss of color information while using the NVG.
Because of the reduced
resolution and narrowband output of the goggle, standard navigation maps cannot be
used.
Recently, the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency has develope an experimental map
consisting of a reversed contrast display.
It has been determined that adequate
information can be obtained from these black background maps using either the goggle
or with the naked eye and aviation red illumination3 .
The NVG is powered by a 2.7 volts wafer battery.
Since goggle failure occurs
due to low battery output without prior warning, it is of some importance to know the
state of adaptation of the eye upon removal of the NVG.
With normal viewing conditions, luminance output of the goggle display is between 0.7 foot lambert and 1.5
foot lamberts.
It was found4 after allowing subjects to fully dark adapt followed by
a 5-minute period of viewing with the goggle that visual sensitivity had degraded to
that level normally found at approximately 10 minutes into the course of dark adaptation.
However, the average recovery time (i.e. time to return to 30 minute level of sensitity) was 2 minutes.
This report presents results from experiments designed to determine the effects
of the goggle on a user's ability to make relative depth discriminations under both
field and laboratory conditions.
Data are also presented on the visual modulation
tranfer function of the man-goggle system.
METHODS and RESULTS
(1)

Laboratory Measures of Relative Depth Discrimination

A modified Howard-Dolman apparatus was used for the laboratory measures of relative depth discrimination.
Modificationz to the basic instrument consisted of driving
the variable vertical rod by a motor which was controlled by a radiofrequency receiver. The observers held a radiofrequency transmitter and moved a toggle switch in
a fore and aft direction to elicit rod movement and effect alignment with the fixed
comparison rod. When an observer indicated alignment of the two rods, displacement
readings to the nearest 0.1 mm were taken with a digital voltmeter which read the
voltage across a linear potentiometer attached to the variable rod.
Except for a
0.75* X 1.75 viewing window in the front of the instrument, the apparatus was completely enclosed and illuminated with electroluminescent panels lining the sides and
top of the case.
The luminance levels used were 6.70 foot lamberts for the naked eye
observations and 0.012 foot lambert for the observations using the NVG.
Six experienced aviators were used as observers.
A modified method of adjustment
was used, and during each testing period, an observer would make 10 readings under
each of four different viewing conditions: unaided monocular, unaided binocular,
monocular with NVG, binocular with NVG.
To eliminate an order effect, the viewing
conditions were alternated after each observation. All observations were made at a
viewing distance of 6 meters from the fixed rod.
Hirsch and Weymouth' first discussed the theoretical implications of measures of
depth discrimination thresholds, and their suggestion of using the standard deviation
of the linear displacement scores has been adopted by other investigators in subsequent reports.
Accordingly, our threshold measure was the standard deviation of the
displacement scores from the 10 observations made by each observer under the different
viewing conditions.
Table 1 shows the average thresholds obtained from the six
observers with the four viewing conditions.
It can be seen in this table

Table 1.

Relative Depth Threshold with Howard-Dolman Apparatus
Linear Threshold

Angular Threshold

(Centimeters)

(Seconds of Arc)

Binocular

1.34

5.0

Monocular

S.19

19.3

Binocular/NVG

4.80

17.5

Monocular/NVC

7.04

26.2

-
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that unaided binocular viewing yielded results superior to any of the remaining three
conditions.
Binocular viewing with the NVG was slightly better than unaided monocular
viewing, while monocular viewing with the NVG gave the poorest results. Scheffe's S
multiple comparison method was used to statistically evaluate these data.
There was
a significant difference (p<.Ol) between the results obtained with unaided binocular
viewing and those found with the other three viewing conditions.
However, no statistically
significant difference (p<.01) was indicated between the thresholds with unaided
monocular viewing, binocular-NVG viewing, and monocular-NVG viewing.
Thresholds in terms of angular disparities are also shown in Table 1.
were determined using the following equation5 :
*

a!A...__.

.

These

206,280

d2
where

angular threshold in seconds of arc

h r
a
ad
d

a interpupillary distance
a linear displacement of the variable rod from the
fixed rod
a observation distance

A binocular threshold of approximately 5 seconds of arc is of the same order of
magnitude as those which have been presented in previous investigations5 '.f.
(2)

Field Measures of Relative Depth Discrimination.

The six observers used in the lab..;ratory study were also used for the field
measures of relative depth discrimination.
Again, a modified method of adjrstmea.t
was used and the observer's task was to indicate when two targets, one fixed and one
variable, were judged to be at the same distance from him.
However, several procedural changes were made.
Only three viewing conditions were used: monocular
viewing during the day, binocular viewing during the day, binocular viewing with the
NVG at night.
Only one viewing condition was tested during each observation period,
and two aviators, alternately responding, were tested during the same period.
Full moon
no overcast conditions prevailed during the night testing periods with photometric
measures of moon illuminance averaging 1.7 x 10" foot candles.
The aviator subjects were seated in the cockpit of a UH-lH helicopter and viewed
target pairs (one fixed and one variable) placed at distances ranging from 200 feet
to 2000 feet from the helicopter along an inactive runway at Shell Army Airfield,
Fort Rucker, Alabama.
The targets consisted of white cloth stretched over metal framework.
The larger
variable targets were mounted on wheels to allow easier movement.
The actual sizes
of the targets, as shown in Table 2, were established so that each of the five target
pairs would subtend a visual angle of 10' x 30' at their respective testing distances.
Lateral angular separation between the two targets of each pair was maintained at
1.5° for all testing distances.
Table 2.

Actual Size of the Target Pairs

Testing Distance
(Feet)
200
500
1000
1500
2000

Target Size
(Feet)
0.58 x 1.75
1.46 x 4.37
2.91 x 8.73
4.37 x 13.09
S.82 x 17.46

Figure I shows the resultant thresholds for the three viewing conditions at all
testing distances.
As with the laboratory study, the measure of threshold was the
standard deviation of 10 observations at each distance for all conditions.
The average threshold for all six observers is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that while
the monocular and binocular results were similar, the depth discrimination performance
with the night vision goggle was clearly inferior at most of the testing distances.
Again, Scheffe's S multiple comparison method was used to statistically evaluate
these data.
Results indicate that there is a statistically significant difference
(p<0.01) between the unaided daylight monocular and binocular thresholds only at the
2000 feet testing distance.
However, NVG performance was significantly different
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from monocular performance at all distances except 200 feet, and goggle performance
was significantly different from binocular performance at all distances except 200
feet and 500 feet.
The results in terms of angular thresholds using the conversion equation disIt can be seen, and has been shown previ
cussed earlier are shown in Figure 2.
ously"',1,11, that the angular threshold for relative depth discrimination decrea0s
with distance. However, these angular thresholds cannot be viewed as stereoscopic
Clearly, additional monocular cues such as size constancy are
disparity thresholds.
operational for these depth discriminations made under field conditions at all of the
testing distances.
(3) Visual Modulation Transfer Functions of the Man-NVG System
Using simple clinical measures of visual acuity, it has been determined that
Snellen acuity using the goggle is about 20/60, corresponding to a minimum angle of
However, such one-dimensional measures are not completely
resolution of 3.0 minutes.
adequate since angular subtense of the resolution target is the only variable satisfactorily controlled and higher-order factors such as blur interpretation can confound
the results. The luminance output and the signal/noise ratio of the goggle do vary
A more quantitative technique to describe man-NVG
with changes in scene luminance.
performance is that offered by the visual modulation transfer function (VMTF) which
allows control of such external variables as average scene luminance, contrast, and
angular subtense of the resolution target.
The modulation transfer functions obtained in this experiment were determined in
The subject sat in a darkened room and viewed a television
the following manner.
monitor on which was displayed an electronically-generated spatial sine wave grating.
The experimenter established and controlled the average luminance on the video display, and the subject controlled the depth of modulation (contrast) of the grating
The subjects were allowed several practice sessions
around the average luminance.
Two viewing condiwith the equipment prior to the actual data collection periods.
The
tions (unaided and with the NVG) and four average luminance levels were used.
average luminance levels used correspond to the luminance of grass (12% reflection)
The fourth
under a 5%, 251, and full moon illuminance -.?ith no overcast conditions.
level of 25 foot lamberts, considerably above the level with which the NVG would be
used, is presented for comparison purposes.
Figure 3 shows the modulation transfer functions at the four average luminance
levels for a man wearing the goggle and also when using his unaided vision. The
ordinate values of percentage modulation were determined from the relationship,
Bmax -Bmin
of spatial freX 100, and are plotted logarithmically as a function
.5Rm
max
min
quency. The data presented in Figure 3 represent the average modulation thresholds
obtained from two subjects who were very experienced in making visual psychophysical
It can be seen in Figures 3A and 3B that the man-goggle system performs
observations.
better than unaided vision at the low average luminance levels with a S and 25%
The depth of modulation (contrast) required to make the grating just visible
moon.
was less at all spatial frequencies when viewing with the goggle at these levels.
However, at a luminance under a full moon (Figure 3C), the observers performed better
usinv unaided vision at high spatial frequencies while performance was better using
Figure 3D shows that unaided eye performance is
the goggle at lower frequencies.
much superior to that achieved with the goggle when the target luminance is sufficiently
high to allow the photopic system to operate.
DISCUSSION
Although the MTF's of the man-goggle system have not been published previously,
knowledge of the visual modulation transfer functions of the human visual system|'
However, these separate MTF's
and of the night vision goggle12 have been available.
are insufficient to predict performance of the man-goggle system. Modulation transfer
When
functions do not cascade between optical components which are directly coupled.
the optical components of a system are separated by diffusers, the overall system MTF
However, when the
can be determined simply by multiplying the individual MTF's.
various components are directly coupled, as is the case when a man views with the
night vision goggle, the individual MTF's cannot be multipled to determine the overThis is because the aberrations of one component may compensate for
all system MTF.
the aberrations in another, and thus produce an image quality for the combination
Any "corrected" optical system
to that of either component.
is superior
which
this principle.
utilizes
As noted previoisly, Figure 3 shows that the quarter moon performance while
wearing the goggle is superior to that of the unaided performance at all frequencies
while at full moon light levels, the unaided performance is better at the higher
frequencies and is slightly poorer than the man-goggle system at the low frequencies.
Therefore, under quarter moon illuminance, the resoiution limit of the naked eye is
lower than that of the man-goggle system whereas under full moon conditions, the
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resolution of the goggle is the limiting factor and the naked eye performance overtakes that of the man-goggle system.
It should be noted that the amount of light
provided by a St moon is considered insufficient for NOE flight even with the goggle.
One effect of the NVG is to increase the luminance levels of the visual stimulus to a
range where the discrimination (AI/I) threshold for the visual system is less and
the visual system is more sensitive to contrast.
This is shown in its purest form at
the lower frequencies where resolution limits do not confound the effect.
While the
effect of raising the luminance levels into a A6/' range in which the visual system
is more sensitive is probably the main influence on the results with the lower frequeoicies and lower luminances, we cannot eliminate the possibility that the NVG also
provides some contrast enhancement or decrement.
A nonlinear goggle output brightness
in response to a changing scene brightness would provide either contrast enhancement
or decrement depending upon whether the shape of the nonlinear curve was positively
or negatively accelerated.
Information obtained from the U.S. Army Night Vision Laboratory indicates that
the resolution capability of the NVG is 0.67 line pairs/milliradian. However, this
limit was established with a microphotometric measurement of goggle output, and scene
luminance was not specified.
The limit of 0.67 line pairs/milliradian is approximately equal to 12 cycles/degree.
Our data using equivalent moon illuminances (Figures 3A, 38, 3C) show the cut-off spatial frequency to be between 6 cycles/degree and
8 cycles/degree.
The actual resolution capability of the man-goggle system is lower
than the physical specifications of the goggle, and it is obvious that the contrast
detection of the human visual system is less sensitive than the physical system used
to specify goggle output.
The present data are in good agreement with our observation that aviators experienced in flying with the night vision goggle prefer to use the goggle at quarter
moon illuminance while at full moon illuminance, these same aviators usually prefer
to fly with unaided vision. As shown in Figure 3C, resolution with the unaided eye
is higher at the full moon illuminance level.
It should be remembered, however, that
other factors such as the height of the moon may also enter into consideration.
For
example, if the aviator is flying along a river bed or other partially shaded area
and the moon is low in the sky, his immediate surround may be receiving much less illumination than open areas, and he may choose to use the goggle even with a full
moon.
The reduced resolution capability with the NVG has probably influenced the
results obtained in the depth discrimination experiments.
As shown in Table 1, the
results obtained with the Howard-Dolmaai apparatus indicate that the depth discrimination thresholds with unaided binocular vision were superior to those obtained with
binocular viewing thresholds, while thresholds obtained with the NVG and monocular
viewing were the poorest.
Statistical evaluation indicated that while there was a
statistically significant difference (p<.Ol) between the thresholds of binocular
viewing and the remaining viewing conditions, there was no significant difference
between unaided monocular, binocular-NVG, and monocular-NVG viewing conditions.
However, our own observations and comments from every subject used in these experiments indicate that there is a perceptuolly significant difference between binocular
viewing with the NVG and the two monocular viewing conditions.
That is, even though
the targets are not as clear, depth judgments using binocular viewing with the NVG
are more easily made than those using unaided or aided monocular viewing.
An upright image is achieved with the NVG by means of a fiber optics twist contained within the optics of the tube.
The fact that adequate spatial information is
retained after the fiber optics twist is shown by the readily fused images presented
to the eyes by the two tubes in the NVG.
One might reasonably expect disparity
information to be retained also.
Therefore, the decrement in performance while using
the goggle from that of unaided binocular viewing is mainly ascribed to the loss in
resolution.
The loss of resolution resulting in larger depth discrimination thresholds can
also be seen in a comparison between the unaided and aided monocular performances
(Table 1).
The Howard-Dolman apparatus is usual]y considered to yield measures of
central stereopsis.
Relative depth judgments with this instrument are supposedly
based upon disparity of the retinal images of the two eyes.
However, cues for depth
judgment other than image disparity are available to the observer with the UowardDPlman apparatus.
This is ,iue with the instrument used in the present experiment.
One cue, proximal image sizL, was purposely left available for our subjects.
Size
was probably the major cue used to make the displacement settings when the targets
were viewed monocularly.
Although the cues available to the observer when viewing
the apparatus monocularly with and without the NVG were the same, the degraded image
of the targets with the goggle resulted in a threshold which was much greater than
that found with unaided monocular viewing.
The field experiment was designed to measure relative depth discrimination
thresholds using the goggle and to compare that performance with depth thresholds of
daylight unaided vision.
With the preponderance of monocular cues, the cue of retinal
image disparity was relatively minor, and little
difference between monocular and
binocular performance was expected.
This supposition was supported as shown in
Figure 1 in which the monocular and binocular thresholds are statistically equivalent
at all testing distances.
However, for distances of 500 feet or greater, Figure 1
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also shows that depth discrimination performance with the night vision goggle is
As with the results of the laboratory study, the larger
significantly poorer.
thresholds obtained while the observers viewed with the NVG are probably the result
of the reduced resnlution.
That is, while information similar to that used by the
observers when viewing the targets during daylight was also available to them when
they used the night vision goggle, most of the cues, such as texture, gradients,
lighting and shading, and linear perspective, had become sufficiently subtle to
result in larger thresholds
Our results have shown that stereopsis, the appreciation of depth by means of
the disparity of the retinal images, is significantly reduced when wearing the night
Also, when many monocular cues are available, relative depth discrimination
vision goggle.
is poorer with the NVG for distances of 500 feet or greater.
For lesser distances,
performance was statisticilly
equivalent to unaided daylight performance.
It should
be noted thLt our results only reflect accuracy and not other qualities such as speed
or comfort.
The relative advantages of stereopsis in aviation are still
somewhat
equivocal.
Two recent reports11.,4 have shown that landing perormance of pilots
deprived of vision in one eye were as accurate as their landings while using both
eyes.
However, these reports were based on data obtained in fixed wing aircraft.

The visual demands of rotary wing flight might be considerably different.

Certainly,

military flight profiles involving hovering and flight into ar- out from unprepared
areas without benefit of approach and landing aids might reasonably be expected to
place greater demands on an aviator's ability to perceive depth, especially at
distances of less than 100 feet.
The reduced depth discrimination with the goggle
should be recognized so that aviators can be properly trained in preparation for
flight with the night vision goggle.

As scientists concerned with the visual welfare of our aviators, we are confronted
with a paradox.
We have assisted in establishing and have supported high visual
standards which our aviators must meet.
Now we find that aviators are flying with a
viewing device with which few of these requirements are met.
For example, a resolution capability of 8 cycles/degree, the full moon illuminance cut-off spatial frequency
of the man-goggle system, is approximately equivalent to 20/70 Snellen acuity.
We
have required that our aviators have normal color vision and a full
field of vision.
Yet, the narrowband output of the goggle eliminates color vision, and the gogg?.e
offers only a 400 visual field.
The present experimental results have demonstrated
that depth discrimination is degraded while using the goggle.
Obviuusly, the NVG
does not turn night into day nor does it allow a user to operate with daylight
photopic efficiency.
However, the night vision goggle does provide sufficient
visual information to allow flight under ambient light conditions which was not
possible with the unaided scotopic vision system.
A previous report' has shown that
use of the goggle allows a lower flight altitude and more accurate hover capability
than with unaided vision.
A future generation light intensification device should
provide more light intensification with improved imagery to further extend the
operational effectiveness of aviation support.
SUMMARY

L

£

Comparisons of the visuaJ modulation transfer functions obtained with the mannight vision goggle system and unaided vision show that the performance with the mangoggle system is better when the average target
muminances are equivalent to that
under 5% and 25% moon illuminance levels.
At average target luminance corresponding
to a full moon illuminance, performance of the unaided visual system was superior at
higher spatial frequencies while the man-goggle system was more sensitive to contrast
at the lower frequencies.
Stereopsis thresholds measured with a modified Howard-Dolman apparatus were
lower with unaided binocular vision than with the man-goggle system.
However,
binocular thresholds with the man-goggle system were slightly better than unaided
monocular thresholds.
Monocular thresholds with the man-goggle system were the
largest of any of the four viewing conditions.
Field measures of depth discrimination have shown that relative depth perception
with the man-goggle system is inferior to daylight monocular and binocular viewing
for distances of 500 feet or greater.
For viewing distances less than 500 feet,
performance of the man-goggle system was statistically
equivalent to unaided viewing.
The following conclusions are supported:
i .
is

The resolution capability of the man-goggle system under full moon illuminance

limited to 8 cycles/degree

(approximately

equivalent te 20/70 Snellen acuity)

or

less.
2. Stereopsis,
the goggle.

which is based upon retinal image disparity,

is degraded with

3.
Relative depth discrimination with the man-goggle system is statistically
equivalent to unaided photopic viewing for intermediate distances, but performance
with the man-goggle system is inferior at viewing distances of 500 feet or greater.
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4.
The AN/PVS-S night vision goggle does not allow visual performance of
daylight efficiency.
However, it does provide sufficient visual information to
permit rotary wing flight under ambient light conditions which previously prevented
flight using only the unaided bcotopic visual system.
DISCLAIMER
The findings in this report are not to be construed as an Official Department of
the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
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DISCUSSION
is very interesting, what is the range?

How far will it So?

TREDICI:

On the IR illuminator, it

WILEY,

The near infrared illuminator in probably only good for 10, 12 or 15 ft.

TREDICI;

If you had a powerful beam of infrared, the goggle would work much better than it
now because more infrared energy would return from the target.

WILEY;

There really has not been that much consideration given to using IR illuminators simply
The purpose of the night vision
because they are so easily detected by other devices,
goggle is to allow you to remain "cool bird" and then if you go out and use an IR illumDr Chisum has done some work on IR illuminators
inator, you would probably lose them,
too,

CHISUH;

If the goggles are considered for aid in search and rescue, then
Just one observation.
an auxiliary infrared source is useful and certainly significantly improves the operation
,ith the goggles.

TREDICI:

But this source must have to be so powerful when we are talking about projecting the
beam out at let's
say a quarter mile.

CHISUN:

I think if you use something like a strobe lamp, this gives an instantaneous but repetitive
flash, and it has good range,
Unless you have absolutely no moon or starlight, then you
would have to have a very powerful source, but with some natural light plus an auxiliary
light, this may be useful.

WILEY;

This reminds me of something that should be mentioned, and I think Dr Brennan mentioned
The goggles
in his paper--that the nemesis of helicopter pilots is wires, wire strikes.
present new problems there because right now without them maybe they don't know they are
going to hit
them.
With the goggles I believe they are going to be overconfident and get
down to the level where they are going to be running into them and we are going to see
more wire strikes which they caenot see with the goggles.

KURSCHNER:

Can you tell

WILEY;

Vibration is a problem. As you could see, they are loosely suspended from the helmet
You strap them back so that now the whole
and they are very uncomfortable to wear.
helmet is vibrating with them, and that is somewhat of a problem although again we have
flown with them safely quite a few hours.

KURSCNER:

Then they can be used under low level flight conditions at high speed.

WILEY;T

They are being used under low level flight conditions.
problem in helicopters.

WARD:

Would you mention the problem they have when there is a sudden flash of light, like a
weapons system going off or a nuclear weapon or the strobe light that Dr Chieum just
mentioned.

WILEY:

That problem
That used to be a problem with an earlier generation.
flash of light would saturate and you would get a "blooming" of the
no longer a problem. They have a damp-.it automatically damps down
In fact,
a large problem any more.
You don't have to do anything.
bit of major protection.

FUCHS:

Referring to your question before, Colonel Tredici, concerned with the distance and your
objections.
I feel that that is not only an aviation problem, it is also a problem for
the Army people, for the ground people, for the armored cars, and my question Is what
do the Army soldiers do in the same case?

WILEY;

There has not been that such experThey were originally developed for the ground use.
I know of one study and only know of it second
imentation done on the ground with them.
hand about a mechanized group that just navigated over some known terrain so that they
could do it.

TREDICI:

In the United States, Dr Berson, of Harvard, who works at their Electrophysiology Laborpigmentosa patients.
Retinitis pigmenatory, is using a night vision goggle for retinitis
You still
can see centrally and in the
toss robs you of your night vision very quickly.
at night.
So. they have had some medical application in that
daytime but very little
respect.

CHEVALERAUD:

Have you run any experiments in helicopters in making precision-type of landings?
Don't you believe that a reduction of 40 degrees in the visual field in each eye would
interfere with the pilot's
vision and performance?

WILEY;

Again, I can only repeat that our experiences have been restricted to rotary wing operations and the reduction in the field has not caused any problems; however, very few pilots

us how sensitive this device is

does

to G forces and the influence of vibration

G forces is

not that big a

was that 8 sudden
goggles.
This is
and It 1u not suCh
they provide some

have been cleared to use these yet and so when the .)y became@ a bit more crowded,
it might become a larger problem. Landing Is not a problem.

then

DRtAGER:

Did you try to have an optical magnification besides electrical systems, especially for
high speed flying planes? This could .e useful for the pilot to diminish his visual
field but to increase his magnificatioa. Do you use it like a telescope?

WILEY,

No, not with the goggles. There are other light amplification system. that do this, b~t
I don't envision that these goggles will be changed that much to include that. I think
they will stay with unity magnification.

TREDICI:

There is a very basic problem here. He -Isalready down to 20/70 vision and it is resolution that counts so that magnifying an object that cannot be resolved is like looking at
a newspaper photograph which is made up of spots and then putting a magnifying lens on
it, You do not see the picture any more, you see black and white dots, and that would be
worse.

KNAPP:

I don't think anyone should get the idea from this presentation that these night vision
goggles now are the cure-all of the problem with night flying. We have to be very careful
with this--it is more of an experimental device because it has been decided that it will
provide enhancement of night tactical maneuvers for US Army helicopter operations. and
the operational people are pushing very hard for this piece o* equipment.
It has reached
about the ultimate in its design capability or close to it.
We may be able to cut the
weight a little bit, but it probably has reached about as high a degree of refinement
as is possible. It will cause some problems, as Dr Wiley mentioned--overconfidence.
The pilots may think they can see more than they really can. And it is going to take
a lot of care on the part of our medical people and people involved In vision to make
sure that we do not create accidents, get ourselves into more problems than we eolve by
the night vision goggle.

TREDICI:

Your graphs and charts prove that most people would not want them when the moon is out
or maybe when it is a half moon, but when you get down there to the real a=otopic vision
you haven't got anything else. You are either going to sit on the ground or you are
going to try and use these devices.

KNAPP:

There will be one, or two of these devices in every aircraft for every pilot no matter
what type of flight operations they are performing, whether they be rescue or whatever
Can every
that would be. That onens up some questions that yet need to be answered.
individual with any type of visual function use them? Use them effectively. Or do
they use them with glasses? If a persor.i wears glasses and he is supposed to wear them,
does he have to take his glasses off? Is there some special training required? We have
not even begun to touch on these.
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des corps genouillds latdrauz at dUs sires die projection primairr~a aprbs 4blouiessoent par ianflash do forte puissance. Ella comports ie tude de. activitds Electrophysiologiquen Evoquies par liestimulus 4blouisssnt,
mais aurtout,k l~aide do la technique des doubles stimulations,l'snalyaie doephinosbue de reetauration d'activitis Electriques analogues & cellos obtonues lore die stimulation tdmoin. Chies lie singe elles associent

7

la massre do tempo imis par lie sujiet pour percevoir iansymbols.
PETIDE
*

~I

PRPARATION NEUROPHTSIOLOGIQUE
Sous anesthdmie locale ces. lielapin ot gindrale chos lIesinge apria fixation done innappareil
diestdrdotaxie. lea anisaux soot ounia d'Electrodea mono ou bipolaires. Chet lie lapin de la race Fainve do
Bourgogne, lee E6lectrodes sout rdparties our le cortex moteur, som~ethdsique ot visuael .t ou nivoau do
1ihippocampe dorsal, pour Is vole wisuelle, au niveau duacorps gencuulld latdral, duicolliculus aupdrisiar
et des siras visuelles de projection primaire. Ches le Macaque do 3 h 5 ken, 12 1 27 Electrodes as ripertiosont 4 1& surface duicortex at au nivoau duicorps gonouullh et des aires visueuies de projection primmire et associative. Lies
Electrodes die r~fdrence sent placie. l'une derribre lIe globe oculaire, lautre 2 ca
en avant duibregma ches I. lapin, sur ia mantolds ches liemosque. Lea Electrodes sent souddes h inn connectour verrouullable fiu sur lie crtne et noyi dane gao risin. acrylique. Lqs sujets no sent utilin~s qu'unt
mois aprks llimpimntation, et entrainia h rester immobile&, sans aucinne prdmidication dana iane bolte It
contention ou our u~n silge. La titie eat fizde our iansupport h laide de bande Velcro ou pour lea singes
dana inn casque, adaptE et rialisE pour chaque sujet.
ERG.
L'Eloctrodo do miesure eat constitug d~un fil d'argient die5/10 die on protigE par uno gaine doe
nylon. Sur cette dernibre, ianfil diecuivre ciid'argent de mdme diambtre enrould en spire jointivie et relid
I Is terre permet d'obtenir inn conducteur flexible et surtout die minimiser llartifact do stimulation.
Vonsomble sest
montE our ian dispositif quo lVon fix. avant chaque exp~rience sur lIeconnectour d'Electrodea
diel'animal. Lleztrdait4 do 11Electrode do easure, uao boule aphdrique do I an ciiin annieau do 3 masdo disahtre eat amend. #llre au contact die ia cornia, prialablement aneathdsi6 h l'aide die NOVEINIE at protigE
par inn collyro It1. mdtbylcollulose. Lea animus subissont tous avant toute expdrience, ian examen duifond
do l'oeii, do la chambro antdriieure et du cristallin. Les exp~riences sont tout.. rdalussion ia piapille en
myitiase aprba installation rdpdtde d'homatropine.
2

*

-

-

UEMOISTREMENT

L'enregiatrement eat r~alisE en dirivations monopolaires. Lie signal eat amplifig h l'aide d'une
chain. do prhamplificnteuz% amplificatnuviiet enriegiatrieursgraphiqundie 8 h 16 voies. 1l eat recusilli I la
sur bande magnitique onalogique I l~aidie d~un enregistreur k friquence partous.
sortie dien prdamplificatours
(bond. peasants DC-5000 Ha). La constante de tempo introduite 1 la sortie do 1'Etage amplificateur eat die
0,7 a pour l'Electror~tinagramao, 0.1 pour lies activitds Electriqizes cdrdbrales.
Us 36nirsteur d'impui~sion programmable ddlivre lea impulsiono diesynchronisation, base dietemp. et lea impulsions do ddclienchement dies diff~rents gdndratiegrs dliclat siarvenent chacun aprbo des ddilais riglables,
~tout d'abord pour lie stimulusa Eblonaissant puis pour lea stimulus tests.

1
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- ANALYSE DES SIGNAUX

On dispose iminmdiateomnt de l'enregiutroment graphique maim an fait 135 assures our l'dlsctrordtinogramme et Ion rdponnoo dvoquios &ant rdaliades aprbo traitemont du signal analogique. Ce traitement
comports Is conversion analogique numdrique des mignauu, lour mise an amioire & l'aide d'un petit caloulatour comprenant multiplexeur, convertisnour analogique numdriqus, mdmoire centrale de 16 1 do 8 bit. et
unitd do visuslisation. Le convertisonur analogique nuadriqus code our 8 ou 16 bits. La frdquence dldchantilionsap utiliode gkidralomsnt sot do 10 KIrn.
La conversion analogique numdrique eat rdaliade en adthode d'extraction signal/bruit. utilisant
wsit le moyannhge, seit le multi ichantillonna, lorsque 1. fonction analysde sot stationnaire et ceci our
des moyennes de 5 rdponses dvoquies ou le plus souvent loreque Is stimulation oat importants ot que lea
conditions do stationnaritd no sont pan respecties en fac siaild, wdpense apr~a rdpcnss.
La prdoision absolue des assures do temp. out lisle k Is frdquonce d'dohmatillonnsgfe ; silo eut
do l'ordre do 0,2 me. Los assures des amplitudes des rdpoeses 4vcqudss as font par rapport h is ligne isodiectrique dvalude par calcul our 1'Achantillon du signal prdoddanit Is stimulation ou pour l'dlectrordtinogramme par rapport & l'amplitude maximals do l'onde a at pour lea potentiels 6voquis par rapport & l15mplituds maximale do Is premibre composante. La prdcision sat do l'ordre do 5 %
Un programme d'analyse nuadrique permet igaloment do calculer autematiquement ceo paranktres
et d'effoctuer lineage, filtrago des graphes, calcul do Is fenction d'auto et d'intercorrdiation et spectra
do densiti do puissance.

'

4 - PIRAMETRES OPTIQUES DE STIMULATION

Lea animauu sent plais dodne un caisson expdrimental dent lldelai(a)NIVEAU D'ADAPTATION
rement assurd par des lamoes MAmDAlusibre du jour, alimentdepous uns tension variable vanie do 0 & 350 Lux.
La mesure do l'dclaireaent eat aasurdo en routine h l'aide d'une cellule photodlectrique METRIX auivi d'un
do prdcision pour lea 6olairements supdniours,k 3 lux Iki'side d'un
sultimiitre ; lora des 6taioftagea
lumeltre CHAUVIN ARYOlJX type Polycontr8lo 94 et pour loa Aclairemonts infdnieura It3 lux, b laid. d'un
photomultiplicatour comportant filtre photopiquo do correction et diffuseur. La prdcision des meaure. est
de 2%
tn sujet adapti
a 6t6 choiui, pour obtenir chate
Le stimulus test
(b) STIFULATION TEMKOIN (3)
l'obscuritd tin dlsctrordtinogramme complet clest-&L-dire posoddant une onde a, dos endes e et tine ends b.
11 s'agit d'un iclair de lumibre blanche, do durde do 0,3 ins, dmai sous uns puissance do 0,3 joule provequant au plan do Ia cornde un delairement maximum do 1800 Lux aurvenant 0,1 us aprbe le ddclenchement de
lumination do 5 Luu.s. Lea mesuresoant At4 rdsliades k i'aide d'un phetomultiplicateur
l'dclair et tins
IUKA cemportant tinfiltre phetopique et lea impulsions sent visualissles sur oscilloscope k admeire.

.

(c) STIMULUS ERLOTISSANT (P) 11 eat ddhivr6 par tin flash au Xdnon BALCAR T 100 S uitui auicentre
d'un diffuosur. A Is base do ce dernier, ayant la forms d'une calette hdmisphdrique, ii exists tine plaque
adtallique noire dont le centre est dquipi & la demande d'un diaphragms d'euverture variable et do filtres
neutres do diffdrentes densitis permottant de faire varier k Is fois ls diambtre du faisceati et Ia valourI
otmprtr d olu
0, 0 t120jues
etde
stoiemuluusssevribed.10
ea
e55000K et Ia durds do ld6clair, variable selon i& puissance sesurde & Is domi-bauteur do l'inmulsion sot respectivement do 0,75, 0,87, 1,5 et 2 ms. Leu assures atiplan de Ia cornde des stimulations
effectuden sent rassembldes done le tableau 1.
Lea menures ont 6t4 rdaliodes k Vaide d'un phetemultiplicateur IENA 4quip4 d'uz filtre photopique et protdg4 par tinfiltre neutre de denaitd 4 et d'un circuit do phatodiode.
5 - PROTOCOLE EXPERIMENTAL. to nombre do lapine 6tudid sot do 85, do priaatoode 12.
Il sa'git do i'dtude-de l'effet do hladaptatienstior i'4lectro(a) EXPERIENCES PRELIMINAIRES
ritinogramme pour 6 niveaux d'dclairement kt0,12, 15, 6,5, 68 et 270 lux. Lo stimulus dtant un 6clair
Xinon de 150 joules type A.
___________________TABLEAUI_________________

STIMULATION

A

PUISSANCE A L'EMISSION

en joules

MkXIMAL

en

us

ECLAIREMENT MAXIMA

ensjujlan dex~

LUMINATION en

150

0,1

1,07-105

270
540
1070

1200

0,2
0,3
0,4

2.105
2,0.105
39.01B

B300
C600
D

INSTANT DE L'ECLAIREMENT

-do l'intenait6 do la stimulation our
ldlglctrordtinogrause du lapin eti du singe adaptd ktllobscurit6. le stimulus itant toujours ddlivri per
le flash Xdnon, ILtne puissance A - 150 joules main dent, lintenait6 et la luainatiom variaient par interposition do Ciltres noutres et do diaphragms entre 300 Luu.s at 0,0075 Luz.o.
(b) EXPERIENCES CONCERNANT LI EHLOUISSEMENT PR6PREMENT DIT
Tous lea animaux dtant adapti it Ilobscuriti pendant 30 minutes, il a 6t6 rdalind
- L'd4tude do is ricupdration do l'ERG 6voqud par le flash S ItIs suite do is stiatilation provequds par le flash S lui-ague, l'intervohll do tempo siparant les 2 stimulus variant entre 20 ms et 308.
-L'dtude do is rdcupdration do l'ERG ivoqu4 par le flash S htis suite d'un dblouimsaaent important provoqud par le flash P pour lea 4 voleurs do stimulation A, B, C, D.
Le protocole ceaprond alors:
-La ddlivrance de 10 6clairs S .opadod de 30 a, Is soyenne dos activitiu recusillies 6tsnt
pris comae tdmoin.
r3
'boiemn a
ofahP
a ofahP
a aprits 1(.dernier delair ,lboismn
-30
- L'tude do is rdcupdration par tine a~ria d'dclair S survenant 5 a aprits P et toujours espac6 ensuite do 308, pendant 10 it 15 on.

A
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C8-3
-Chos I. primate, l'aumociatiea do i'espdriomoa prdaddent. avool10 W44ostaties do symbolsCe dernier + oam- dolaird on lumibre Jaunt sous uno luminance do 0,5 Nit appanait 10 4 aprba Is stimiulu
dblouissaint Le a~jet poroowant Itsaignal appul. mur un levier, regoit alare tame wdoempemas to arritant
Is ndquoao. do prdoentation-Le taupe do riponss met asmux:E.

RESULYAT
I- EVOLUTION DEL ELRCLEROREITIOGRAINE EVOQUE PAR LE STIMULUS TO?8T

Cxx: LE LAPIN

APR18 9BLWUZSSEIU? PAR CE STIMULUS

(graphiqueag 1e)

La pdriods rdfraataire abaoiut au coura do laquolle une 26no stimulation adivoque aucuns
aativitd ilea trophysiologique sat do 52 mas- 7 an.
La rdappsrition des tidmenta d: i'ERG a. it done i'ardre b,, a, b at lea pdriodos r~tteetairsa corraapondantoa sent do 62 - 7
92 - 8 ot 42-10 ma.
- Los ends& a. b,, b2 augmentont prapremaivemont d'amplitudea juaqu'& ao qu'iioae roviosntat
h Is valour tdmain.
la craissanco 1.e
l'ondo b oat relativemont plus rapid. quo celia do a at b
On remarquo q~o l'ondo b2 attoint uno velour aboolue mauimase alpirioure I i'amplituado apparanto to b at quo loa amplitudes do b, at bseat alarm sonaiblomant Egaloa icraque lliatervalio entre lta 2
stimulations sat compris ontre 1,75,6 et 2?000 a.
4
20
±0,5. - La temps do ricupdration do b1 . a ot b2 sent reapeotivesent do 2 -0,2, 10 a - 0,3 at
L'imprdciaian do cem momures eat esaentiellomont due au fait quo is vitaes.e do rdoupdraration
oat plus Lents, loraque l'Ecart ontro leas 2 atimulus augments ot coci surtaut X partir do 500 mas.
Au coura des diffirentos 4tapem do la ricupdration do ltERG, an rotrouvo lea aspects mkorpholagiques do cette activitd ilectrique pour diffirent. niveaux d'deciiroment.
Lldlhvation du niveau d'Aclairement d'adaptation diminue l'amplitude dd a, bi ot b , mmia is
aonsibilitd Weost peais m&
ste pour lea divers Eliment. (graphique no 2 axprimant ohom 10 1apinl cette Avolution). Pour 0,12 Lux b ot b sant k poa prba ddecal. amplitude, pour 68, 6.5 ot 1,5 Lux a at b sent
do plum en plus grandma et lea minda sent apparues, pour 270 Luzi a et b2 sont trba petit.. &lore qui bi
oat pratiquoment ddpourvue d'ondesao.
2 - EVOLUTION DE L'ERG EN PONCTIOI0 DE L'IMENSITE DE LA STIMULATION CNEZ Ulf ANIMAL ADAPTZ A LIOBSCURITE
Lea expiriences prdliminairos chom 1. lapin ot Ie minge en utilisant us Eclair de flash Xdnon
opirant X 150 joules ot en intorpomant doa filtrea neutros asenant au plan do i& cornE. diffironts dcisirtmonta maxima variant ontre 200.000 Luzi at 0,05 Luxi
ant persit do prdciamr des rdmultats gindraloment
adwis. L'dvouution out comparable chom I. lapin at le singe ; souls lea aeuila diffbrost.
(a) NORPROLOGIE (Illustration graphique no 4)
Loraque Ie stimulus o'Eibve llilectrordtinogranme passe per jplusieurs stados quo l'on pout
schimatiser. LIROG eat conatitud uniquement per use ends positive hoaogbno quo son aspect, as durde, as
latence, et le ddisi de san amplitude maximalo permottebt d'idontifior avoc l'onde b (STADE I intenaithe
2 h 4 ). Nuis i'onde a at b, apparaiasont masim cette dornibro eat incompldtoment ddviloppde ot Ilondo e
eat &lore trbs nette (STADE II DE TUANSITIOI intens. 4 & 6 ). Ensuito 1l'ends a eat parfaitomont dessindo2
et l'onde b, comports 3 ondosobien ditfdreniides (STADE 1II, intens. 7 h 9 ). L'onda e unfin tend it so
fondro dana lPond. b et n'apparait plus que commo un d~crocbement do is partie amoendmate do Ilondo b
(STADE IV, intent. 9110 et>1(). Dana 1am deux dossiers stades, I& morphologie do l'ande a Evolue pour
6tro aaymdtrique et pointue puis parfaitemont sysdtrique X sommet arrondi entin I somat dddoubld.
(b) AMPLITUDES
(graphique n0 3 expriment i'Evolution gdniral oaur 10 animaux)
Lea seuuls do a et b sont voining et aupdrieurs d'anviran 3 unitis log h celul do b
Les relations amplit~de/intensiti pour a et b sont d'alluro logarithaique. 11 s'oxilte peas
done cette gaine do variation du stimulus do saturation ol lea variationsa s'Eendent our environ
6 uitasid log pour b2
3 unitE. log pour a.
- L'onde bnoa ?rdaente imeddiatement comae une diffdrenciation do I& partie sacendants edo
l'onde b et son amplitude out dane is seuile environ Ia soitig do ce qu'elie sets I l'intesaitd Is plua
Elev~e. Si i'on tient compte do i&s uperposition do is partie initials do b & l'onde b,, il gamble donea7
quo l'amplitude do cette dervibrontarie pas avec l'intensitd do is stimulation.
- Si lea variations Evoluent d'un animal I&l'autre dona e mIssme
sons, is dispersion des valours
absohues obtonuem h un stimulus dannd eat importante, di'm facteur 2 & 3.
()EPIETlS SUR LES DELAIS
Pour i'ondo a le ddlsi vanie on fonction inverse do l'intenaitd do Is stimulation dopuis 1.
souil .lusqu'& is valour maximal. duistimulus.
Le dilsi du sonnet do b, diminue Egalement aux fortes intenaitda maini pour lea faiblos intensiteenparticulier loraque a et
nexistont peas, ii eat mains Elevd qu'auz intensitis moaynne..
Les dilais doe0 et 02 diminuent quand l'inteneitd augments.
Le comportoment do e;2eat plus difficilo h syatdmatisor.
3EOUINDES ACTIVITES ELE CTRPHYTSOI.OGIQUES DE LA RETINE POUR LES STIMULUS ELEVES A, B, C, D
CHEZ LE LAPIN
(a) EVOLUTION MORPHOLOGIQUE DE L'ERG
La morphologie do 1'ERG oat dane l'aenemble cello du satde III d~cnit plus bout. (graphique n0 6)
LWends a prend une importance relative ot aboolue oonsidirabie at us aspect asoes caractdristiquo h deiiz somfeta. Pour la valour maximalo duistimulus,* stimulation C, il apparait dana 15 % des cam chom
Ie lapin et 30 % des cas chat lo singe une morphologie particulibro do l'ERG conatitud preaque exclusivesent do l'onde a et ii gemble quo Is saturation do l'onde a gait offectivement rdalisde.
(b) EVOLUTION DTNAMIQUE DE L'ELECTRORETINOGRAMNE EVOQUE PAR LE FLASH 8 AFRES EBLOUISSEWT'I
PAR LE FLASH B
Los tableaux 2, 3 rdsument Ia dynamique gdndrale du proceassm ches 10 lapin loraque ha stimulation oat he stimulus D (nombre do sujets ;85).
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M3Ai9LWU

WOLUIZ
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DIUTUI

DR LfO

MT

2

FRI!BT

BKPIMU

IURCMUAO

DI TAVAZIWl

MINOZ

60 1 o1

Valour tdmol
lle do tempoen a

lato!e

5 20

40

50 ;6

90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300

7
53
8
55
58 8
9
59
60 ±10
12
62
10
63
12
60

as
91
96
98
100
103
105
100

35
2

45

?AXLEL

8+

0

S

130

so

53
52
75
80
83

20
30
44

142
.2
4
170
7 15
190
S

-76
91
94
102

90195
200+
235-

200;10
ISO; 4
189; 3
190g 7
185± 6
188; 7
188a 8
190- 10

108
101
102
102
100
101
101
102

255 260±
268
268±
268±
221;
270
270-

lo

5
7
5

6
5
6
3
7
5
7
7

29

33
72
4
74
94
96
99
99
99
100
100
100

f-z
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VOLMOYN DES DELAIS KOT US IINES Ef as
a
?MIN

•2
a1

,b

13,4

19,5

25,2

351,8

63,8

11,5
12
13,5
1393
13,8
13,4
13.4

17
18
19
19,2
19,5
19.5
-19.S

23
24
25,8
25,3
25,2
25,2
25,.2

32
34
35,1
35,2
35,6
35,6
:3S.6

50
52
55
61
62
63,5
61.7

Intervalle d. taupa
30
60
90
120
180
240
270

stimulations

Le tableau 4 rdoume l1volution de Laaplitude deo ondeo a, b , b2 che.
TABUeaU

VMALL

I. lapin aprbe lee

A, B, C, D. L'amplItude oat ezprimae on pourcentage d. Is valour tdmoin.
4
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S

5

10

30

60

90

120

150

1%_

STIMULATIOI A
B
C

95
96
60

95

112

95
71

110
105

117
140
120

110
115
121

116
Ito
122

It
110
130

115
110
123

D
A

50
92

51
103

75
110

83
115

88
106

91
107

96
115

98
112

B

90

95

105

1o5

110

116

115

120

C
D

85

91

78

102
94

102

70

98
91

100
101

108
102

118
102

A

-

85

99

104

7
75

92

100

106
105

C

-

58

92

98

102
110

105

105
111
94

105
106
108

D

29

35

72

87

.94

96

99

99

Onde a

Onde b2

108
106

On oonntate quo lea tamp. do rdouplration variant trbs rapidemant avac I& valour do Ia ttimu-

lation at quo la restauration compibta eat sooivent plus lente at toujours plus difricile k dvaluar qu'une

restauration relative h 75 ou 80 % de is valeur tdnoin initiale.
La tempo do ricupdration, k I& valour mazi-ale D do In stimulation sera pour use restauration
complbte,dl&i so pour a at b, at do 3 on pour b , do l'ordre do 30 a pour a, 10 a pour b at 40 & 50 a
pour b , si V'on 4value une rzstauration & 75 % Is l'aspect initial. I1 apparait dplement qua le retour
aaz valeurs antdriouru nWest effectif qua 3 on aprbs l'6blouieaemont.
Le tableau 5 rdaume coo tempo de r6oupdration (on s).
YALEUR DE LA STINMLATION EBLOUISSANITE

TABLEAU 5
95 % DE IA VALEUR INITIALE ERG TZKOIN
b2
bI
a

A

5

5

B
c
D

10
25
130

10
60
90

20
30
50
140

:

3TOLUTION DRILA RECUPERATION DR LIMO CKR LI NACAQUE COIDITIVUN
L'dvalution do I& rdcupdration do 1 W'3oase Is macaque Wn'et pam fondamentaloment diffdronto
do 1130G chins 1. lapin et I& d4nsaiqaao $ndaalo duaprocommue out suporpoosabl. Le problbso pond @at do
savoir ?kquel moment l1'aimal porgoit *anm asibigultd I. symbol* luminous: qul liii *at prdmenti.
Los expdrienoes moat actuellement lisitdes & un nombro mitroint do aujota, main Al apparait
quo paur Ion valoura do Is,stimulation A et D, Is perception du symbol. colnoide &yea Ua. z'doupdration do
l'oade a at b2 au maim. dge. h 75 %do IA velour initials (tableau 6).
4
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TABLEAU

VALOUR DE ONEDD a E? b2 IXPPINEIS 10
Oaie a
STIMULATION
D

%DR LA VALHUR INITIAIZ

3 OULE (on a)
INTINVALLS DR T lSO
60
30
40
20

90

120

1890

5

10

46

45

60

75

92

96

100

110

115

10

60
30

75
40

85
60

96
78

100
85

105
95

110
103

105
110

Oade b2
STIMULATION
A
D_

TEXPS NIS POUR LA LECTURE DU SYNSOLE
D

A 85
42 o

-5

! 10

(waynna dtablies sur leonsemble des 12 sujoetaet pour ian. adrie do 3 ozpdrien-.
corn par animal).

CONCLUSION
Leonaemblo des adtbodes dicritem at illustrdes per quelques examplos a pour but l'dvaluation
de l'importance d'un dblouissement eraslattacbant i ddcrire lea variations des grandeurs roiides do fagon
sufftoamment pricise ikIs sensibilit6 du mystbue visual.
Si Ilon ne considbre quo lea variations desa ctivitds dlectrophysiologiquea dvoqudes per ian
stimulus toot survenant & intervalle variable &prim le stimulus iblouismant, on conatate quo l'ERG ont
le soul effectivornont reli directement h 1'dtat do sonuibilitd du myatbue visual, quo lsm activitds dua
corps gonouilld sont encore iantost acceptablo maim qu'il eat difficile d'dtablir ian. relation simple
ontre lldvolution do. rdponsos dvoqudes recuoillies au niveau des mires do projection primaire ou associative et ia rdeupdration de. fonctiona visuellos.
Chos 1e lapin come.them le primate I& masure pricise des diffirents paraubtres du potential
4voquA, latenco duiphdnombno, amplitudes, ddlsiu at durie des diffirentes couposanten conduit h des valoin. dont Ia dimpersion eat trio importante. Si llon pout ddgager cortaines lais dldvoitticn, loraque
l'on juge k nivoaia do vigilance dgal at loraqulon ivalue lea variations duaPET apris ianstimulus unique
dlintonsit6 coriesanto, ii oat beaucoup plus difticile do ddfinir i& dynamique do la rdcupdration pour
iine utimuation tost murvenant aprib us stimulus iblouiasant important. 11 apparait en effet qua souvent
le message provenant aux aires de projection primmire as traduit par tin PE peu modifid, &lors quo 1,1ER
ou mime l'activitd recuoiilio sauniveau duicorps gonouilld eat profonddment altdrA. Seulo Is aesure des
temps do tranafert, h Ilaide des fonctiona d'intoreorrdlation smeble tin paramitre bomucoup plum fidbls.
Comoc l'ERG oant ches 1e lapin cii le primate bion ddfini au cours do l'adaptation & Ia lumibre,
1'6volution do as morphologie at de 800 diffdrontem caractdriatiques temporellos &prim tindblouiseoment
apparait parfaitoment dicrite. Son dvolution a do grandos analogies avoc cello do ldlolctrorgtinograsme
obtanu k intensitd constants maim pour des niveaux d'adaptation do plus en plus faiblo, Ilonde b. eat
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LA combinaison do adthodea dioctro et paychophyaiologiquou chat l'anlimal, dilicato i mettre
on oeuvre persot do confirmor cotta conception. 11 semble que ches Ie primate Ilapparition do llondo a at
do llonde b corresponde danm Is ricupdrstion &prim dblouismement, aul eeuils do vision proproment dit,
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loin temps do rdcupdration et l'efficacitd duasystimo protoctour.
Il noun a pernmi 6galement d'approfondir quelques aspects fondaaentauz concormant Is thdcrie
diralinte do 1'ERO at do priciser l'existonco dleffet & long term. d'dblouissamont important.
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DISCUSSION
WILEY:

Probably what I need is some more clarification rather than a question. But, did you
say that you felt the ERG was modilied by some feedback [rum the more central portion
of the visual sys tea, the nervous syu tea?

CHEVALEL4UO:

I as basically relating my hypothesis which considers that the ERG which originates
at the retinal level many be controlled by chemical substances durinr or for the retroretinal feedback-that which intervenes in the evolution of the ERG.

WIlE!:

But are these maintained at the retinal level, 3r do you feel they are some kind of neuro
feedback from higher centers? Are you talking about biochemical control?

aIRVALERAUD:

They can be, at the level Gf the optic nerve. Certain fibers which should be inhibiting
fibers of the ERG which then would bring certain changes In the ERG.

WILEY.

Such feedback has never been demonstrated anatomically or electrophysiologically, I don't
believe, or has it?

CIEVALERAUD:

In the primate tiiis has been demonstrated,
COOW1TS

PERDRIEL:

F
Fone

t

FL

It is certain chat cae thalamus, based on sensory physiology, has been the filter of out
sensations and of all the "inputs" reaching it, be they audio, video, or even anesthetic,
And one should admit chat the divergent (inconsistent) results we have obtained between
the cortical responses to evoked occipital potentials and those recorded at the retina
are related to this thalamic interference,* On the other hand, one knows apparently the
effective pathways of this feedback, especially Jacobson who has demonstrated in the dog
that certain fibers exist near the optic nerve, sectioning of which has brought about
an increase of the electroretinogram (ERG). Moreover, in clinical medicine when an
atrophy of the optic nerve is present--navnely, when centripetal conduction is absent,
observes, paradoxically, a hyperactivity of the retinal potentials. This would seem
to prove that damage to the optic nerve frees the systen controlling hcedhack which,
In turn, changes the usual amplitude of the ERG,
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IN-FLIGHT EVALUATION OF HAND-HELD OPTICALLY
STABILIZED TARGET ACQUISITION DEVICES
MAJ David D. Glick
United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory
Fort Rucker, Alabama
36362
With the arrival of improved optical devices and radar
detectors on today's battlefield there exists a need to stand off
be able to acquire
from the enemy as far as possible and yet still
The target acquisiand identify targets at these greater ranges.
tion problems due to this increased range may be reduced through
optical magnification.
However, the vibrations inherent in helicopters are bothersome to effective use of these devices and
increasingly so with magnification.
In order to overcome this
problem, optical stabilizing systems were incorporated in the
viewing devices.

t

The first
part of this report pertains to an in-flight comparison of several devices.
Considering size, weight, complexity
and performance in an in-flight visual acuity task, one of the
devices looked very promising.
In part two, a group of twenty-nine subjects used a single
device in a scout helicopter flight scenario.
Reports had been
received that the device produced motion sickness and the experimental plan was designed to assess this as well as visual acuity
in flight.
The subjects flew the scenario first
with the unaided
eye and then with the device in both a stabilized and unstabilized
two flights were counterbalanced across
(caged) mode.
The latter
subjects.
Following the flight phase, the subjects were given a
series of tests to evaluate individual susceptibility to motion
sickness.
Performance in the visual acuity task was significantly
correlated with the airsickness ratings of an on-board experimenter;
however, there was no significant difference between the magnitude
of the symptoms observed when the device was stabilized and the
magnitude when caged.

.r
t

INTRODUCTION

a

The use of improved aircraft detection devices by potential enemies has created
a need to increase our stand off distances.
However, we still
must be able to
acquire and identify targets at these greater ranges.
Target acquisition problems,
due to increased range, may be rsduced through optical magnification.
However, its
effectiveness, when used in conjunction with aerial observation, is degraded because
of the inherent vibrations of a helicopter in flight.
In order to overcome this
problem, stabilizing systems designed to dampen vibrations were incorporated in the
viewing devices. The United States Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory was invited
to make a comparative evaluation of several such devices.
They were:
a.

Ken-Labs,

Inc.

Stabilizer EXFA 28V D.C.

(Figure 1)

Manufactured by Ken-Lab. Inc., this is an active hand-held stabilized
platform upon which we mounted a pair of 10 X 50 Bushnell binoculars.
Electrical
power for the stabilizer was obtained from the aircraft.
b.
is

Monocular-R-Mark

1610 - X3 (Figure 2)

Manufactured by the Marks Division of Stabilizer Optics Corporation,
a 10 power, hand-held, D.C. powered device.
c.

Stedi-Eye 3ma Stabilized 8X telescope

(Figure

this

z)

Manufactured by Fraser-Volpe Corporation, this stabilization system can be
operated either actively (recharganle batteries) or passively.
It is a monocular
hand-held device.
d.

Stedi-Eye 3p Stabilized

8X telescope

(Figure 4)

This unit is also manufactured by Craser-Volpe and contains the same optics
as in the Stedi-Eye 3ma except it is passive, not requiring electrical assist for
stabilization.
e.

t
0

Trans-Lens,

D3

(Figure 5)

Manufactured by Dynascience Corporation,
8X magnification, monocular viewing device.

this is

Part I of the report concerns this comparison.

an electrically powered,

Part II was also an eva)itation using a stablized optical viewing device; however, there was only on, -nit (an XH-76 monocular, stabilized device by Dynascience)
and a comparison was made between the subject's perfirmance with the viewer in its
st,•.:.:sd
mode, in a caged (non-stabilized) mode, and with the unaided eye.
In
adQ.cion, the flight scenario was more complex simulating an Army scout helicopter
profile.
An extensive study was made concurrently in order to evaluate the effect
of stabilization upon motion sickness.
However, we will be primarily concerned in
Part II with the visual acuity aspects of this device.
Figure 6 illustrates

the target used in both Part I and Part II.

only the largest Landolt "C"
PART I

was in

In

.4

A

Part I

use.

- METHOD

All observations were made from the front seats of a JUH-lH helicopter flown at
the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory's (USAARL) instrumented range'.
The
course was 750 meters in length over moderately flat
farmland.
The target consisted of a black Landolt C, 1.745 meters in diameter, on a white
8 ft.
by 8 ft.
background (861 contrast) as seen on the left
side of Figure 6.
The
standard dimensional ratios of height:stroke width:gap size (5:1:1) were used.
The
gap in the letter
was changed after each r'zn to one of eight positions and the
subject's task was to report the correct orientation.

-_

A

The subject was forced to guess the letter's
orientation (eight alternative,
forced choice) as soon as the target location was detected.
He continued to respond
until he positively confirmed the orientation of the target.
The recorded values of interest were:
a.
The distance at which the subject first
correctly identified the Landolt C
orientation followed by a second correct response and no subsequent erroneous answers.
b.

The distance at which he positively confirmed his sighting.

Six male subjects were used.
The three used on the first
day were aircrewmen
(two pilots and one crew chief).
They tested the Ken-Labs device, the Mark 1610,
the Trans-Lens D3 and the Stedi-Eye 3ma.
Upon completion of their data collection
period, a decision was made to discontinue testing tha Trans-Lens D3 as its
performance was markedly inferior to the remaining three devices.
The three subjects on the second day were all
scientific investigators experienced in making visual observations.
The design was repeated except that the StediEye 3p was substituted for the Trans-Lens D3. The Stedi-Eye 3 p was not included on
the first
day because the optics are the same as those in the Stedi-Eye 3ma.
The
only differences between these two units are the slightly larger size of the 3m& and
their power requirement. The 3p is a passive device while the 3ma requires power
(self-contained batteries).

'

Each of the six subjects made two runs with each device for a total of eight
runs per subject.
The visibility

was seven nautical miles or grester on both days.
A

PART I - RESULTS
Figure 7 is a comparison of the five devices using the mean angle subtended by
the target at the distance at which the target was first
identified and later confirmed.
Since two of the devices were ten power and the other three were eight
power, angular subtense was needed to eliminate this magnification difference.
By
using the proximal angular stimulus after magnification in this way, the differences
shown in Figure 6 may be attributed to the stabilization capability and the optics
of each device.
Figure 8 illustrates
the mean distances at which correct and confirmed responses
were made.
In this figure compensation for magnification difference (8X vs 1OX) is
not made, allowing direct performance comparison of each device as it is commercially
available.
The data were subjected to the Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance Test.
The
results from the three devices tested by all
six subjects were analyzed.
Separate
test were made from the aircrewmen and scientists' data.
The results are shown in
Table 1.
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TABLE 1 - CHI SQUARE SCORES USING THE FRIEDMAN
TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST ON BOTH THE
CORRECT AND POSITIVELY CONFIRMED SCORES FROM
(A) ALL SUBJECTS, (B) AIRCREWMEN AND (C)
SCIENTISTS
CORRECT
All
Aircrewmen
Scientists

CONFIRMED

6.33*
7.0*
7.0*

7.00**
7.0*

Reject Ho at:
*.054, **.029, ***.175 (not sig.)
that the samples are from the same population.
PART I

t

where Ho is

the hypothesis

- DISCUSSION

In order to fully appreciate the differences in devices tested and to make
final recommendations, it is necessary to compare additional information such as
cost, weight, and reliability. 2 3
This information is available from the manufacturers
or from Frankford Arsenal '
.
It can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 that the performance results of the Mark 1610
(10X) and the Stedi-Eye 3p (8X) are similar, and that both of these devices were
superior to the other devices tested.
However, in addition to a considerably reduced
cost, the Stedi-Eye 3p has several additional features which favor it.
It does not
require any electrical power (i.e.,
a passive device), and it is sufficiently small
to be easily hand-held without requiring bracketry in the helicopter. Its size would
allow easy storage; for example, in the UH-1, it could be stored in the map compartment available to both pilot and co-pilot.
Also, the slightly lower magnification
of the Stedi-Eye 3p allows a larger field of view.
A question might arise concerning the cause of the differences in the results
between the two Stedi-Eye models.
As mentioned previously, these two viewing devices
have similar optics with the Model 3ma having the additional option of electricallyassisted
stabilization.
Yet,
the
passive
3p yielded
Theaddidifferences can be attributed primarily to Model
two reasons.
Thebetter
Model results.
3ma had an
system caused some slight disabling glare because

of an eye cup which was not suf-

ficiently light-tight and a highly reflective posterior lens surface.
Also, during
the transition from a passive mode to an active mode on the Model 3ma, low frequency
oscillations caused by the stabilization system interfered with the observations.
A comparison was made between the present results and data from Part II in
which a different Dynascience's stabilization device (XM-76)
was tested with the
same target and helicopter as were used in this study.
The results from the previous
study indicated a resolution for the XM-76 was 2.8 minutes of arc, i.e.,
poorer than
all of the present devices but the Trans-Lens.
The target was resolved by the unaided eye, in flight, at an average distance
of 1710 meters.
Figure 8 may now be used to also appreciate the increase in stand
off range when the various devices are used.
PART I - RECOMMENDATION
The Fraser-Volpe prototype Stedi-Eye 3p should definitely be considered for use
as a hand-held stabilizer for aerial observation.
It has the advantages of performing as well or better than devices which are more costly and weigh more (and therefore would need to be mounted in the helicopter).
The lower magnification (8X vs
lOX) will also provide a larger field of view, seemingly without compromise in stand
off distance for observation.
PART II

- METHOD

The XM-76 (redesignated Dynalens model MS-023) manufactured by Dynascience
Corporation is a monocular viewing device with a zoom capability.
The optical image
is stabilized by a gyroscopically controlled, variable wedge, fluid prism.
It is
powered by either an attached battery cassette or by 15-33V D.C. power.
In this

study,

28V D.C. power from the aircraft was used because the mission length exceeded

the charge of the battery cassette.

The device weighs 40 oz.','.

All airborne observations were made from the observer's seat (left front) of a
SAoJUH-lH
F-

helicopter between 1000 hrs and 1430 hrs and only on days in which the visi-

bility was greater than ten kilometers.

Twenty-nine subjects were used.
All were commissioned officers in the Army.
Two had graduated from the rotary wing flight training program, one had completed 94
hours in the roatry wing program, and the remainder were entering students.
All

subjects had previous flight experience either as civilian private pilots or as

passengers

in Army tactical operations.

.

i
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The test course was nine kilometers in
woodlands.

length over slightly rolling farm and

Each subject flew one flight on each of three separate days.
A flight consisted
of five passes at the targets.
Passes one and five were flown straight to the
targets.
Passes two and four were "pop-up" maneuvers in which the aircraft would
fly below the line of sight to the targets then increase altitude until the target
area was just visible an repeat this cycle as he approached the targets. Pass three
consisted of continuous "S" turns with heading changes 30 to 40 degrees either side
of the center line. All passes were flown at 55 knots to remain out of the dead
man's porrion of the engine failure envelope.
The first
dayts flight was made using only the unaided eye.
On the second day,
in order to prevent biased results from learning effects, half of the subjects used.
the XM-76 in a caged mode (as a control) and half used it as a stabilized viewing
The subjects were not
device.
Their roles were then reversed on the third day.
told which mode wmas being used.
In both modes, the XM-76 was a seven power monocular
Although the XM-76 has a zoom capability from 1.SX to 12X, it was
viewing device.
used in 'the 7X mode throughout to prevent confounding zoom effects with the stabilization effects which we were studying.
Tle subject's first
task on each pass was to locate the target area with the
unaided eye before viewing through the XM-76 (except on the first
day when all
He then reported when he could detect the target
sighting was with naked eye only).
panels followed by when he could distinguish that there were two separate panels.
The targets on the panels were Landolt C's as shown in Figure 6.
Target #1 was
twice as large as #2 which, in turn, was twice the size of target #3. The gap in
the C, which could be in any one of eight possible positions, was controlled by
ground personnel at Lhe target sites.
The subject's final task was to report the
gap position.
A forced choice procedure was used.
The subject was repeatedly
requested to "guess" the position of the gap as soon as he reported that he could
detect the two panels.
The criterion for correct response was two responses of the
correct orientation of the C in succession. The subject then diverted his attention
This continued until
to the next smaller target, and the procedure was repeated.
the aircraft was within 1000 meters of the target at which time observations were
terminated.
The orientation of the C's were randomly selected and changed after
each pass.
Before each flight and after each pass at the target, an on-board observer
evaluated and checklist scored each subject relative to selected airsickness symptoms
including pallor, sweating, facial expression, and in-flight anxiety. A second
observer performed a similar evaluation immediately following the flight.
These
observer ratings were totaled and the resultant sum used as an over-all rating of
airsickness susceptibility on an individual subject basis,
At the end of the second
and third flights, the subjects were required to complete a questionnaire which
dealt with their subjective evaluation of the performance of the device and any
observed airsickness reactions.
Observation distances were computed using the Aeromedical Research Laboratory's
radio-radio range system on board the aircraft'.
The system consists of four ground
transmitters located on the corners of a 10 mile square giving 100 square miles of
ranging area.
Distances for this study were accurate to SO meters through the 9000
meter course.

PART !!
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RESIILTS
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF IN-FLIGHT AIRSICKNESS SYMPTOMS RECORDED BY
THE ON-BOARD EXPERIMENTERS FOR THE THREE VIEWING
CONDITIONS OF THE STUDY
summary for the entire subject group (n-29)
Statistical

Unaided eye
(no viewing device)
Group mean
Standard deviation
Standard error

40.6
5.9
1.1

XM-76
(Caged)
61.1
20.0
3.7

XM-76
(Stabilized)
55.2
15.5
2.9

The group mean, standard deviation, and standard error of the mean of the airsickness evaluation made by the two observers are listed in Table II for the three
different flight conditions.
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show distances for panel detection,
distinguishing two separate panels, and correct identification of the Landolt C
positions, as a function of the type of flight maneuver, for each of the three modes
It is interesting that in all of
(unaided eye, XM-76 caged, and XM-76 stabilized).

I
I
A
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these figures, the subjects' performance with the more demanding task of detecting
the orientation of the Landolt C was equivalent or slightly better on the pop-up
maneuvers as on the straight and level passes.
This could possibly be attributed to
the subjects' awareness of the limited viewing time possible with the pop-up maneuvers.
With the relatively unlimited viewing time in the straight and level passes, the
subjects could have been more reticent to "guess" until they were more positive of
their answers.
PART II

- DISCUSSION

Referring to Table II, the group mean of 40.6 for the airsickness symptoms
manifested during the first flight when the targets were viewed with the unaided eye
represents the reference baseline for this subject group.
This score indicated that
the subject group was relatively undisturbed by the viewing task during the fivepass flight. As indicated by the group mean of 61.1 for the caged XM-76 flight and
S5.2 for the stabilized XM-76 task, airsickness symptoms rose considerable when the
visual task involved using an optical viewing device.
A t-test comparison of the
individual means for the three test conditions indicates a statistical difference
(pL-.01) for both the caged XM-76 flight relative to the unaided eye flight (t *
5.29) and the stabilized XM-76 flights was not significant (t - 1.25).
In this
respect, these data indicate that the stabilization feature proper of the XM-76 did
not in itself account for the observed rise in airsickness symptoms in that a comparable rise occurred when the device optics were not stabilized. There was a low
but statistically significant correlation between airsickness rating data (rs
0.40, Spearman Rank-Order Correlation) and the subjects' target identification
performance while using the XM-76 in the stabilized mode. The correlation was noc
significant (rs - 0.30, pL .10) between target identification and results of the
subjects' self-rating questionnaires.
Details pertaining to these flights and
questionnaire ratings of airsickness will be outlined in a separate following
report".
A third reports will summarize the laboratory testing phase of the study
which was directed toward gaining an over-all evaluation of vestibular function,
visual function and motion sickness susceptibility rating of the subject group.
Preliminary analysis of the results of these laboratory tests indicates that the
subject group could be considered average or slightly above average in motion sickness susceptibility, although this is subject to some interpretation because of the
special conditions under which the tests were carried outs.
In 87 flights, including 435 target passes, there were no cases of nausea to
the point of vomiting.
One subject began sweating profusely on his second pass
while using the XM-76 in the control (caged) mode, but was able to complete his five
Terminating
passes.
(He had 60 previous flight hours including a private license.)
each pass at approximately 1000 meters probably helped avoid nausea because the
relative motion of the aircraft and target was slight at distances greater than
this.
The static Snellen visual acuity threshold on normal observers is 20/1S to
An acuity of 20/15 is repre20/20.
All of the subjects were within this range.
5ented by a gap size on a Landolt C of 0.75 minute of arc.
The mean angular subtense-A
for the unaided eye in flight was quite near the static threshold (identification of
target #1).
Visual resolution or acuity is a rather complex measure. Many parameters (e.g.,
angular size, contrast, color, observation time, figure-ground visual complexity,
luminance conditions, etc.) can have a profound effect on the performance results.
The targets used in this study consisted of black Landolt C's of standard dimensional
ratios on a white background yielding a contrast measured at the targets of 0.86.
Obviously, when viewing through optical instruments, the contrast and image fidelity
will be altered. Such a change is apparent in Figure 12.
As shown in Figure 12, the
observation distance to detect the gap in the larger target with unaided vision was
1697 m while with the stabilized XM-76 the distance was 2960 m. The corresponding
target angular subtenses for these distances were 0.70 minute with the unaided eye
and 0.40 with the stabilized XM-76.
Therefore, the gain in performance was less
than a factor of two (instead of seveh) with the 7X magnification used in the XM-76.
Such a non-linear gain can be attributed in part to a loss in contrast and the
degraded quality of the image presented to the eye.
These results can be used as an
There is no simple
example of any discussion of performance and magnification.
relationship between optical magnification and visual observation distances.
Some
compromise in image quality is always necessary with optical viewing devices.
The
magnitude of the trade-off will depend upon the quality of the optics in each
individual instrument.
Figure 12 shows the increased observation distances possible with the XM-76
when used in the stabilized mode compared to those found with the caged mode.
While
the differences were slight, taey were statistically significant (p = 0.01, Wilcoxin
Matched Pairs, Signed Ranks Test).
The Combat Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC) experiment
a resolution section in which the XM-76 was compared with an XM-26 and
(other target acquisition sights)'.
The resolution of the XM-76 was 2
The CDEC mean resolution for the XM-76 was
poorer than the other two.
of arc, the same as our finding.

43.6 contained
an XM-27
1/2 times
2.8 minutes
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CONCLUSIONS

The use of the denoted optical device under the flight regimen selected for
this study did not result in a significant airsickness problem.
It was observed,
however, that the incidence of airsickness symptoms rose when the subjects performed
their assigned visual task with the device rather than the unaided eye.
Since there
was no significant difference between the magnitude of the symptoms observed when
the device was stabilized and the magnitude when caged, the stabilization feature
proper could not be identified as a problem source.
The data also indicate that
target acquisition performance was significantly correlated with the airsickness
ratings of the on-board experimenter.
Correlation with the postflight self-rating
questionnaire, though in the same direction, was not significant.
The direction of
the correlation, assuming it would be sustained in repeat testing, suggests that
individuals who maintain good visual performance tend to show fewer signs of sickmess or conversely, those who show signs of sickness tended to perform below average.
In this experiment, because very little
airsickness was encountered, there was
little
opportunity for potential relations between airsickness and visual performance
to become manifest.
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DISCLAIMER
The findings in this report are not to be construed as an Official Department
of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents.
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DISCUSSION
TREDICI.:

This stabilized target acquisition device is
at high speed?

GLICK:

Yes.

TREDICI:

Are they held?

GLICK:

Hand-held.

gyroscopic instrument which is

spinning

j

TREDICT:

I do not quite understand how a prism is

GLICK:

The prism again is

incorporated.

mounted loosely so that it

moves with the vibration of the helicopter.

In effect,

when the device moves,

TREDICI:

I see,

is

GLICK:

It

FUCHS:

You just said that you saw a need to stabilize the device.
for stabilizing the pilot?

GLICK:

Yes, however, stabilizing the device, the eye is able to track the picture quite well.
As
I mentioned, if you move your head your eye will track and it can stabilize.
I have seen
designs of helicopters in which by leveling mounting the rotor blade will dampen some of
the vibrations themselves.

TREDICI:

I made this note when I read this paper--I may be incorrect, but you talked about the
Stedi Eye 3P which was selected for the test and yet this model is not montioned again,
Why did you skip over to the XM-76 model in the test?

GLICK:

I am sorry, I meant to show this is

TREDICI:

But we do not know any of the baselines on the XlM-761 as I recall,
nowhere.

SGLICK:

is

It

the prism remains stable.

more or less fluid?

a fluid dampening motion.

a two-part paper,

Didn't you see any equal need

a second study.
it

appeared out of

It was not in the first
part of the test.
That was a second study in which we used tht:
same parameters and I wanted to include that as a sixth device.
It wais an earlier study,
an earlier model, but it

I

i

1II

is

still

around,

so it

needed to be mentioned.

I
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GNERAL DISCUSSION
Thomas J. Tredici, Colonel, USAF, MC
TiRDICI:

In the first part of this session we will once again simply open it up to questions from
the floor, questions of any type, on any particular paper on Visual kids or Eye Protection
or how one night relate to tie other. We will try to answer our questions by the combination of this "exptr.ise" that we have here. Dr Forgle, you had a question concerning the
CR-39 plastic lense, that warped.

FORGIZ:

Amongst the other nationalities, are they utilizing plastic lenses in their aircrew?
have here the United Kingdom and France.

ZRINKAN*

Not at the mamant, No.

TREDICI:

So whatever spectacles are used are glass,
United States?

EKUIMAN:

I must edmit this is not my subject,
cannot answer for the others.

ATtIKSON:

You and I have spoken. Mr Chairman, at the tea break. I think it may be Interesting for
people to know the Royal Air Force's attitude towards contact lenses. And as we heard
from Dr Chevaleraud, work done some years ago rather suggested that the hard contact
1-naes were not really suitable for aircrew. And this has been ou7 policy in the Royal
that hard contact lenses should not be worn by aviators. However, with the
#.2 Force:
introduction of soft lenses it is likely that some aircrev members have taken private
advtce and are actually flying using the soft lenses. The RAT feels it should inform
those people, after a suitable reappraisal of the situation, that either their use is
discouraged or that a relaxation of our attitude may be possible. Therefore, about 20
suitable aviators currently in staff posts in London will be selected and fitted with
soft lenses. The project will be jointly monitored by the RAF snd Moorfield's Hospital
in London. After an adeluate trial with the maintenance of an acceptable correction of
visual acuity these personnel will become involved in the second phase of the trial.
This will Involve subjecting the individuals to changns of environment in the climatic
chamber, decompression chamber and centrifuge at the Institute of Aviation Medicine.
Only if there arc no problems will personnel be subjected to Phase 3, which 4.sactual
flight trials using soft lenses. It is hoped some results may be made available by the
end of 1976.

TREDICI:

Well, I think that will make a fine project. We will be watching your experiment., which
appears to be a little more formalized and a little more directed than what we haevydone.
For instance, Zoncerning the soft lenses, we have done very little besides just obscrving.
We did not feel they were that great an advantage over the hard lenses. Herd lenses have
a limited use it the UF Air Force. We are only using the hard lenses on medically indicated
individuals to allow th-s to continue to fly, and the soft lenses would not be appropos
for these cases. Anyway, because most of these had to do with the refractive status,
irregular astigmatism, some mild cases of keratoccnus, etc., the soft lenses do not work
very well in tiese situations. ?'ow, we, too, know that there are some individuals flying,
maybe a fairly large ntmb-r, with contact lenses that we never know about, But, we have
rll contact lena wearers theoretically lia-ed at the USAF School of Aerospace Medici
because we have a USA) regulation that says they should all come there if they are going
co be fitted,since we never anticipated a large number ot cises and so we could keep
4d this system has worked very
better control. Presently, it it about 25 to 30 patient&,
well. We have kept two of these who had the mast severe keratoconus on flight status,
one for a decade and one for 11 yeavs. We recently h-d the first flyer to have to be
subjected to a corneal traisplant for hýs keratoconus. He is now in the recovery stage
and he is not flying any longer.
up to this point.

FUCHS:

Just one consent.

We

Are they impact resistant as they are in the

I believe they are hardened glass, but I really.

But, we had good success with the contacts in his case

Since we have heard something on the attitude of the Royal Air Force

at this point and youi" explanation as the practice stands within the US Air Force, I
think it would be of utmost interest for all participants here to hears agethir gon the
attitudes as pricticed in the other Air Forces.
BRENNA,4:

Returning to your original sublict about corrective flying spertacles, I think one of the
reasons we do not -it columbia:n resin or any of these other plastics, polycarbonates, is
that the ptrme protection against damage is by our visor system--the spectacles, of course,
are w,.orn behind the -,Isot.

WARD:

Air Commadore Price's study being done
A commert and a reques" concerning contact lenses.
When you gec these individuals t( the Institute of Aviation
in the KXmight help us.
Medicine, could you please throw some dirt and some dust in their faces--that would be*
analogus to our operational conditione in the Army with helicopters and niso some chemical
substance--tear gas..-which sometimes we come in contact with or something sirfllar and a
follow-on in close-to-the-grou-d environment sad lengthening the ability to wear these
I think they are vetry
devices, igain, in relatively primitive operating conditions.
ote.pertinent to military operations but msany of you in the Air Forces have lived in
lvxurious environment--we, in the Army and those of you In your armies also, might n,t"
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soft contact lenses by aviators. It did not quite go into the tear gas routine and all
these other tortures, but it was not very favorable to the soft lenses although that was
the moat complete study that I know of at this time.
BRENNAN:

I think it is most important that we do look at toxic fumes because it has been reported
that soft contact lenses can absorb and release them slowly thereafter, so it is a very
valid point--not perhaps with tear gas,

WARD:

Just another comment along the same line from the US Army and helicopter environment.
The points you mentioned earlier about having to boll or asceptise these things--now,t
when we can, and I think we will shortly, go beyond that stage, the Army will try another
study but that is a real stumbling block in the field now.

TREDICI;

That's another reason I agree with you. The first reason was that if we were to eliminate
anyone with astigmatism, almost alI of our contact lens patients were because of irregular
astigmatism or keratoconus. Another thing that we just cannot live with is all the
paraphenalia that one needs to care for soft lenses. Now, I do know that in some foreign
countries these soft contact lenses are being sterilized with chemical methods. But we
cannot do that. The Food and Drug Administration has not allowed that as yet. We have
to do it by boiling, which means you have to have your 110 volt electricity-you take
the baby bottle sterilizer that comes with the kit and sterilize the lenses. The people
we have given hard contacts to like to place them in their thin case end put it in their
pocket and that is it--they can clean them with a lot less bother than the soft lenses.

PERDRIEL:

What Dr Tredici just said is quite correct, At present, in France we have the possibility
of using chaical sterilization methods which are furnished with the lenses and which
improve the hygiene of these lenses. On the other hand, one should also realize that in
France they are not worn unless they are prescribed by the ophthalmologist, and adaptation
is done under the control of an ophthalmologist. Consequently, less and less individuals
(subjects) go to a fitter who is not a physician because in the latter case the tolerance
is always less than when one sees a physician. This is not only true for aviation, but
also for violent sports, such as rubby or skiing as indicated by the interest for the
lenses. Horeover, I believe that the reservations advanced relating their use in the
Air Force are correct. Whatever the advantages of these soft lenses, they do avoid the
wearing of spectacles; they increase the field of vision; they ensure a better depth
perception because the size of the retinal image is much closer to reality than with
the glasses, and this is important. And, despite everything, one needs to be careful,
and in our regulations we do not recommend the contact lenses unless the visual acuity of
one eye is 10/10.
Therefore, if the pilot loses accidentally the lens he is authorized to
wear, he still
has one good eye without any aid. Me usually allow the wearing of these
lenses to seasoned pilots who were able to continue their flying activity, thanks to a
unilateral contact lens. And, presently, we believe that better than the scleral glass
(lens) the soft lenses, as demonstrated by results obtained by clinicians, are by all
means beat ýndicated.
Thus, militarily speaking, we can salvage excellent pilots whose
career would be otherwise finished.

TREDICT:

This is exactly our USAF policy on the use of contact lenses by ai:crew. They are for
medical indications only end presently we heve found the hard contact lens trch more
satisfactory than the soft lens. We, too, have fitted only one eye in most cases. Our
indications have been to continue a flyer's career after he has suffered traema to the
cornea, loss of a lens, irregular astigmatism or keratoconus.

CLARKE:

If we go back to the earlier sessions on sccelhation and consider some of the concerns
chat were spoken about during the pathology session having to do with the effect of helmet
weight with regards to escape and consider the many missions that require some kind of
visual protection to be placed on the helnet, such as the protection against flash
blindness, the new capabilities that are associated with visually-coupled systmes, laser
protection, night vision devices, blast protection and balliatic protection, it seems to
me that it might be worth conmidering the kind of approaches that are goitg to be required
in the future to perform the integration of all of these performance capabilities into a
system that the pilot will still be able to safely wear and use.

TREDICI:

Well, Dr Carke does have a very valid point. One approach would be better selection of
individuals at the onset. At least spectacles and contact lenses would be eliminated from
Dr Clarke's list of appliances and protective devices. Without these extra factors to
integrate into the system, this would at least simplif7 things a bit. Does anyone else
on the panel wish to coment.

CHISUM:

I think that once you have selected pilots with good visual function, you still
have the
problem of the other visual aids and protective devices, snd it seems that minnion-specific
equipment is .jne direction that might be considered. One point that I had meant to make,
which I missed this morning when I spoke was regarding the very great kiportance of crew
equipment people communicating with the engineering community eirly in the development
phase so that inadequate fixes can be avoided. The integration can be considered very
early in the development stage--what happened with VTAS for example was that tlieeugineers
were able to do all of these wonderful things and the phyricists could design an optical
system but they really did not consider the man and the platforms on which this had to be
mounted so that they wound up with a lot of things that had to be. in retrospect, adapted

-
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Interface uith the equipment, We are considering those problems very early but the
mission-apspific equipment seems to be a good resolution too with this kind of an approach.
this kind of a problem rather, but in the attack omunity where we may require flash
blindness protection or we may require sme laser protection and we my also want to use
som of the head-coupled visual aids. then we have a very severe integration problem, and
we will undoubtedly have to make some kind of trade offs of things that we add or leave
off the helmet because we cannot really sacrifice the protective function of the equipment
in order to add some visual capability which may or may not really be neceasary.
YELLAND:

I would like the Panel's opinion on the science of orthokeratology which Involves molding
the cornea with a graduated series of contact lenses and it Is my undarstandlng that you
can bring a person with visual acuity of, say, 20/200, 20/300 range going to 20120, 20/30.
Now, there is an increasing number of airline people who are doing this, having this done,
and I suspect that the military people may also be involved.

TIZDICI:

Well, I am sorry that you brought up that topic. I think I have written the only article
on that topic, which appeared in the medical literature. Now, I m supposed to be an
expert, but I an really not because I have not practiced orthokeratolngy.
Some of you may
have not heard of orthokeratology. This is a term that was conceived by optometrists in
the US, meaning straightening of the cornea. Now, any of us who have fitted contact lenses
know what a misfit lens or a large, thick lens will sometimes alter the corneal curvature.
If it is altered in the right manner, it may help the patient because altering the corneal
curvature makes a large change In the refraction since the cornea does two thirds the
refracting of the light rays. This might create another problem In that if you begin to
fit such lenses you are going to have to monitor them very carefully because in a short
time you may not know what their refractiveerror really Is.
On an annual examination
they may be myopic; on the next they could be emetropic or develop a little bit of
astigmatism, etc. This Is a real problem for our flight surgeons who are not ophthalsolog'sts, Now, concerning orthokeratology, in the first place I as not sure that you will
be able to tell who is being treated if he does not volunteer the information. One would
need to know the patient's original keratometer readings, refraction and visual acuity and
compare these findings with the present ones to evaluate the entire procedure. We do not
recommud orthokeratology at all; we do not practice it in the US Air Force. We know that
it is being performed, especially on people in the ROTC and cadets at the AF Academy, but
these individuals are civilians and we really have no jurisdiction over what they do on
their osn time. What we have done was to observe what has been going on so we could get
data arnd then perhaps either attempt to outlaw the procedure, condone It or change tha
visual standards. My own experience is that to alter one's cornea so at to alter the
refraction from 20/300 or 20/400 acuity down to 20/20 is highly unlikely. I have seen
only one case in which treatment of such a gross error was attempted. She was a female
dietician and that young lady never came down to anywhere near 20/20 but she was 6 diopters
myopic and her cornea was flattened down to about 2 diopters. Mostly, orthokerstology
works on people who have about 1.00 to 1.50 diopters of myopia, just enough to fall outside
of the pilot population or cut-off (-l.0OD). They rush out and are orthokeratologized but
you cannot predict whether they ere going to end up with a nice sphere or they are going
to develop some astigmatism or, like we have seen, keratoconus. We have seen only two
such cases. One case has developed keratoconus only on the side wearing the contact lens,
the other eye still looks 1l1k.0t to in pretty good shape. Now, what you are askinm for
is Psoe guidance as to what you ought to do.
I suppose if you have an adequate supply of
aviation candidates you can simply say that you are not willing to accept anyone who wears
contact lenses or needs contact lenses to bring his visual acuity status up to a certain
level. Your problem then will be how you are going to find those undergoing treatment.
The ones we have been following volunteered the information. They said: '"eare having
tIs
treatment and we will let you observe what is happening." You can flatten the cornea
tc where you get a fairly decent acuity even when the contact lens is removed, bu. in about
95%Z of the cases the corneal, collagen will all bounce back and the corneal curvature will
revert back to what it was before the treatment, but not in every single case.
That is
where this procedure stands right now. You cannot predict whose cornea is gqint to change
how much.

YELLAND:

I suApect it is going to be a continuing problem but there is an optometrist in Toronto who.
is doing a flourishing practice In this. I know there are some airline pilots who are
atte.ding him, at least before their annual medical so that when they have this their
visual acuity is going to acceptable levels, which is not were it not for orthokeratology.

FUCHS:

Kay I add one question to follow Dr Yelland's. We
of self medication, and my question is a practical
doing an annual physical examination be aware that
self-medicated orthokeratology just to get through

TREDICI:

Yes and No.
If you are willing to go through a lengthy examination and you have a baseline,
then you can find it.
A baseline means you have the pre-contact lens refraction, findings,
and keratometric readings. Then compare these to your present findings and then you will
know, but if he knew that he was coming In for an examination within a two-week period
and he could titrate his contact lens wear against a very easy target--his acuity, he can
tell when his acuity is at a certain level, then he could remove the lens and come to see
you a day Iat,,r, then the answer is No, because there usually is no abrasion or stippling
of the cornea.
So if you did not have tne pre-contact l-ns data you would not be aware

have to consider that this is some kind
one. Can you se an ophthalmologist
the aircrew did not use before such
the examination?

I
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people who want to get into aviation. What we have dons at the AP Academy is to liberalIse our visual standards. A small percentage of each graduating class are allowed to begin
flight training wearing spectacles to correct their refractive errors. Orthokeratology
results appear to be only temporary.
GRAIMM;

I have one question concerning paper No. 6, a question of Prof Chevaleraud.
Did you check
the reaction of those soft lenses also during rapid decompression in your chamber flights
or do you believe that there would be expected bad reactions. That is the first question,
and the second question concerning paper No. 4, the paper of the Session Chairman Is:
Have you any experience of this same kind of sandwich-construction eye protection glasses?
I could imagine that there could be good effect from combining different materials to
combine the good things of all those?

CyZALzR&UD,

No. we have not made any rapid decompression runs because I had chosen to make one climb
and one descent at 10 u/sec. It is, thus, relatively of little importance. As to what
could happen during a rapid decompression, I believe there is less chance of bubbles or
of a lens injury than with a hard contact lens. And this is an additional advantage of
the soft lenses over the hard lenses.

TREDICI;

I would like to add one word here. I believe the last slide that I had indicated that
there would be changes in the materials, in new techniques and in fitting procedures
which are a decade or two into the future.
I know Zeiss of West Germany is working on a
combination soft-hard lens, soft an the inside, hard on the outside, so that it will fit
with comfort and still
correct astigmatism. Now, this kind of an approach when you add
perhaps increased oxygen permeability means that then the lens could be placed on the
cornea and perhaps not be removed for months. As for the sandwich construction (laminates),
Yes. combination of glass and plastic lenses have been made (like automobile windshields).
They are very resistant to breakage but have never found wide favor because they are much
too heavy.
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PERDRIEL:

I sa going back to what has been said regarding the articles in daily publications (news)
that both pilots and navigators may read concerning processes to Improve their visual
acuity. I believe that the role of the tlight surgeon is to warn then against this
procedure.
In France, for a few years many pilots have tried to use gates' method.
It
was a so-called method of relaxing and which apparently showed, as possibly the method
just proposed in Canada, a certain success in the civilian but not in the aviation
population. In time it was found that this method brought no results, but deteriorated
already existing conditions. I believe that one must be extremely cautious, and stress
this point to the pilots regarding the danger of increasing a 1/2 diopter to one full
diopter as it has happened with some of Bates' methods. Therefore, I believe one must
emphatically discourage these procedures. On the other hand, we know that eye surgery
and corneal surgery may be performed on flying personnel and that keratoplasty on
pilots following certain traumatic lesions yields excellent results. The Japanese have
also used a surgical method called Sato's method to treat astigmatism. It consists in
a posterior corneal incision to redice the curvature radius. This intervention has not
proven to be effectivL.
Unfortunately, at present, with the exception of optic piocedures
and certain surgical procedures one cannot improve vision following a corneal lesion.

_RAp!CT!

I am aoinx to take the liberty of changing the subject here rather abruptly to get on to
one of the other areas. I will ask Dr Chevaleraud the question since presbyopia obviously
does reduce the effectiveness and efficiency of a flyer: Was there any consideration
given of just grounding the flyer rather than going through all of these manipulations?

CHEVALERAUD:

No. I think that in our text we have a measurement (value) for near and far visual acuity.
When an individual (&ubject) does not meet the conditions as defined, we are just as concerned with correcting both near and far visual acuity. And, so far as I know, we have
never had to ground someone because he refused to wear near vision corrective aids. These,
as you know, are necessary in certain phases of aviation where one needs to read using
near vision.

TREDICI:

All right. That is why I brought the subject up--if we had an oversupply of pilots, that
would be the easiest wiy out of this whole thing. It would be a rather difficult thing
to do, but we have brought in so many difficulties and to integrate even a bifocal or a
trifocal with all the other apparatus that we are talking about, it is just not too
efficient. I realize that my solution is like an ux, but I only brought it up to generate
a discussion but sioce apparently nobody is willing to take that position we will go along
and continue them In the cockpit with bifocal and trifocal lenses.

WARD:

Addressing your question about the problem of bifocals, trifocals, glasses, contact lenses,
and all these other vision aid devices, I am afraid that the individuals making the decisions and having the final decision-making authority fall within the category of those
needing visual assistance. Also, they have sons and very good friend3 in the young age
group that also need visual assistance to meet the flight standard training requirements.
As long as we have this bias, I am afraid that we as physicians, physiologists, and
optometrists are going to have to learn how to make these individuals who do not fit
the ideal physical standards compatible with the mission profile and the machines they
must fly.

GLIfI:

First, I would like to commend
A comment to the ge..tleman in reference to flsshblindness.
them 411 on what I think is an Ingenious device and pass our regards to Dr Kutchins;
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weapons, I think, has to be considered and would encourage you to continue in your work
to see if we could get increased transmission. I agree that the KC 135 and B-52 missions
could do veil with 20% transmission whereas if you get into trees in the dunk and at dark
it is just not a tenable situntion so I would encourage you to continue with the efforts.
PFOFF:

I could comment on that. We have on our continuing work with the Polaroid Corporation
from whom we are obtaining our polarizers and from whom we plan on obtaining them in
production. Commercial polarizers are designated as HN-22, HN-32, HN-38, the number
being the percent transmission from unpolarized light. Within the past 6 months Polaroid
has been successful in developing for us an HN-36 polarizer that has an improved off state
when compared to their previously available HN-32 polarizers. Granted, we are talking
about small percents but every little bit helps. The other two avenues they are working
on for us is improving the off axis protection level for the polarizers and in bonding
techniques. Realistically, we will probably do well to increase this figure to 25%
unless we find out that we can alleviate the protection levels that the US military is
asking us for--you can move up the transmission level in the open state If you are willing
to sacrifice from a closed state. In other words, if you are willing to work with an
OD of 2 to 3 rather than 3 to 4.5, then we could possibly raise this transmission level
up to around 30% but you would have to give on one end. We will not get 50%, I assure
you because if we have to use KG3 glass, they only transmit 87% of the light. Then, of
course, you have the windscreen which is going to reduce the transmission even further.

TREDICI:

I want to add something here, simply because these two gentlemen may not be aware that
the Ophthaluology Branch at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine was involved for nearly
a decade--I inherited the project from Jim Culver on this flashblindness protection. We
really were not successful in solving the riddle even though we spent a lot of fundsbut
we were laying down the foundation for the solution to this problem and so I do not think
it was all done for naught, that when we finally did achieve a photochromic device it was
like the EGiG goggle.
In the goggle form, all the apparatus that were needed to set it
off were so cumbersome--it had about 50 pounds of electronics, battery packs, etc., so
this PLZT system is really one of the big breakthroughs--it is the fact that your weight
is on the order of magnitude of lOX less and that is really what I think is the main
advantage.

PFOFF:

With our approach we are saving quite a bit of funds because now the magnitude of funds
required for retrofitting the aircraft is reduced by quite a bit.

IWAPP;

If I sound pessimistic, I do not mean to be so. I would like to just amplify a coment
you made earlier, and I hope it is a coment that would bring a little realism to this.
Everything we have heard has been about enhancement of one of man's sensors; the flash
protection devices is nothing more than an enhancement of his blink reflex; the night
vision goggles are enhancement of his normal physiologic ability to see at night or not
to see at night; the hand-held stabilization devices and the VTAS, etc., all are extension
of a normal sense. What this is going to amount to, if we keep going, is either we are
going to have to go back to Mustangs and Hurricanes and leather helmets or we are going
to have to get the orthopedists involved. We are going to have to fuse the man's neck
so that he can support all of this weight and he can actually use it in the environment.
And I will only plead, as I am involved in the biomechanics end of this and see these
pilots come back from the test range, realize they cannot button their collars of their
dress shirts at night because of acute muscle swelling. We have problems--if we add
ounces to the man's head for whatever purpose. Now, I realize that we need enhancement
to do our tactical missions, but there has to be a compromise, there has to be an end
someplace to all of this.
I am both an engineer and a physician. And I know that, from the physical scientist
standpoint, when we find a way of enhancing son's normal senses we sell it imediately
to the operational counity. This immediately brings to the line officer new tactics,
new doctrines, new strategies. Then the medical department is asked to make the man work
better as a human being in this environment and you just can't do anything to improve the
physiology of man--all we can do it support his, and I think that, like Dr Chisum said,
we need to get the medical people and the engineering people involved--and that just never
happens. We have to be realistic about it.
We hope it will work but we are reaching a
limit here from a realistic pragmatic standpoint of what we can do with a man's head.

TREDICI:

I agree with what you may, based on the observations you have made. We are out to priorItize things, advise what trade-offs would be necessary to what part of a mission. We
are not dealing with an areal solution for all things, for all men and all situations-that might be the only way to go.

SWPAD:

I thoroughly concur with that. I think that within the research comunity there are too
many of us that promise too much to the engineer, to the operational side and are not
honest and say we cannot extend reasonably the physiological limits of the individual
and tell them: "You can give us all the money in the world and we cannot within a reasonable time, at a reasonable cost, and with a reasonable weight penalty solve your problems";
wherews there are a lot of people that will say: "Give us a lot of money and we will look
at that problem." Okay, it keeps the Jobs going; it keeps the institute open, but we
are not being honest to the people we are supposed to be supporting.

TRADICI:

But those are the people who may solve the problem. Where we are missing the point is
"that. f *to not Involved to the
,
verview of the whole thi.ai--h.w
to
sI,,-that

f
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PFOFF-.

I think our project shows an example of this. What we are looking for to not the goggle
that we see here today-that Is an Interim goggle. Our goal was to keep it at one pound
or less and we are there now, but we are not going to stop at one point or less. We will
keep on going down; however, we are going to keep the endeavor open even after we get
It is even our
theme In production to develop a pair of what you might call sunglasses.
hope that these might even become the sunglasses and the flashblindness thermal protection
For the B-1 bomber, we have already decided we are not going to man at all;
for the eyes.
it will be in the thermal shields, therefore, we have taken all the weight off the man in
that particular circumstance. Now, I will give you a personal opinion. I would rather
see us go back to a leather helmet and take everything off of it, and if we do have a
necessity for a mission specific, for a device which puts some kind of beam or picture
in a visor in front of the man's head, then we get a man that can operate in a high G enviromment to do that specific mission, and I would trade off the possibility of hitting
his head after ejection on the ground to accomplish the mission because being very cruel,
I would rather accomplish the mission and fracture the skull later than to protect the
skull now and not be able to accomplish the mission. That is my personal opinion, please.

BLACKBURN:

How much can we add in terms of devices of various types? We can, I believe, to some
degree--we do have to make a valid Judgment as to the value of these devices as compared
with the physiological capability of the man to perform that mission. I can give one
example, however, where when engine,-s who develop weapon systems and the crew systems
In the first days of the VTAS when
people get together that accomplishments can be made.
the engineers who developed that electronic system were working independently they took
a standard issue 5.5 pount Navy helmet and added 14 ounces to it, way forward to the
center of gravity and much more bulk and when it was sent out to be evaluated, thLy said
it did not work. It did not work not because of the electronics but it did not work
because of the poor pilot who could not hold up their heads because of the weight on them
in pulling C's, When they finally came to us in the development of the helmet, during
the course of several evolutions, he now has a 2.5 to 3 pound helmet with the VTAS integrated into the shell of the helmet and we have lessened the weight and the penalty of
man by at least 50% by doing so.

TREDICI:

In a way what you are saying is that we should go back and evaluate the mission and see
of what importance all of these things are. How necessary are they rather than Just the
continual addition of more and more gadgetry so that in certain cases what we really need
to be doing is substituting one for another rather than adding on and on. And, if the
substitution is not an improvement, then we should not fool with it.

KNAPP:

I will make just one more comment and then pull out of this dialogue. I think it is not
so important to worry about the safety aspect as it is the human performance of thv mission,
I am not talking
the efficiency during the mission, and that is what I am talking about.
about crash effects or anything like that; I am talking about man's efficiency during the
mission. We supply him with black boxes to do his job better but in fact we may compromise
his ability to do the overall mission. Night vision goggles--he can only see 20/70. Does
he need to see better than 20/70? It would be terrible to get out there and to find out
that he cannot deliver the weapon or that he cannot fly the mission at 20/70 at night.
And realize that all you have done is for naught. Because if all he needs is 20/70, it
improves our selection criteria for aviators to only 20/70 instead of 20/20.

TREDICI:

I am in agreement with your philosophy of efficiency, but I disagree with your last coment.
If he starts out with 20/70 and then he further degrades, you are now down to nothing.

PERDRIEL:

I believe that all the comments made are very important because the role of the Sensory
Committee, of our Panel, is actually to discuss the limits of the visual aids of the
general personal type, and of the visual aids adapted to air navigation; namely, those
that are placed in the aircraft. And, I may add, that each time that one of us communicates with an engineer or a technician proposing a new visual aid, we always must ask
I shall use atomic protection as an example.
whether it may be placed in the cockpit.
Present technology prevents the use of proper protection against flash on the transparent
walls of the cockpit. And I believe that it is time we try to concern ourselves with
this, let us say, general protection to the aircraft rather than place this protection
on or before the eyes of the aviator. This would permit us to consider a protection from
both the lasers and the atomic flash rather .&Ian give the pilot only hard glass to protect
him against external trauma. We need to place some substances on the walls of the cockpit
I
which would avoid shock. We could, thus, place a visual protection on the plane.
realize that this, in aviation term, would increase the "payload" or weight of the airConversely, one may also wonder whether this
craft and may modify its performance.
protection would not be better than to transform the pilots into tnte visual robots.
Because, if we try to imagine the pilot with all the apparatus, all the visual aid equipsent we have heard about today, well, I wonder what it does represent from the human point
of view.

TREDICI:

The General has made a very giod point. This panel has today heard about the ultimate in
sophistication in Instrumentation and yet sometimes we cannot afford the penalty it extracts
in other areas, such as a too great increase in payload or a decrease in maneuverability.
This brings us back again to the point made prsviouilyý There will be a need for trade-offs
or specialization in mission capabilities.

FUCHS:

Mey I take the privilege of the Chair of the pan(
o a elm. Whom yo 19k Into the etIre bistor

and bring this discudeion of philosophers
of the Past toa thousad years, nobody
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the aeromedical scientist and practitioner to assist Man to his best. I would not like to
0oso far as to say--tt.is is making a Joke-that you can put a blind man in primary control
of a high performance jet aircraft if you can provide him with a specially trained German
ahephard. But, nobodywould believe when the Wright Brothers started flying that within
a very short while we could reach more than 3 Mach.
TRIDICI;

On that vein then, General Fuchs, we will close this session.

FUHiS:

In s=marization, then, I would remind you that Vision plays the most prominent role in
data gathering for man, so much so that anything affecting it will be significant for the
aviator. Those of us caring for the aviator or attempting to increase his effectiveness
could not look at a more fruitful area.
Clear vision assures us of processing uncluttered and accurate data in our mental computer.
What occurs with this information after its reception is concerned with the training and
developed skills of the aviator. However, if inaccurate or incomplete visual information
is received, we are almost assurftd of failure of that task. The shorteaed time elment
available in decision making in modern aviation makes it imperative to look carefully at
the visual task.
It is because of this that we have in this session, this morning, looked at visual aids
for the aviator. In an attempt to extend his visual range, reduce his decision and reaction times, we have examined aviator spectacles to improve and maintain his basic vision,
by correcting his refractive error and presbyopia. We have also looked at newer modalities
such as contact lenses; we have explored ways to further extend his visual capabilities
when his visual apparatus is def.cient-mespecially in his limited ability to see at night;
and to extend his useful life in the cockpit, we have discussed the available solution
to the inevitable problem of presbyopia.
Once selected for exceptional visual capabilities and expensively trained for aviator
duties, of necessity, the vital visual sense must be protected and preserved.
This, too,
has been addressed in this Session. Protection of vision from excessive physical and
electromagnetic energy is being achieved by the use of spectacles and visors produced of
materials that are the latest breakthrough it. the state-of-the-art.
This Session also brought forth that much more needs to be done--from making difficult
decisions concerning visual atandards to continued exploration, hopefully leading to
the ultimate "omni" aid and visual protector. We hope this Session has set the tone
fo- continued explorstion and development to enhance and protect the flyer's most
valuable resource--HIS VISION.
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